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Abstract 

Since the preservation campaigns at Lee Tung Street, the Star Ferry Pier and the 

Queen’s Pier that erupted in early to mid-2000s, Hong Kong participatory art has undertaken 

an increasingly proactive role in local spatial movements, which marks the organizational and 

strategical evolvements of this artistic category that differentiate it from earlier public and 

community art. While research initiatives after 2010 have identified regional geospatial 

politics as one major concern for local participatory art today, existing studies tend to take a 

contextual approach with main emphases on why art becomes involved in urban spatial 

struggles while rarely proceeding to investigate what strategies or modes of spatial practices 

have emerged from relevant projects and what implications they have on the material-social 

spaces of the city. This hesitation to forward an interpretive evaluation of the focused 

phenomenon stems from the absence of epistemological concreteness in participatory art 

theories and criticisms, which necessitates the introduction of new analytical tools in research 

on the subject. To answer the pending questions, this research employs Henry Lefebvre’s 

theories of the social production of space to examine three representative projects selected 

from a preliminary survey of local participatory art programs/groups which involve spatial 

practices. In exploring the contents, strategies, and socio-spatial implications of these cases, it 

presents three models of spatially oriented participatory art. On this basis, a cross-case 

analysis is conducted to explore how participatory art in general offers counterforces against 

the neoliberalist social-material and aesthetic reprogramming of the city while laying the 

social foundation for the anticipated production of differential spaces. As more urban renewal 

and land resumption plans are anticipated to storm through the city in the coming decades, 
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this research hopes to provide for practitioners, researchers, and local communities the 

discursive and conceptual tools to understand the role of art in preceding and future spatial 

contestations. 
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Introduction 

Staging the research 

Since the mid-1990s, Hong Kong art and cultural scenes have witnessed the 

emergence of a category of art that ventures beyond the studio and institutional spaces to 

interact with the broader social spheres and the public. Employing art historian Clair Bishop’s 

term, this artistic category can be designated as participatory art – a process-based 

performative practice in which the artists create not material works of art but situations under 

which the participating audience are involved in the collective art makings, often directed by 

the goal to solve concrete social problems.1 However, while the terminological and 

theoretical delineations of participatory art were mainly established by the UK and North 

American scholars, the artistic category has its localized trajectory in Hong Kong 

independent of canonical discourses.  

Particularly, participatory art in Hong Kong is foreboded by the public art projects in 

the 1980s which mainly took the form of installations in public spaces, with commissions 

from real estate developers and the government for housing projects and commercial spaces.2 

In the early 1990s, represented by projects including Art in the Camp (C. 越營藝穗計劃, 

 

1 The term “participatory art” is often used interchangeably with other expressions including socially engaged art, dialogical 

art, social practices, new genre of public art, among others. While each of these terms is nuancedly differentiated from others 

by its theoretical implications and position within the trajectories of art history as well as criticical discourses, they generally 

refer to art practices that aim at foregrounding and tackling sociopolitical problems through interdisciplinary strategies 

carried out in collaborations between artists and other participants. In the current writing, the term participatory art is 

adopted in its broadest sense to designate art with these tendencies with an emphasis on participation as the strategic core of 

this artistic domain. See Claire Bishop, Artificial Hells: Participatory Art and the Politics of Spectatorship (London; New 

York: Verso, 2012), 2–3. Pablo Helguera, Education for Socially Engaged Art: A Materials and Techniques Handbook (New 

York: Jorge Pinto Books, 2011), 1–5.  

2 Desmond Hui, “Public Art Research” (Hong Kong, 2003), 9, http://www.hkadc.org.hk/wp-

content/uploads/ResourceCentre_ResearchReport/200402_public_art_research_en.pdf. 
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1989-1991) organized by artist Liang Kan Yee Woo from 1988 to 19913 and Art in the 

Hospital (C. 藝術在醫院, 1994-today) coordinated by artist Oscar Ho,4 a rudimentary model 

of participatory art began to emerge in the form of community-based art projects which 

aimed primarily at helping the underprivileged social groups by providing pedagogical, 

recreational, and therapeutic experiences through participatory art-making.5 Since the early 

2000s, a conspicuous proliferation and strategical evolvement of participatory art have been 

observed in Hong Kong with the intersection of the genre with civil urban movements,6 

particularly the spatial struggles against an array of destructive top-down urban planning 

schemes that threatened the cultural-material legacies of the city and the livelihood of the 

citizens. This intersection is firstly observed in the engagement of art collectives such as 

Video Power (C. 錄影力量), v-artivist (C. 影行者), and Community Museum Project (C. 民

間博物館計劃) in the preservation campaigns at Lee Tung Street (2003-2008) as well as the 

initiations of art activisms such as the “820 Saving Star Ferry Port Art Action” (C. 820拯救天

星藝術行動) and “Flower in the Ruins: Queen’s Pier Culture Festival” (C. 廢墟之花-皇后碼

頭文化節) during the preservation movements at the Star Ferry Piers and Queen’s Pier (2006-

2007). Meanwhile, this “social turn”7 of participatory art is also manifested in the emergence 

 

3 Law Suk Mun 羅淑敏, “Nijing Zhong de Yishu: Lingnan Daxue ‘Chongyu Yuenan Shequn Yishu’ Zhanlan 逆境中的藝

術 : 嶺南大學"重遇越南社群藝術"展覽 [Art in Adversity : C.A.R.E. at Lingnan University],” in Hong Kong Visual Arts 

Yearbook 2008, ed. Chan Yuk Keung 陳育強 and WAN Chui Ki 尹翠琪 (Hong Kong: Department of Fine Arts, The 

Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2008), 127–63. 

4 Hui, “Public Art Research,” 9. 

5 Phoebe Wong, “Community Turn: Social Practice in Hong Kong Art,” in Hong Kong Visual Arts Yearbook 2015, ed. 

Vicent Kamtang Tran. by Lau Wai-kuen Ed. by Tong (Hong Kong: Department of Fine Arts, The Chinese University of 

Hong Kong, 2016), 90. 

6 Frank Vigneron, “Relational Aesthetic in the Expanded Field,” in Hong Kong Soft Power: Art Practices in the Special 

Administrative Region, 2005–2014 (Chinese University Press, 2018), 302–7, https://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctvbtzp5r.11. 

7 Wong, “Community Turn: Social Practice in Hong Kong Art,” 99. 
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of community-based experimental spaces such Woofer Ten (C. 活化廳), Hong Kong House 

of Stories/Blue House (C. 香港故事館/藍屋), and House of To Kwa Wan Stories/To House 

(C. 土家故事館), which are differentiated from earlier community art practices by taking a 

proactive role in the socio-spatial politics of the city. 

By tracing the above trajectory of Hong Kong participatory art, it can be observed that 

an expansion of the terrain of art into the social space is paralleled with art’s increasingly 

intensive involvement in the spatial struggles that have gradually fermented in Hong Kong 

since the early 2000s. These internal and external spatial politics thus constitute a major 

impetus behind the advancement of this artistic category. Historically, the phenomenon can 

be associated with a desire for cultural preservation emerged at the imminent disappearance 

of the material legacies of the city8 and a pursuit for the cultural subjectivity of Hong Kong 

through making sense of its space9 that was triggered by the Handover in 1997. Moreover, 

with the transfer of sovereignty over Hong Kong to the PRC and the further embroiling of the 

city into the globalized neoliberal system, large infrastructure building schemes such as the 

construction of the Guangzhou-Shenzhen-Hong Kong Express Rail Link, Hong Kong-

Zhuhai-Macao Bridge, and the plan for New Development Areas in North East New 

Territories as well as the numerous destructive urban renewal plans propelled by the pro-

development economic ideology have had further triggered the discontents among Hong 

Kong citizens.  

 

8 Ackbar Abbas, Hong Kong: Culture and the Politics of Disappearance, first (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 

1997), 3. 

9 Abbas, 67. 
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Motivated by an interest in the above-delineated phenomena, the current research 

takes as its subject of investigation Hong Kong participatory art practices since the early 

2000s that involve resistive and alternative spatial practices. Specifically, it searches for an 

understanding of the contents, strategies, and implications of participatory art practices in the 

bottom-up, alternative production of urban spaces. 

Stating the Problems 

Status of local research 

A preliminary literature review of the existing studies of Hong Kong participatory art 

shows that the major research initiatives on the subject are mostly taken after 2010 with the 

primary goal to map the local terrain of this artistic category through broad surveys. Among 

these, a series of conversations co-organized by international cultural-theorist collective 

DOXA and multiple local art organizations had drawn attention to the interrelationships 

between art, occupy movements, gentrification, and neo-liberal urban spaces in East Asia;10 

the exhibition “Art as Social Interaction: Hong Kong/ Taiwan Exchange” accompanied by 

panel discussions and a publication offered a synoptic overview of the community-engaging 

art practices in the two regions;11 more recently, after the Umbrella Movement in 2014, 

 

10 These include the symposium “Art and Spatial Resistance: Emergent Strategies in Asia” (2012) supported by C & G 

Department and Asia Art Archive, a two-day workshop “After Occupy: Art, Gentrification and Civil War” (2013) held in 

Asia Art Archive, and another symposium “Art, Creativity, and the City: Probably Future” (2016) in HKICC Lee Shao Kee 

School of Creativity. See “Events,” DOXA Collective, accessed March 20, 2019, 

http://www.doxacollective.org/category/events/. 

11 “Art as Social Interaction – Hong Kong/Taiwan Exchange,” Centre for Research and Development, Academy of Visual 

Arts, Hong Kong Baptist University, accessed March 23, 2019, http://kaitak.hkbu.edu.hk/events/event/art-as-social-

interaction-hong-kong-taiwan-exchange/. 
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several journal articles on the engagement of art activisms in local urban civil movements 

have been published in both local periodicals like the Hong Kong Visual Arts Yearbook12 and 

various English anthologies on contemporary art-and-cultural practices.13 Overall, these 

comprehensive surveys provide a topology of Hong Kong participatory art in the expanded 

field, which serves as the empirical basis for future research. Meanwhile, they have also 

foregrounded some key themes of discussion regarding the main sociopolitical concerns and 

methodological underpinnings of local participatory art,14 among which the engagement of 

art in urban spatial politics has emerged as a major sub-theme. 

However, while some individual case studies have shed lights on specific spatial 

problems such as the demolition of architectural heritages, urban renewals that lead to the 

violation of living rights,15 and the resumption of agricultural land,16 no thematically 

organized research has been conducted to exam the spatial practices involved in Hong Kong 

participatory art. Moreover, existing studies of Hong Kong and pan-East Asia cases that have 

touched upon the interrelationship between participatory art and urban spatial politics mainly 

 

12 Wong, “Community Turn,” 90. 

13 Olivier Krischer, “Thinking of Art as Informal Life Politics in Hong Kong,” in New Worlds from Below: Informal Life 

Politics and Grassroot Action in Twenty-first-century Northeast Asia, ed. Tessa Morris-Suzuki and Eun Jeong Soh, 197-226 

(Canberra: ANU Press, 2017), JSTOR; The Hope Institute, “Social Innovation in Asia: Trends and Characteristics in China, 

Korea, India, Japan and Thailand,” in New Worlds from Below, 249-274. Lu Pei-yi and Phoebe Wong, “Art/movement as A 

Public Platform: Artistic Creations in the Sunflower Movement and the Umbrella Movement,” in Art and the City: Worlding 

the Discussion through a Critical Artscape, eds. Jason Luger and Julie Ren, 44-58 (London, New York: Routledge, 2017), 

Taylor & Francis Group. Kam Wing Man, “Artistic Activism as Essential Threshold from the ‘Peaceful, Rational, Non-

violence’ Demonstrations towards Revolution: Social actions in Hong Kong in the Pre-umbrella Movement Era,” in Art and 

the City, 115-127. Sampson Wong, “Crowd Creations: Interpreting Occupy Art in Hong Kong’s Umbrella Movement,” in Art 

and the City, 194-206. 

14 Regarding its sociopolitical underpinnings, participatory art in Hong Kong has been associated with recent prodemocratic 

civil movements, the rising desire for cultural and material preservation, the pursuit of ecological and environmental justices, 

the empowerment of underprivileged social groups, among other. Meanwhile, discussions on the methods and ethics of 

participatory art often encompass issues such as art pedagogies, companionship, reciprocal community relationship and gift 

economies, as well as place-making through community-based practices. 

15 Mali Wu, Yen-Ing Chen, and Rocean Wong, eds., Art as Social Interaction - Hong Kong/Taiwan Exchange (Association 

of the Visual Art in Taiwan, 2015), 28–29, https://issuu.com/artassocialinteraction/docs/asi_ebook. 

16 Shu Mei Huang, “Urban Farming as a Transformative Planning Practice: The Contested New Territories in Hong Kong,” 

Journal of Planning Education and Research, 2018, 1–16, https://doi.org/10.1177/0739456X18772084. 
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take a contextual approach that treats spatial issues mostly as the backdrop of art.17 In other 

words, instead of asking how participatory art has been engaged in spatial movements and 

what are the implications of this engagement, the emphasis of previous research is mostly put 

on the question of why. 

Insufficiency in analytical and interpretive strategies 

The reason for hesitating to post the questions of how and what is two-folded.  

Foremost, space has not been examined sufficiently as an ontological category in the 

canonical theories of participatory art. The major theorization of the spatiality of participatory 

art up to date remains to Suzanne Lacy’s observation of, in what the artist and theorist terms 

as “New Genre Public Art,” a replacement by an intersubjective space – the space “filled with 

the relationship between artist and the audience”18 – of the material space traditionally 

occupied by an object as well as a substitution of the institutional spaces by the urban sites19 

and Nicolas Bourriaud’s proposition of the utopian spaces created by works of relational 

aesthetics within art institutions.20  However, these analyses are no longer sufficient in 

explaining the conspicuously more complicated spatial phenomena in today’s participatory 

 

17 For example, to contextualize creative social engagements in Asian areas based local historical and political narratives is 

the main approach adopted by the papers selected in the edited collection TESSA MORRIS-SUZUKI and EUN JEONG 

SOH, eds., New Worlds from Below: Informal Life Politics and Grassroots Action in Twenty-First-Century Northeast Asia 

(Australia: ANU Press, 2017). 
18 The term “intersubjective” can have complex connotations across multiple disciplines. In the current study, my adoption 

of the term builds upon Claire Bishop’s description of the “intersubjective space,” which provides a succinct summarization 

of what Lacy has observed as the emergent space between the artist and the audience. See Suzanne Lacy, ed., Mapping the 

Terrain: New Genre Public Art (Seattle: Bay Press, 1995), 35, https://doi.org/10.5860/choice.32-4881. Claire Bishop, “The 

Social Turn: Collaboration and Its Discontents,” Artforum International 44, no. 6 (2006): 179. 

19 Lacy, Mapping the Terrain: New Genre Public Art, 21.  

20 Mikkel Bolt Rasmussen, “A Note on Socially Engaged Art Criticism,” Nordic Journal of Aesthetics 25, no. 53 (2017): 61, 

https://doi.org/10.7146/nja.v25i53.26406. 
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art practices, which entails further studies of the subject with systematically constructed 

frameworks pertinent for spatial analysis being adopted. 

Meanwhile, the discussion of the impacts of participatory art can often be hindered by 

a dispute over the criteria of evaluation. As Claire Bishop points out, an enervation of the 

critical energy has been plaguing participatory art studies as critics tend to one-sidedly 

emphasize the ethical rectitude of the collaborative model demonstrated in the participatory 

process while overlooking the actual social impacts potentially engendered through the 

examined projects; as a result, collaborative arts are seldom described as successful or 

unsuccessful as they are “equally essential to the task of strengthening the social bond.”21 

This conundrum faced by participatory art criticism is hardly surprising for when the 

evaluation of such art is based on a calculation of direct social effects, many projects would 

be deemed having failed to achieve their underlying sociopolitical goals. The same problem 

also obstructs a relatively nuanced understanding of the virtuosity of Hong Kong 

participatory arts that have been striving for a more democratic mechanism of urban planning 

and management that is, to this day, yet to be established. 

If the understanding of the implications of participatory art is irreducible to hortative 

praise of the honorability of the collaborative models or judgement of whether direct 

sociopolitical changes have been generated, new analytical paradigms must be formed. 

Regarding this inherent insufficiency of the discipline, Grant Kester advocates for the 

construction of “new models of reception” which can authentically address the participants’ 

 

21 Bishop, “The Social Turn: Collaboration and Its Discontents,” 178–83. 
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experiences “with a particular awareness of the parameters of agency and affect.”22 

Nevertheless, the critic provides no concrete examples of these new models he suggests. 

Regarding Kester’s proposition, my question is that as participatory art becomes 

inextricable with specific sociopolitical problems, is it still effective to build interpretive 

strategies solely on abstract terms such as agency and affect?  

Informed by this reasoning, I deem it useful for participatory art studies to look 

beyond the theoretical reservoir of the discipline to search for epistemological tools from the 

domains with which art intersects. In the context of the current research, critical spatial 

theories are thus required for the conceptualization of the spatiality of Hong Kong 

participatory art. 

Identifying and filling the research gap 

Based on the above review, the research gaps in the focused domain are as follows: 

While the intersection of Hong Kong participatory art and urban spatial politics has 

been identified as a major sociocultural phenomenon in recent studies, little research has been 

done to explore what spatial strategies are involved in local participatory art practices and 

what their implications on the material-social spaces of the city are. Moreover, the canonical 

analytical discourses of participatory art have offered little effective strategies for the 

examination of the implications of participatory art beyond dichotomized accounts on ethical 

righteousness and directly observable social outcomes. Especially, a systematic analytical 

framework of the production of social spaces is absent from disciplinary knowledge. 

 

22 Grant Kester, “The Device Laid Bare: On Some Limitations in Current Art Criticism,” E-Flux Journal 50 (2013), 

https://www.e-flux.com/journal/50/59990/the-device-laid-bare-on-some-limitations-in-current-art-criticism/. 
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To fill the research gap, this research proposes a collective case studies of the 

representative participatory art projects that intersect urban spatial politics selected from a 

preparatory survey the local cases. By employing Henry Lefebvre’s theories of the production 

of social spaces, the research explores the strategies, contents, and implications of the spatial 

practices carried out through the examined cases. On this basis, it also aims at providing 

analytical methods and discursive discourses referenceable for future research on the 

intersections between participatory art and urban spatial politics. 

Conceptual framework 

Geopolitically, this research positions the engagement of participatory art in local 

urban spatial politics against the broad background of sociocultural and spatial transformation 

of Hong Kong after the Handover. Specifically, it contextualizes local participatory art’s 

venture into the contested urban spaces in a rising attentiveness to the democratization of 

urban planning and management among local artists and citizens that problematizes the top-

down geospatial transformations of the city impelled by both the nativist scheme aiming at 

territorial convergence between the Hong Kong and the Mainland China as well as an 

acceleration of the neoliberalist mode of urban redevelopment in the post-Handover Hong 

Kong. The focused artistic phenomenon of research is therefore considered as what art critic 

Lau Kin-wah deems a belated manifestation of these sociocultural transformations that only 

became prominent since the early 2000s.23 

 

23 Lau Kinwah Jasper 劉建華, “Bentu Yu Dangdai — Hou Jiu Qi De Xianggang Shehui Yu Yishu Xingdong 本土與當代 

––後九七的香港社會與藝術行動 [’Local Action’ and the Contemporary of Art in Post-Post 97 Hong Kong],” Online 

archive of the Preservation Movement at the Star Ferry Pier and Queen’s Pier, 2007, 

https://beyondthestars.wordpress.com/2007/08/14/本土與當代-––後後九七的香港社會與藝術行動/. 
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Methodologically, this research invokes Henry Lefebvre's spatial theories which unfold 

the conceptive, perceptual, and lived dimensions of modern urban spaces through a tripartite 

model of social-spatial production. The study accordingly sets its epistemological ground on 

this model of the Spatial Triad, which is consistently employed in the case analyses to 

foreground the production of spaces of multiplicity through participatory art. Based on this, 

the current research also takes on the philosopher’s critiques of the hegemony of 

(neo)capitalism spaces to position local resistive spatial practices in a politicized rendition of 

the situated contradictions of Hong Kong urban space. Accordingly, it interrogates the role of 

participatory art in the hierarchical urban spatial orders. Lastly, this research follows 

Lefebvre’s proposition of differential spaces as the antithesis of the abstract spaces that 

characterize neoliberalist cities and conceptualizes participatory art as one potential means to 

actualize this anticipation. Under this premise, the research asks what participatory art, as a 

category distinguished from other art forms and direct political actions, has to offer to the 

production of differential spaces in Hong Kong. 

Research purpose and potential implications 

Besides taking the objective to fill the above gap identified in the disciplinary 

knowledge of participatory art, this research is also driven by the following 

acknowledgement of the exigency to examine the socio-spatial efficacies of participatory art. 

At the end of this research, while some preceding local spatial resistance movements 

had ended with scarce major victories,24 struggles against the ongoing and incoming urban 

 

24 Here, major victories imply the actual overturn of top-down urban planning decisions. In the case studies and discussion 

chapters, I will discuss some small victories achieved in preceding urban spatial movements, such as the formation of civil 
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development plans continue. As I write these words, three agricultural villages in Wan Chou, 

where villagers and artists, and activists have been holding the annual Jackfruit Festival (C.大

樹菠蘿節) to resist land resumption, had just undergone mass forced evictions; To Kwa Wan 

old district, where multiple alternative art spaces and community art projects are located, is 

threatened by the imminent destruction of the material and social spaces due to six renewal 

plans and the construction of Shatin-to-Central Link; Ma Shi Po, the agricultural area in Fan 

Ling that the experimental framing society Mapopo Community Farm (C. 馬寶寶社區農場) 

strives to preserve, will be demolished in a few months for the plan of New Development 

Areas in North East New Territories. Moreover, the scale and intensity of these urban 

transformations will only drastically escalate in the coming decades: according to the Hong 

Kong 2030+ Report published in 2016, nearly 33 thousand housing units will be subjected to 

renewal or redevelopment by 204625 and more than 4,800 hectares of land supply required 

for residential, industrial, and commercial uses should have been materialized by mid-

2030s.26 As local participatory art continues to be involved in the struggles that problematize 

and challenge these top-down development imperatives, it is necessary to ask what 

experiences it has accumulated through previous endeavors and what these experiences imply 

for future practices. 

Meanwhile, participatory art, by its nature, is built up upon the longitudinal devotions 

of intellectual, physical, and emotional labors by its actants including artists, activists, non-

 
autonomous organizations, the amendment of compensation and relocation policies, and the accumulation of social 

movement experiences. 

25 Development Bureau and Planning Department of the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, 

“Hong Kong 2030+: Towards a Planning Vision and Strategy Transcending 2030” (Hong Kong, 2016), 33, 

https://www.hk2030plus.hk/document/2030+Booklet_Eng.pdf. 

26 Development Bureau and Planning Department of the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, 47. 
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profit organizations, and, in the local contexts, grassroots populations with limited social, 

economic, and time resources. This means an ethical reason is also impelling the reflections 

on the efficacies of local participatory art in the past two decades, which is anticipated to 

provide references for the stakeholders, academic researchers, and general external audiences 

to further evaluate existing and future participatory art practices. 

Lastly, it is also the intention of this study to provide substantiations for future 

applications for the allocation of public resources in the sector of participatory art. Though 

many of the participatory art projects mentioned in the research were supported by the Hong 

Kong Arts Development Council (hereafter ADC), rarely are the spatial resources and 

financial funding provided sustainably. However, as will be observe from the studied cases, 

these supports are crucial for the sustainability and thus efficacy of participatory art 

programs, especially those involving longitudinal interactions with the surrounding 

community based on the operation of their physical spaces. 

Scope and limitations 

The current research takes as a subject of investigation Hong Kong participatory art 

practices that involves alternative or resistive spatial practices. Regarding the early 2000s as 

the beginning of the major social turn of local participatory art, the current research focused 

on projects conducted in the 2000s and 2010s. Based on a preliminary survey of relevant 

cases, the research adopts a collective case studies approach that encompasses three 

representative participatory art projects/groups.  

Meanwhile, while participatory art can be approached from varied theoretical 
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perspectives as an artistic category that intersects multiple disciplines and diverse social 

problems, this research only highlights its spatial dimension. Accordingly, it only aims at 

providing insights into the spatial issues proposed in the research questions. The construction 

of macro theories of the artistic category or a comprehensive study of Hong Kong 

participatory art in the expanded field is beyond the scope of this research. Correspondingly, 

the analytical strategies it demonstrates are considered most applicable to participatory art 

projects that are predominantly concerned with spatial issues. 

The Research questions 

Questions about the contents, strategies, and implications of spatial practices involved 

in Hong Kong participatory art 

(1) What major strategies of spatial practices are involved in the studied cases of 

participatory art? 

(2) Analyzed under Lefevre’s theoretical frameworks of social production of space, what 

types of spatial contents are produced through these strategies? (These contents may 

include, for instance, an artistic sphere of participatory art, new socio-spatial relations, the 

modulation of existing spatial orders, the production or (re)appropriation of material 

spaces, visualizations and narrations of embedded spatial experiences, spatial knowledge 

about local histories, community networks, alternative spatial practices in everyday life, 

among others.) 
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(3) How do these spatial contents potentially (politically, economically, culturally, or 

aesthetically) challenge the hegemonic spatial representations, ideologies, and policies 

imposed on the city by top-down power imperatives? 

(4) Do the above spatial strategies and contents contribute to the socio-spatial movements in 

which the associated art programs are situated, and how? 

(5) Ultimately, do these spatial strategies and contents contribute to the generation of 

differential spaces that counter the neoliberalist forces of spatial abstraction, and how? 

(6) Based on the above investigations, what models of spatially oriented participatory art are 

observed to have emerged from the studies cases? 

Question on the methods and criteria for the assessment of the socio-spatial 

implications of participatory art: 

(7) Based on the previous question set, how can participatory art be assessed of its socio-

spatial implications beyond a simple calculation of the direct social effects art generates 

such as whether a material space is preserved from demolition and, simultaneously, 

beyond an overly subjective evaluation of the symbolic and moral meanings of art? 

(8) Particularly, what criteria can be set for the proposed method of assessment? 

Organization of the Study 

Chapter 1 describes the research methods and rationale. Chapter 2 reviews the existing 

studies of Hong Kong participatory art in the expanded field to present a preliminary 

categorization and historicization of this artistic genre since its emergence in the 1990s. By 
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focusing on the spatial narratives embedded in existing studies, the chapter identifies spatial 

politics as an intrinsic constitution of Hong Kong participatory art. Especially, the 

involvement of this genre in the spatial struggles against the neoliberalist urban 

redevelopment process has been one major impetus behind its proliferation and strategic 

advancement. On this basis, this chapter points out a major research gap: while recent 

research has identified urban spatial struggles as a major concern for Hong Kong 

participatory art, no study has been conducted to examine how previous and ongoing art 

projects have contributed to these spatial movements, which entails an investigation of the 

socio-spatial implications of participatory art. Chapter 3 begins with the reasoning that for 

the current research to dissect the transactions between participatory art and the urban space, 

it needs to outsource socio-spatial theories unprovided by art theories and criticism. The 

chapter accordingly presents Henry Lefebvre’s spatial theories as the predominant analytical 

framework of the research by introducing the Spatial Triad model, Lefebvre’s critique of the 

neoliberal space of abstraction, his anticipation of the production of differential spaces of 

alterity, and the role of art and political actions in his theoretical matrix – which justifies the 

pertinence of the theory employment. Especially, the chapter concludes with a summarization 

of the situated spatial contradictions in Hong Kong since the handover. Chapter 4 presents 

three case studies of participatory art projects/groups: Woofer Ten, Choi Yuen Village Arts 

Festival, and v-artivist. After examining how these cases are situated in different urban spatial 

controversies and identified their major strategies of spatial practices, each study is concluded 

with a within-case discussion of the socio-spatial implications of the studies case. Based on 

the individual case analyses, chapter 5 provides a generalization of cases into models and a 
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cross-case analysis centers on the role of participation in the local production of differential 

spaces. Following that, it also reflects on the methodology and ethics of participatory art 

studies and criticism based on the research journey. Lastly, the chapter concludes suggestions 

for further research.  
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Chapter 1: Research methods and rationale  

Purposeful sampling of the cases 

The current research adopts a collective case studies approach which begins with a 

preliminary survey of Hong Kong participatory art programs/projects/groups that take the 

politics of urban space as a major concern. Among the case mapped in this survey (see 

Appendix I), three are chosen as the focused cases of study based on the following criteria: 

(1) Pertinence 

The case chosen should exemplify the focused phenomenon of study, namely an 

interrelationship between participatory art and urban spatial contestations. Specifically, it 

should be situated with a particular socio-spatial context in which embedded or direct spatial 

resistances are involved. For example, many projects listed in the preliminary survey were 

initiated during the civil movements against controversial urban redevelopment plans. 

Secondly, the art project/group should have taken, in its involvement in spatial contestations, 

specific artistic strategies that are relatively consistent and therefore predicted identifiable for 

the current research.  

(2) Feasibility 

For participatory art is a primarily process-based category that is often not directed 

towards the production of material works of art, documentation produced by the project 

attendees during the course of the studied projects that can offer first-hand accounts of 

events are considered the major research sources of the current study. Therefore, the chosen 
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cases are also selected on the basis that sufficient documentary materials are available and 

accessible at the time of the research. 

(3) Variance 

The grouped cases should demonstrate distinct differences in their forms of 

organization, major strategies of spatial engagement, and the overall rationales underlying 

their artistic practices. Meanwhile, regarding the socio-spatial background of the cases, the 

chose cases are ideally involved in different urban spatial incidents so that the research may 

present observations of the diversity and broadness of the engagement of participatory art in 

local spatial contestations. 

Based on the above criteria, three cases chosen among those listed in the preliminary 

survey are considered to be representative of a specific model of spatially concerned 

participatory art. Each of the cases and the model it exemplifies are bounded by three 

[Diagram 1] 
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parameters including socio-spatial background, organizational pattern, and artistic strategies. 

The descriptive and interpretive analyses of the cases will according be focused on these 

three aspects.  

Curating the sources 

Debates over the methodology of researching process-based art are mainly centered on 

how the investigator could gain an authentic account of the artistic experience staged in such 

art projects. Regarding this problem, Grant Kester propounds a replacement of the object-

based analyses by “a field-based approach”27 through which the researcher occupies the site 

of the examined art project throughout the course of its operation to identify how the project 

unfolds with the dynamics of the dialogical process. This proposition brings two concerns for 

the current research. First is that the selected cases and the socio-spatial incidents in which 

they were involved mostly took place before this study. Second is while Kester’s observatory 

approach is expected to provide a relatively authentic account the internal mechanism of 

participatory art, it also leads to problems of manageability for participatory arts intertwined 

with urban spatial movements tend to blur the boundaries between everyday resistive 

practices and clearly staged projects while often lasting for years. 

Offering a counterargument to that of Kester, Claire Bishop, and another interlocutor of 

participatory art, E.C. Feiss call for attention to the material outputs of participatory art and a 

departure from a clinch to the immateriality of this artistic category.28 Despite the validity of 

 

27 Kester, “The Device Laid Bare: On Some Limitations in Current Art Criticism,” 8 0f 11. 

28 E. C. Feiss, “Response to Grant Kester’s The Device Laid Bare,” E-Flux Journal 54 (2014): 2 of 4, https://www.e-

flux.com/journal/54/59873/response-to-grant-kester-s-the-device-laid-bare/; Bishop, Artificial Hells: Participatory Art and 

the Politics of Spectatorship, 8. 
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Kester’s proposition, this counterargument is particularly informative for the study of Hong 

Kong participatory arts which intersects with civil movements. 

As mentioned in the introduction, broad surveys of Hong Kong participatory art after 

2010 has provided the empirical base for succeeding studies. However, a large corpus of 

primary source materials of previous art projects remains largely unexamined in previous 

research. Particularly, these materials mainly include the followings: 

(1) Visual documentation in forms of photography, short video clips, and length 

documentaries 

(2) Independent publications of visual and textual materials recording scenes of artistic 

interventions and social movements 

(3) Handbooks for pedagogical or volunteer training programs 

(4) Online archives of annual project reports 

(5) Online archives of collaboration with various civil organizations 

(6) Proceedings of public discussions and community art forums 

These materials are considered of significance for the current research for several 

reasons. Firstly, they were produced at the time of relevant art projects, thus providing 

firsthand accounts of the process of events. Secondly, they are not merely the “byproducts” of 

participatory experiences but an intrinsic part of the latter. As detailed in the case study of v-

artivist, one of the most prominent characteristics of Hong Kong participatory art that 

intersects with urban spatial movements is that the establishment of grassroots media 

platforms which allows for the circulation of visual and textual discursive collectively 

produced by artists, participants of art, and other civil organizations during the progression of 
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things has been employed as a popular strategy for such art projects. This means these 

materials, instead of being secondary representations, carry the agencies of different 

stakeholders involved in the participatory process. 

As these primary source materials are mostly published in Chinese and often buried in 

online blogs and archives, they remain unmapped out by previous scholarly research. 

Accordingly, the current research pay attention to these sources, with particular interests in 

how what perceptual, conceptive, and corporeal spatial contents can be excavated from these 

discursive texts – whether written, oral, or visual – and what they reveal about how the 

attenders of participatory art conceptualize and engage with the urban spaces. 

While these primary sources have touched upon many issues regarding the process, 

ethical concerns, methodologies, and the conflicts as well as negotiations with participatory art 

practices, some parts are more prominently associated with the issues pertains to urban spatial 

movements and the intrinsic spatiality of participatory art. I consider the process of examining 

these materials as curation, through which the spatial contents are identified and re-organized 

to the construct a picture of the cases investigated.  

The role of theory  

In the current research, critical spatial theories are employed to provide an ontological 

ground for the understanding of space that transcends a dichotomy of space into the material 

and social/the physical and mental. Epistemologically, it offers analytical tools for the case 

studies to unveil the perceptual, conceptive, and lived dimensions of socio-material production 

of space. The political investment of Lefebvre’s theories is also adopted by this research to help 
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determine the political underpinnings undertaken by different modes of spatial production in 

the hierarchical construct of the neoliberalist spatial regime. Meanwhile, for Lefebvre’s 

theories are historical instead of transcendental, they will be adapted to the situated socio-

spatial contexts of Hong Kong, as detailed in the last section of chapter three. Lastly, the 

examined artistic phenomena are not considered substantiations of the theories. Rather, as a 

natural outcome of the analyses and discussions of selected cases, the research explores the 

pertinence and insufficiencies of the theories in explaining and envisioning contemporary 

problems. 

Analytical methods  

The analytical progression of the case studies goes from within-case to cross-case 

analysis and the final generalization. Within each case study, a contextual analysis of the 

socio-spatial background of the examined projects is presented as first. The purpose of this 

analysis is to reveal not only what urban spatial crises the case was involved in but, more 

importantly, at which moment of the related social movements the art project became 

involved to understand the underlying rationale or sociopolitical goals undertaken by the 

project attenders. This is followed by the embedded analysis29 which identifies the major 

strategies through which the examined project tackles spatial problems. One of the major 

challenges faced by the commentators of participatory art is that such projects often have no 

 

29 Two analytical methods are commonly employed for within-case studies: the holistic and the embedded. While the 

holistic analysis present a thorough account of the case, often following a chronological order, the embedded analysis 

highlights specific aspects of the cases that correspond to the research intentions. The holistic method is more often adopted 

in single case study research while the embedded method is considered more pertinent to collective case studies research. 

See John W. Creswell, Qualitative Inquiry & Research Design : Choosing among Five Approaches, 2nd ed. (Thousand Oaks: 

Sage Publications, 2007), 75. 
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clear spatial and temporal boundaries,30 the bounding of the cases thus becomes an essential 

consideration for participatory art research. In the current study, the cases are accordingly 

bounded by their positions in the related social movements and their strategical organization 

of spatial practices. This also means that the case studies will not provide a holistic account 

of the studied longitudinal programs which can encompass numerous small projects over the 

years. Following this is an interpretive analysis of the case, which positions the spatial tactics 

identified in the studied case in the politicized tripartition of the social production of space 

provided by Lefebvre’s theory. A conclusion on the implications of the examined project is 

accordingly presented at the end of each case study.  

For a collective case study designed to answer the research questions through the 

generalization of the cases, it is essential to consider the generalizability of the findings 

beyond the case level.31 The issue is particularly relevant to participatory art research for it is 

generally considered in this discipline that no two projects are identical and explicable by the 

same formula. Especially, under the framework of the current research, participatory arts in 

Hong Kong are often the unique outcomes of the collision of an array of sociopolitical 

determinators external to the market and institutions so that each project is a single 

occurrence. Corresponding, it is not a typically common practice to generalize the case 

studies of participatory art into models, which also explains why existing studies are usually 

conducted in the form of broad, descriptive surveys and only go as far as with intrinsic 

interpretations of the focused phenomena. Regarding the above concerns, my conceptions of 

 

30 Kester, “The Device Laid Bare: On Some Limitations in Current Art Criticism,” 8 of 11. 

31 Creswell, Qualitative Inquiry & Research Design : Choosing among Five Approaches, 92. 
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the necessity of the current research design and the generalizability of the cases are as 

follows: 

Firstly, the spatial crises faced by Hong Kong citizens and participatory art practitioners 

show repetitive patterns in their manifestations: property resumption and forces evictions in 

old districts, reclamation of farmland and agricultural settlements in city outskirts, and the 

overall destructive redevelopment for property-based economic development. A 

summarization of existing art projects that have been striving to resolve these problems 

would facilitate the conception and execution of future programs that may encounter the 

same situations. Particularly, I expect the models generalized based on the case studies 

findings would also demonstrate how the socio-spatial contexts and the operative/strategical 

organizations of the focused projects have been coordinated in preceding art practices, which 

should provide references for future programs. 

Also, from the preliminary survey of local participatory art programs that involve 

spatial practices, we can find that many small tactics and major strategies, such as spatially 

based community engagement, dialogical interactions, festival activities, screenings, 

handicraft making, are repeatedly employed with adaption to different scenarios. This is 

because participatory art, unlike artistic categories that emphasize the novelty in medium, 

form, rhetoric, and aesthetic experience, is both autonomous and heteronomously driven by 

the pursuit of sociopolitical efficacies and therefore does not defy the repetition of successful 

experiences. This reasoning also supports the conception of the findings beyond the 

interpretation of single cases. 

Based on the above rationale, a generalization of three participatory art models will be 
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presented in the discussion chapter. The goal of this generalization is to offer analytical 

discourses that reveal certain strategical patterns and rationales shared by the projects 

represented by the models and, simultaneously, offer spatially informed interpretive methods 

for these projects that have been previously interpreted under other theoretical frameworks 

such as community art, art activism, and Land Art. Meanwhile, I will also address some 

differences among the programs within each model. 

Following the generalization is a cross-case analysis driven by the query of how 

participatory art is differentiated from other politically charged art categories and direct 

political actions in the local urban movements oriented towards the production of differential 

spaces. Particularly, the analysis centers on issues including who are the attenders of local 

participatory art, what constitutes participation, and how do these considerations supplement 

Lefebvre’s anticipation of the routes to differential spaces.  
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Chapter 2: Literature review 

Overview 

This chapter examines from a spatial perspective the existing scholarships of Hong 

Kong participatory art in the expanded field. While the term participatory art, along with its 

many synonyms including socially engaged art, social practices, community art, among other, 

was originally established by the UK and North theorists based on the development of this 

artistic domain in Western Europe and the United States, participatory art in Hong Kong has 

its localized trajectory and connotations independent from that particular art history. 

Specifically, I consider local participatory art in the expanded fields encompasses three 

major forms: community art, art activism, and socially engaged, guerilla art collectives.32 

Meanwhile, it is heralded by public art that popularized in the local art scene in the 1990s. 

With a retrospective review of gradual expansion of participatory art from public art, early 

community art in the 1990s, the more socio-politically oriented community-based projects 

since the early 2000s, and finally art activism and socially engaged art, I intend to unfound 

the spatial narratives embedded in existing discourses of these artistic categories. On this 

basis, I propose spatial struggle as a major impetus behind the development of participatory 

art in Hong Kong, followed by a theoretical discussion of the spatial politics33 of 

participatory art. Specifically, this literature review consists of four sections. 

Section One begins with examining the indeterminacy of participatory art as a concept 

 

32 An overview of the representative projects is listed in Appendix I 

33 By “spatial politics,” I refer to the a political subjectivity that is grounded in its relationship (manifested in actions and 

conceptions) with the space. In other words, it is proposed here that participatory art has a political attribute that is anchored 

in its relation to space. 
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in the local studies of the subject, followed by an account of the main factors that have 

contributed to this circumstance. 

To provide a situated differentiation of the forms of participatory art unprovided by 

existing research, Section two enters a review of the trajectory of the participatory art in 

Hong Kong with emphases the changing role of spatial politics in the evolvement of 

participatory art. In this section, existing research papers and art criticism articles on public 

art, community art, socially engaged art, and art activism are examined with selected 

examples of local art projects. The aims of this revision are twofold. The first is to explicate 

how major forms of participatory art in Hong Kong are differentiated in strategies and 

sociohistorical contexts, thus providing the necessary discursive determinacy for the present 

research. The other is to align the trajectory of this artistic discipline with its history of 

entanglement with space. 

Section three builds on the previous investigation of the role played by spatial politics 

and struggles in the evolvement of participatory art. Specifically, it propounds a 

conceptualization of how space, as a perspective of inquiry, could inform our understanding 

of participatory art through three propositions. The first delineates spatial politics as an 

intrinsic constitutional fabric of participatory art; the second proposition examines how forms 

and strategies of participatory evolve with the changes in the power structures under which 

spatial politics are performed and portrays the overall trend of participatory art as one with 

which these spatial politics become increasingly prominent; the last proposition suggests the 

trajectory of participatory art as a process for art to move from the autonomous space of art as 

a unique mode of sociocultural production to the heterogeneous social spaces of various 
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kinds, thus preparing for the discussion of the dialectics between participatory art’s aesthetic 

sovereignty and sociopolitical efficacy. On the whole, this section explores the theoretical 

implications of introducing the spatial dimension into the historicization of participatory art. 

The last section asks how recent scholarly research has responded to the growingly 

conspicuous transaction between participatory art and urban spatial struggles locally and 

globally. Specifically, it details the discussion of the research gap identified in the preliminary 

literature review presented in the introduction chapter. Lastly, informed by the theorization of 

the spatial politics involved in participatory art, this section proposes to search for a spatial 

theory that can be employed for the participatory art criticism. 

The indeterminacy of the concept of participatory art in local research 

While the participatory art in Hong Kong develops in strategies and expands in scale, 

research in the field generally falls behind the practice. Though observably more research on 

the subject has been conducted since around the mid-2010s, including a series of 

conversational events organized by international cultural-theorist collective DOXA in 

partnership with several local art organizations in 2014, the itinerant exhibition “Art as Social 

Interaction: Hong Kong/Taiwan Exchange” (2014),34 and several journal articles on the 

social turn of participatory art in Hong Kong published in the local periodical the Hong Kong 

Visual Arts Yearbook,35 no coherent historicization and theorization of participatory art has 

 

34 See “Art as Social Interaction - Hong Kong/ Taiwan Exchange,” Website of the exhibition, accessed March 9, 2020, 

https://artassocialinterac.wixsite.com/hktw/about. 

35 Wong, “Community Turn: Social Practice in Hong Kong Art”; Ching-ying Phoebe Man, “Exploring the Aesthetic of Hong 

Kong Community Arts,” in Exploring the Aesthetic of Hong Kong Community Arts, ed. Vincent Kamtang Tong (Hong Kong: 

Department of Fine Arts, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2017), 120–35. 
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been presented till this day. This situation is most obviously observed in an indeterminacy of 

the categorization of participatory art. Specifically, it is often the case that terminologies 

including public art, community art, community building (C. 社區營造), and participatory art 

itself are used interchangeably. Meanwhile, concepts such as relational aesthetics, dialogical 

art, and socially engaged art have relatively limited receptions in the writings and locutions of 

local practitioners and art critics.36 In most cases, commentators tend to employ the term 

community art to denote diverse forms of participatory art from installation in public spaces, 

wall paintings, to performative interventions, art activism, and experimental art spaces. 

The following paragraphs examine the major factors that may have contributed to this 

theoretical indeterminacy to form a preliminary understanding of the idiosyncrasies of Hong 

Kong participatory art in its cultural infrastructural components and theoretical reception. 

To begin with, the evolvement of participatory art in Hong Kong is not a movement 

initiated by the artists to challenge established paradigms of contemporary art or to propound 

certain programs of artistic revolution, as seen in the New Ink Movement37 in the 1970s. 

Instead of addressing the issue intrinsic to contemporary art, participatory art is more often 

concerned with concrete problems in the broader social sphere. Accordingly, these art 

projects are rarely presented as a specific artistic regime with clear self-definition or 

manifestos; rather, they tend to be spontaneous and not easily graspable by labels. As curator 

Nato Thompson suggests, participatory art essentially defies rigid categorization and, instead, 

 

36 Local Scholar Frank Vigneron, who has been conducting longitudinal research on Hong Kong art, is a major commentator 

of participatory art in Hong Kong who combines empirical studies of local practices with the canonical theories of the 

artistic category as well as postmodernity aesthetics. However, Vigneron’s writing remains a singular case among the works 

of local art critics in terms of the intensity of its involvement with critical theories, especially the reception of socially 

engaged art criticism. See Vigneron, “Relational Aesthetic in the Expanded Field.” 

37 In Chinese, “新水墨運動”. 
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often lends itself to the practices of other disciplines and everyday life such as community 

building, micro-economy, and urban farming.38 

Meanwhile, participatory art in Hong Kong has been developing without much 

reference to the canonical theories in the domain. For analytical discourses such as new genre 

public art by Suzanne Lacy, relational aesthetics by Nicolas Bourriaud, and dialogical art by 

Grant Kester are largely anchored in the history of Western modern art and mostly 

conceptualized as aesthetic programs that challenge the previous artistic paradigms in that 

particular history, they are not easily translated into the local locution. For example, Taiwan 

curator Wu Mali argues that socially engaged art as a borrowed phrase from English could 

never be fully addressed by Chines translations such as “介入” (intervention), “進入” 

(entrance), or “參與” (participation). In the local scenarios, participatory art is most closely 

associated with the expression “community” (C. 社區/社群). Comparing to technical terms 

stem from art history and aesthetic theories, “community” has undoubtedly been widely 

accepted as a consentient notion by the local attendees of participatory art including artists, 

intellectuals, and the popular class citizens. This is especially observable on the grassroots 

level of cultural production, in which the word “community” is frequently appropriated and 

circulated in various contexts related to the everyday realities of urban life in Hong Kong. 

Accordingly, community art, of which the conceptualization is mediated by the connotation 

of community, remains the most popular locution in the discussion of participatory art today. 

Moreover, not only that participatory art is not a unitary disciplinary movement, the 

support it has acquired from (semi)official art and cultural institutions such as museums, 

 

38 Nato Thompson, “Curatorial Statement of ‘Living as Form,’” Website of Creative Times, 2011, 

http://creativetime.org/programs/archive/2011/livingasform/curator_statement.htm. 
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governmental departments, or major art schools only came very recently. Accordingly, 

theoretical debates over the conception of participatory art in public cultural discourse are 

yet to be developed. To draw an immediate comparison, in the United States, the formation of 

public art as a genre and, thus, a subject of historicization as well as theorization was marked 

by the establishment of the “Art in Public Places Program” by the National Endowment for 

the Arts in the 1970s,39 suggesting public discourses and cultural policies can encourage the 

advancement of the conception of art. Similarly, the reciprocal relationship between the field-

defining works of socially engaged art criticism – especially Bourriaud’s writings on 

relational aesthetics – and the MFA courses, awards, and museum or gallery programs 

tailored for community-centered practices that have emerged since the 1990s in the U.S. have 

contributed significantly to the proliferation of theoretical debate over participatory art in 

large.40 When it comes to Hong Kong, governmental support for participatory art is mostly 

focused on the promotion of public art and community art in the narrow sense. Among the 

three major official promoters of community and public art, ADC takes as part of its mission 

to support community-based art programs via various schemes such as the “Shanghai Street 

Artspace Exhibition Hall Project” and the “Jockey Club Creative Art Centre Community Arts 

Promotion Scheme;”41 the Art Promotion Office (hereafter APO) established in 2001 is 

mainly devoted to the commission of installation art for public display and the management 

of community art program “Oi!” in a heritage building on Oil Street,42 and the Urban 

 

39 Lacy, Mapping the Terrain: New Genre Public Art, 21. 

40 Bishop, Artificial Hells: Participatory Art and the Politics of Spectatorship, 2. 

41 Hong Kong Arts Developement Council, “Community Arts Developement,” Website of Hong Kong Arts Developement 

Council, accessed January 17, 2019, http://www.hkadc.org.hk/?p=438&lang=en. 

42 Leisure and Cultural Services Department, “About APO,” Website of the Art Promotion Office, accessed January 17, 
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Renewal Fund – which was founded in 2011 to manage the Urban Renewal Trust Fund set by 

local government – focuses on the preservations and revitalization of urban heritages in 

multiple old districts of the city through community-engaging creative programs.43 

Meanwhile, other participatory forms of art such as art activism and socially engaged art are 

mostly absent from the mission statements of these promotive schemes. 

As a result of the above three factors, while public art and community art enjoy a 

certain degree of popularity as both civil cultural categories and the artistic paradigms 

approved by the (semi)official institutions, other forms of participatory art are less visible in 

public discourses. Though it may seem that the various strategies of participatory art are often 

employed simultaneously in practice, which renders a rigid delimitation unnecessary and 

even obstructive for the communication among partakers of participatory art, the absence of 

theoretical differentiation can result in the obliteration of the historical specificities and 

dilution of the conceptional intensity attached to each of these categories. Foremost, 

conceptions of community art and public art are no longer sufficient for the comprehension of 

the latest advancement of participatory art in Hong Kong. For this precise reason, this next 

section aims at presenting a preliminary delineation of the major forms of participatory art in 

Hong Kong by conducting a brief historical review of the artistic discipline. 

However, this review aims not at providing a comprehensive survey of participatory art 

in Hong Kong, which would far exceed the current research scope. Instead, driven by the 

observation of an interrelationship between the evolvement of participatory art and its 

 
2019, https://www.lcsd.gov.hk/CE/Museum/APO/en_US/web/apo/about_apo.html. 

43 For detailed list of existing projects funded by the Urban Renewal Fund, see Urban Renewal Fund, “Information of the 

Approved Projects: Urban Renewal Heritage Preservation and District Revitalisation Funding Scheme,” Website of Urban 

Renewal Fund, accessed January 17, 2019, http://www.urfund.org.hk/en_information03.html. 
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relation to space, I introduce spatial politics as an entrance point to this review. 

A historical-spatial review of Hong Kong participatory art 

Art in public spaces 

The rise of different forms of participatory art in Hong Kong is preluded by the 

emergence of public art that dates back to the 1980s when large scale installation works were 

commissioned for the commercial and residential areas of Exchange Square and Tai Koo 

[Diagram 2] 
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Shing.44 According to ADC, public art commissions conspicuously increased during the 

1990s with major support from private corporations and real estate developers who partnered 

with newly established governmental units including the ADC and the Leisure and Cultural 

Services Department as well as public institutions such as the Hong Kong Museum of Art.45 

Until the late 1990s, commissioned public art represented by “sculpture and mural in the 

conventional permanent sense”46 remains the predominant formats of art in public places. 

Meanwhile, the development of public art also led to the emergence of new conceptions of 

the relationship between public spaces, audience, and art. As recounted by artist Ho Siu-kee, 

when the Provisional Regional Council launched the first Public Art Scheme in Hong Kong 

1999 with the newly established Heritage Museum, the managing team of the scheme 

intended to the venture beyond the thinking of public art as simply sculptures installed in 

public spaces with the anticipation to search for public art practices for the “enhancement of 

public areas and site-specificness” 47 of the living environment of Hong Kong. Yet, overall, 

the notion of public art established by this local history is typically associated with works of 

visual art installed in public spaces that usually reflect the specificity of the site other than 

that of the inhibitors and speak to with the surrounding environment more than the spectators.  

Art in community spaces 

However, some projects established during the 1980s and 1990s which are often 

 

44 Hui, “Public Art Research,” 9. 

45 Hui, 10. 

46 Hui, 11. 

47 Phoebe Wong, “Community Turn: Social Practice in Hong Kong Art,” tran. Lau Wai-kuen, in Hong Kong Visual Arts 

Yearbook 2015, ed. Vicent Kamtang (Hong Kong: Department of Fine Arts, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2016), 

92. 
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subsumed in the category of public art do not necessarily fit with the above delineation. One 

representative project was “Art in Hospital” initiated by Ho Hing-Kay Oscar– a persistent 

promoter of participatory art in Hong Kong – and artist Liang Yee-woo Evelyna in 1994 in 

the hope to enliven the environment of local hospitals through art. Instead of emphasizing the 

material object of artistic production, the project prioritized the process of collaborative 

artmaking shared by the patients, artists, and the medical professionals;48 meanwhile, 

although the murals produced through these collective endeavors were installed in the 

hospital as typical works of public art, the overall project is oriented toward the needs of the 

patient rather than the particularities of the sites or place. In identifying its mission as “a 

community project,”49 Art in Hospital claims community as its primary concern and 

introduced temperate critique of social problems into its discursive strategies, thus 

differentiating community art as a separate category from public art. Since the early 2000s, 

community art practices have gradually developed into one major form of participatory art in 

Hong Kong, especially with the aforementioned establishment of the APO which juxtaposes 

community art with public art as its dual missions. Meanwhile, the relationship between art 

and the community it interacts with has also become a complex issue of discussion. 

According to Oscar Ho, community art can be subdivided into two categories including 

“community art” (C. 社區藝術) and “communal art.” (C. 社群藝術).50 As suggested by Ho, 

the distinction between “community” and “communal” differentiates two basic connotations 

 

48 Website of Art in Hospital, “About Art in Hospital,” accessed January 19, 2019, https://www.aih.org.hk/untitled-

cr3h?lang=en. 

49 Website of Art in Hospital. 

50 Ho Hing-Kay Oscar 何慶基, “Nan Gao de Yi Shu: She Qu Yi Shu Man Tan 難搞的藝術——社區藝術漫談 [The 

Difficult Art: On Community Art],” First Published in 2007 on Hong Kong Economic Journal, Retrieved from Hong Kong 

Arts Critics’ Profiles and Writings Online Databased, 2007, http://www.artscritics.hk/?a=doc&id=370. 
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contained by the term “community:” the former refers to a closed environment bounded by its 

geographical setting within the broader urban space while the latter emphasizes a unified 

social body defined by its ethnic-cultural constitution.51 The division thus simultaneously 

denotes two major issues of concern of local community art practices: one centers on the 

preservation of the space of community life and, within it, the cultural-material legacies, 

microeconomics, and lived experiences of its residents; the other revolves around the 

empowerment of and advocation for the underprivileged social groups. Ho’s two-folded 

interpretation of the community art also echoes with the local government’s annotation on 

this artistic genre. In 2010, the APO changed the expression “community art” in its mission 

statement to “communal art,” which according to cultural critic Phoebe Wong, seemed to be 

responding to the political agenda of social integration due to the increase in the numbers of 

new immigrants and ethical groups.52 In general, community art has expanded the conception 

of “public” as understood in public art by extending the purview of artistic practices to 

community spaces and communal bodies, though in practice the two genres often interlace 

with each other.53 

However, the above understanding of participatory art through the discourse of 

community art is not without its limitations. Especially, it assumes that community art 

practitioners or organizers, as art professionals, hold a superior position to the communities 

 

51 Ho. 

52 Phoebe Wong, “Community Turn: Social Practice in Hong Kong Art,” tran. by Lau Wai-kuen, in Hong Kong Visual Arts 

Yearbook 2015, ed. Vicent Kamtang (Hong Kong: Department of Fine Arts, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2016), 

92. 

53 For example, the program Oi! co-organized by APO and the Hong Kong Visual Arts Centre is defined as a community art 

scheme; however, many of its projects combines community-engaging activities and exhibition of material works of art. See 

Leisure and Cultural Services Department, “Past Projects of Oil!,” Website of Oi!, accessed February 28, 2020, 

https://www.lcsd.gov.hk/CE/Museum/APO/en_US/web/apo/e_project.html.  
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which are being intervened by art. Moreover, despite the critical perspectives against certain 

community issues some art projects may hold, community art generally preserves an attitude 

of cultural neutrality which portrays art as relatively apolitical. In the introduction to its major 

community art schemes, the ADC lists as its mission to “enhance the knowledge of local 

audiences in order to engage all sectors of the communities in arts and culture activities.”54 A 

similar portrait of community art is seen in the APO’s announcement of its goal to “raise the 

public's interest in art creation and appreciation, and let everyone experience the fun of 

art.”55 (all emphases added) Though these limitations may not entirely define the realities of 

community art in Hong Kong, they still largely pester the public discourses of participatory 

art upon which people’s conception of this artistic category depends. With the continuous 

evolvement of participatory art in practices and theories, these limitations have accordingly 

been gradually revealed and challenged by new empirical experiences and theoretical 

conceptions. 

Particularly, Phoebe Wong’s article has brought to attention a major expansion of the 

strategies and conception of participatory art in Hong Kong that took place in the early 2000s. 

While the critic adopts the term “community art” in her writing, she has also acknowledged 

that this expression was originally associated with specific art projects that undertook 

recreational and therapeutic purposes in the 1980s and 1990s,56 which still dominates the 

description of participatory art in the official and public discourses today. As suggested by 

Wong, this limited understanding has become subject of critical reflection since the early 

 

54 Hong Kong Arts Developement Council, “Community Arts Developement.” 

55 Leisure and Cultural Services Department, “About APO.” 

56 Wong, “Community Turn: Social Practice in Hong Kong Art,” 89. 
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2000s with key concepts such as intervention, participation, relational aesthetics, dialogical 

art, among others being introduced to the local art and intellectual community with the import 

of the canonical writings on participatory art by the UK and North American commentators.57 

Meanwhile, this theoretical expansion paralleled the evolvement in the practicing field, 

which was prominently observed in the new organizational forms of participatory art, and, 

simultaneously, pushed forward a “social turn” 58 in the theoretical interpretation of these 

new tendencies. One representative project was the non-profit art organization Woofer Ten 

(C. 活化廳), which was known for its management of the Shanghai Street Artspace delegated 

by the ADC from 2009 to 2015. Before the group settled in, this space located on Shanghai 

Street of Yau Ma Tai district had been a white cube gallery for the display of art. Noticing the 

invalidity of transplanting “High Art: into an old neighborhood, Woofer Ten turned the 

gallery into a shared community space with its door open to the surrounding residents and 

shop owners.59 Based on this setting, Woofterten further searched for tactics for community 

engagement beyond preexisting models of community art.  

Among the many strategical evolvements achieved by the group during this course, 

three major aspects distinctively differentiated its practices from typical community art. 

Firstly, instead of presuming a hierarchy between the artists as the knowledge experts and the 

local communities as the subject to be enlightened by art, Woofer Ten encouraged reciprocal 

and equalitarian relationships among all those who share the community space. Especially, 

many of its projects challenged the tenability of imposing established rules of fine arts on the 

 

57 Wong, 90. 

58 Wong, 99. 

59 “About Woofer Ten,” Website of Woofer Ten, accessed February 29, 2020, http://woofer10.blogspot.com/. 
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community members by incorporating skills of handicrafts and everyday practices learned 

from the neighbors into artmaking.60 Moreover, it introduced sociopolitical issues into 

communal activities through creative forms of social critique.61 Most importantly, it 

established a model of longitudinal community art practice that is space-based rather than 

project-oriented. Specifically, this model takes a fixed physical space embedded in the 

community as its material base and turns the space into an open platform for continuous 

communal engagement. In this sense, other projects apart from Woofer Ten that run on this 

model such as Hong Kong House of Stories/Blue House (since 2012) and18 Pitt Street (碧街

18號, -2016) can also be considered as community-based experimental art spaces. 

At the same time, what Phoebe Wong means by the social turn of community art is also 

observed in another phenomenon that is the convergence of urban civil movements against 

top-down urban planning and art.62 Despite Woofer Ten’s breakthrough in the conception and 

practices of community art, it remained largely community-based in terms of its adhesion to 

geographical location and particular communal populations while focusing mostly on the 

incorporation of daily practices rather than political actions into art. In contrast, the 

involvement of art in urban civil movements marks a significant shift for participatory art to 

 

60 For example, its debut project “Few Few Prize, Many Many Praise” (C. 多多獎，小小賞) recruited local artists to 

interview and learn skills from the handicraft masters on Shanghai Street. The participating artists and master then made 

collage sculptures with the recycles metal trophies and handicraft to praise local craftmanship and small businesses in Yao 

Ma Tai. Overall, the project established a preliminary connection between the art group and the surrounding communities. 

See “Online Archive of Project ‘Few Few Prize, Many Many Praise,’” accessed September 17, 2019, http://prize-prize-

prize.blogspot.com/. 

61 For example, the theatre project “Pitt Street Riot” planned by Woofer Ten invited the neighbors in Yau Ma Tai to provide 

material documents and oral histories of the riot that took place on the Pitt Street of Hong Kong on the June 7th, 1989, which 

was the night before a latter abolished rally in support of the students movement in Beijing, to elicit discussions and 

reflections on the historical event. See Lee Chun Fung 李俊峰, ed., Bijie Shibian - Liusi Gundong Jietou Juvhang Xingdong 

Jilu 碧街事變-六四滾動街頭劇場行動記錄 [Pitt Street Riot - Rolling Theatre of Tiananmen Massacre Video & 

Documents] (Hong Kong: 活化廳·街坊會 Woofer Ten Kai Fong Wui, 2015), 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jshjT_IRi90SglIm9KNc_qQIXyeqtfFs/view. 

62 Wong, “Community Turn: Social Practice in Hong Kong Art,” 98–99. 
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enter the broader social spaces that are the sites of direct political actions. Meanwhile, this 

shift also thrusts social-spatial problems revolving around the planning and regeneration of 

the city to the forefront of participatory art’s vision. 

Art in the contested urban spaces 

As suggested by scholar Frank Vigneron, the early 2000s marked the beginning of a 

conspicuous coalescence between art activism and urban civil movements in Hong Kong that 

was propelled by a zeal for cultural-material preservation of the city that emerged during and 

after the transformative years around the Handover.  

Having lived in Hong Kong since 1990, I myself have witnessed how the local 

population has turned from a complete lack of interest in the preservation of the 

architectural and material culture of the place … toward an almost violent desire to put 

a stop to the erasure of the past from the space of their culture…63 

According to the scholar, the rise of the awareness to protect the local cultural identities 

among Hong Kong people had prepared for the demonstrations of this shared consciousness 

in both the civil movements rose against the demolitions of urban heritages since 2003 and 

the art practices of the post-‘80s generation of local artists.64 As discussed in chapter three, 

this contradiction between the decadence of the urbanscape and the citizens’ eagerness to 

protect the material and cultural legacies of the city thus constitutes a major spatial 

contradiction in Hong Kong, which provides an important perspective for the understanding 

of the transactive relationship between urban space and participatory art. 

Against this background, two eruptive historical movements – the civil resistance 

movement against the property appropriation for the redevelopment plan of Lee Tung Street 

 
63 Vigneron, “Relational Aesthetic in the Expanded Field,” 302. 

64 Vigneron, 302. 
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(2003-2008) and that against the demolition of Queens’s Pier and Star Ferry Piers (2006-

2007) – marked the beginning of this process. Since then, activism aiming at preserving 

urban material legacies had developed into an array of unprecedentedly coherent movements 

including mainly the resistances against a series of urban renewal plans in old districts such 

as Wan Chai, Sham Shui Po/Cheung Sha Wan (2009-2013), and To Kwa Wan, the protests 

against the eviction of Choi Yuen Village for Guangzhou-Shenzhen-Hong Kong Express Rail 

Link (hereafter XRL, 2008 -2011), the public debates over the construction of Hong Kong-

Zhuhai-Macao Bridge and the plan for New Development Areas in North East New 

Territories (hereafter NDAs in NENT) – first proposed by the government in “Hong Kong 

2030 Planning Vision and Strategy” in 2007 – that claims to reclaim the farming villages in 

northern New Territories including Kwu Tung North, Fanling North, and Ping Che/Ta Kwu 

Ling.65 

As suggested by Vigneron, these movements are not only punctual in the articulations 

of their sociopolitical pursuits but also involves a wide range of participants including the 

educated elites, students, and the middle to popular class Hong Kong citizens, meaning that 

though civil movements concerned with urban planning issues have a history in Hong Kong 

predating 2000, the preceding initiatives are incomparable to these in terms of organizational 

strategies and scale.66 This observation points out two important prerequisites for the 

expansion of participatory art from the community art model to art activism and 

participatory art carried out by guerilla art collectives in the broader social sphere: an 

 

65 See Planning Department and Civil Engineering and Development Department, “The Study Background of the North East 

New Territories New Development Areas Planning and Engineering Study Investigation” (Hong Kong, 2017), 

http://www.nentnda.gov.hk/eng/study.html. 

66 Vigneron, “Relational Aesthetic in the Expanded Field,” 307. 
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unprecedented eagerness among the citizens to participate in collective actions in the face of 

social exigencies and the popularization of artistic strategies in these collective actions.  

In surveying art projects during this course of its convergence with urban civil 

movements, I divide them into two aforementioned groups: art activism and guerrilla art 

collectives. Art activism involves mainly the employment of artistic strategies such as on-site 

installation and performance in the process of demonstrations. In Hong Kong’s experience, 

art activism can strategically incorporating a mood of festivity to social movements or even 

take form in art festivals. Some major examples of art activism include Street as Museum: 

Lee Tung Street (整整一條利東街, 2005) conducted by artist group Street Museum Project 

during the resistance movements against the eviction of Lee Tung Street, three successive 

events including “820 Saving Star Ferry Pier Art Action820,” “Art Action to Conserve the 

Star Ferry Clock Tower,” and “Flower in the Ruins: Queen’s Pier Cultural Festival” that took 

place during the protests against the demolition of the two piers, “Choi Yuen Tsuen 

Woodstock: An Arts Festival Among the Ruins” (新春糊士托大型廢墟藝術節, 2011) which 

was held during the eviction and demolition of Choi Yuen Village for the construction of 

XRL. Overall, art activism tends to be eruptive, short-term, and spontaneous. In contrast, 

participatory art carried out by guerilla art collectives are more durational and stable in their 

organizations. 

Like community art, the local guerilla art collectives are often run sustainably and 

systematically by a small cluster of the practitioners who carry out participatory art programs 

from one site of urban contestation to another. Major cases that fall into this category art 

include v-artivist (since 2007) founded by some former members of the social documentary 
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group Video Power during the protests against the demolition of Lee Tung Street and 

Community Museum Projects, a curatorial platform founded in 2002 by local art and cultural 

practitioners Chan Pui Hoe (C. 陳沛浩), Siu King-chung (C. 蕭竟聰), Tse Pak-chai (C. 謝

柏齊), and Phoebe, Wong Siu Yin (C. 黃小燕) against the broad background of accelerating 

urban renewal.67 

Condensing the field of participatory art 

Based on this review, the following paragraphs of this section compare and summarize 

the major types of participatory art in Hong Kong from two aspects: strategies and spatial 

foundation. 

In terms of strategies and methods, early community art in the 1980s and 1990s, in 

seeking authentic interaction with local communities through a collaborative artmaking 

process, parted with public art that involves mainly the installation of material works of art in 

public spaces. This shift demarcates the static, object-oriented art and the performative, 

process-based participatory art. After the early 2000s, community art has expanded its tactics 

from purveying recreational, therapeutic, and pedagogical experiences to cultivating 

equalitarian platforms for general communal activities and social critiques. Meanwhile, 

propelled by a growing eagerness to preserve the urban material legacies of Hong Kong after 

Handover, art activism and socially engaged art have further expanded the horizon of 

participatory art by partnering with urban civil movements. While art activism spontaneously 

 

67 Siu King-chung 蕭竟聰, “Chengxian Shequ: Wenhua Shiyi Yu Shequn Yingzao Fangfaxue呈現社區：文化拾遺與社羣

營造方法學 [Visualizing Community: The Methodology of Cultural Scavenging and Community Building],” in Jiaoyu Yu 

Chuangcheng: Lishi Wenhua de Shijiao 教育與傳承：歷史文化的視角 [Education and Heritage: Historico-Cultural 

Perspective], ed. Leung Cho Nga 梁操雅 and Lo Tin Yo 羅天佑 (Hong Kong: 香港教育圖書公司, 2011), 54. 
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incorporates performative actions and symbolic installation into demonstrations at particular 

sites of urban spatial contestations, guerrilla art collectives sustainably practice spatial 

engagement with greater mobility and methodological stability. Overall, Hong Kong 

participatory art in the expanded field is both built on the experience of earlier community art 

and assuming a more proactive role in tackling the fermenting urban social problems since 

the early 2000s. 

Parallel with this methodological evolvement of art is the history of changing material 

and social spaces in which participatory art takes place. While public art is tethered to the 

sites for which it is commissioned, community art expands the territory of participatory art by 

situating itself in the areas bounded by specific socio-geographical constitutions. Art activism 

and guerrilla art collectives further venture into the urban space in its open totality as the 

terrain of spatial contestations. 

Though the above delimitation of participatory art is synthetical and tentative, it lays an 

empirical foundation for further discussion on the spatial politics of participatory art by 

focusing on the major categories that are conspicuously concerned with the spatial practices. 

Informed by the observation that space constitutes an important thread of inquiry into the 

history of participatory art in Hong Kong, the next section explores how spatial politics may 

generate new theoretical dimensions of participatory art. 

The spatial politics of participatory art 

The spatial dilemma of Cattle Depot as an entry point 

To begin with, I intend to invoke as an example the spatial dilemma faced once by 
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Cattle Depot Artist Village to illustrate the nature of the spatial struggles generally involve 

in participatory art in Hong Kong. The Cattle Depot is a government-owned Grade 2 

historical building that was converted in 2001 to an art village for the relocation of tenants 

from the Oil Street Artist Village.68 Before the Development Bureau took over the 

administration of the place in 2011, the management of the art village was outsourced to a 

private agency that imposed multiple restrictions on the public accessibility of the art village. 

For example, the external audience could only access the art village for private visits and 

were prohibited from taking pictures in public areas.69 These restrictions were partially 

legitimate for, according to the Government Property Agency which was then in charge of the 

management of the Cattle Depot, the inner space of the building units for rent in the village 

were of private ownership based on the lease while the publicness of the outdoor open space 

around the buildings was undetermined.70 Meanwhile, the art groups in the Cattel Deport and 

the ADC – the funding party for some of the tenants – envisioned the art village as a 

community-based space that could cultivate a sense of belonging and cultural identification 

among the To Kwa Wan neighborhoods by offering participatory experiences in art events.71 

A paradoxical condition was thus created that while the stakeholders of the local community 

propounded the free access of the Cattle Depot as, ideally, a shared community space, the art 

 

68 The Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region - Development Bureau, “Ex-Ma Tau Kok Animal 

Quarantine Depot - Cattle Depot,” Website of Heritage Conservation, accessed February 28, 2020, 

https://www.heritage.gov.hk/en/conserve/cattleDepot.htm. 

69 Lau Kin-wah Jasper 劉建華, “Yizhang Xuankong Heng’e Zuopin de Shequ Yishu Kongjian Jichu Tiaojian Zhengzhi 一

張懸空橫額作品的社區藝術空間基礎條件政治 [A Banner Hanging Outside Cattle Depot Artist Village],” in Chuangyi 

Kongjian: Dongya Yishu Yu Kongjian Kangzheng 創意空間：東亞藝術與空間抗爭 [Creative Space: Art and Spatial 

Resistance in East Asia], ed. DOXA (Hong Kong: Roundtable Synergy Books, 2014), 55. 

70 Lau Kin-wah Jasper 劉建華, 56, 64. 

71 Hong Kong Arts Development Council, “Research on Future Development of Artist Village in Cattle Depot” (Hong 

Kong, 2010), ix, https://www.heritage.gov.hk/en/doc/conserve/CDAV_finalversionjun10.pdf. 
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village was by legislation and in administrational practice managed as a gated area. 

Moreover, the condition would remain so as long as the artists and art groups continued to 

use their spaces in the Cattle Depot under the existing administration, which would also mean 

that the tenants had tacitly permitted the privatization of the space of the art village. 

It is by no means an isolated case exclusive to the Cattle Depot that a paradox emerges 

between the publicness of an art zone situated in a community space and the private 

ownership that constraint the accessibility to this art zone. As suggested by local art 

researcher Lau Kin-wah, the controversy over the public access to the Cattle Depot was 

essentially a query on how participatory art can strive for the publicness of privately-owned 

space, where possibilities of alternative spatial practices may arise.72 Informed by Lau’s 

argument about Cattle Depot, I suggest that spatial struggles should not simply be 

understood as some particular controversies about the statutory jurisdiction over spaces but, 

essentially, the manifestation of a contradiction inherent to the space contested by 

participatory art and its opposing power of the bureaucratic. In other words, the complex 

power struggles contained within the locus of participatory art are what characterize this 

artistic category in its various forms. 

Yet, what implications does this acknowledgement have on the theorization of 

participatory art? What does it reveal about the crux of the strategies of participatory art 

criticism? I would like to approach these questions through the following three propositions: 

Proposition One 

 

72 Lau Kin-wah Jasper 劉建華, “Yizhang Xuankong Heng’e Zuopin de Shequ Yishu Kongjian Jichu Tiaojian Zhengzhi 一

張懸空橫額作品的社區藝術空間基礎條件政治 [A Banner Hanging Outside Cattle Depot Artist Village],” 64–65. 
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The first proposition revolves around a spatial politics intrinsic to all arts that interact 

with that public and the public spaces. Specifically, I argue that the search for alternative 

spaces is a perpetual impetus that has driven the evolvement of Hong Kong participatory art, 

of which the strategies extend from the earlier model of public art to today’s participatory art 

in the expanded field.  

This internal search for alternative spaces thus delineates an underexamined trajectory 

of participatory art in Hong Kong that parallels with a review of the historical development of 

the artistic domain from the more evident taxonomical-formal approach. If the latter approach 

is grounded in the analyses of the progression of the artistic strategies, social solicitude, and 

ethical rectitude of participatory art, the outsourcing to alternative spaces is what sustains 

and determines these strategies.  

Specifically, the strive for equalitarian space of engagement by community art 

programs such as the Cattle Depot is not a temporary social urgency but an extension of the 

spatial struggle that had already existed in public art practices. To illustrate this argument, it 

is useful to invoke Lau Kin-wah and Boris Groys’ analyses of installation space. For Groys, 

installation art performs a politics of space for the artist, by claiming the right to decide the 

display strategies of the works of art in the exhibition space, regains his or her sovereignty 

over the installation space to be provided to the spectator as a sphere of aesthetic perception. 

This process thus involves both the appropriation of power over space by the artist from the 

art institution and the redistribution of this spatial sovereignty by the artist to the spectator.73 

In Lau Kin-wah’s interpretation, it is the same mechanism beginning with the privatization of 

 

73 Boris Groys, “From Medium to Message The Art Exhibition as Model of a New World Order,” Open (Special Issue: The 

Art Biennial as a Global Phenomenon), no. 16 (2009): 56–65. 
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space and ending with the publicization of space that sustains the rationale of both public art 

and relational aesthetics74.  

By extending Lau’s argument, I consider this process of spatial privatization and 

publicization as what underlies participatory art in large: beginning with public art’s parting 

with the exhibition hall, an anti-institutional disposition has driven art’s search for alternative 

spaces for production and display, thus internalizing spatial politics as part of the constitution 

of all participatory art that follows. The only variable that differentiates the various forms in 

this artistic domain is the purview and social attributes of the spaces subjected to this 

process.  

Analogous to installation art’s appropriation of the exhibition space, public art 

appropriates a fraction of space in malls, parks, plazas, or subway stations in which it is 

installed; meanwhile, it assimilates the historical-spatial fabrics of the city as part of its 

constitution by claiming site-specificity as its methodological underpinning, community art 

appropriates the cultural-geographical space of the communities in which it engages with, 

and art activism as well as guerilla art projects appropriate the sociopolitical and the material 

space of the society on the whole. Thus, the development of participatory art writes not only 

a history of disciplinary evolvement but also one of spatial appropriation that has been 

expanding in scale and escalating in radicality, which leads to my second proposition. 

Proposition Two 

If spatial politics remains an intrinsic part of participatory art, the spatial struggles that 

 

74 Lau Kin-wah Jasper 劉建華, “Yizhang Xuankong Heng’e Zuopin de Shequ Yishu Kongjian Jichu Tiaojian Zhengzhi 一

張懸空橫額作品的社區藝術空間基礎條件政治 [A Banner Hanging Outside Cattle Depot Artist Village],” 66–67. 
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embody such politics can change with the form and context of art. By this statement, I 

suggest that spatial politics have varied connotations in different forms of participatory art 

for it involves the power struggles between different spatial constructs in different scenarios. 

A semantic illustration of this argument is offered by Suzanne Lacy. As suggested by 

the artist and theorist, a lasting task for art that engages with the society is to fill this space 

between “public” and “art” that is traditionally occupied by a material work. Different 

strategies of filling this space thus delineate what spaces are involved in distinctive artistic 

categories.75  

In typical installation art, spatial politics are situated between the space of artistic 

sovereignty and authoritarian space persisted by the art institution. Public art, by leaping from 

within the institutional walls to the public spaces, performs its spatiality between the aesthetic 

autonomy and the heteronomy of art by the rules set for public places. Yet, just as 

installations rarely transform the exhibition space in totality, public art resides in public 

spaces without overturning the general rules that govern the latter; instead, what public art 

does challenge is the authoritarian space of the art institution which it parts with. Community 

art in the narrow sense, by incorporating the community spaces which has its geographical, 

administrative, and ethnical delimitations into the space of art, blurs the boundary between art 

and communal activities; in a broader sense, by claiming nonexclusive access to aesthetic 

experience and participation as its political foundation, community art also necessarily 

confronts the governing rules of broader social space and thus presses for an inquiry of the 

political underpinning of the demarcation of the contemporary urban sapces. Lastly, art 

 

75 Lacy, Mapping the Terrain: New Genre Public Art, 21. 
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activism and guerrilla art projects, by directly engaging in urban civil movements, are 

embroiled into the politics of spatial contradictions that are symptomatic to the neoliberalist 

society.76 

Through this proposition, what I intend to suggest is that the differences in the 

connotation of spatial politics indicate more than a change of location. Rather, it implies 

both changes in the material underpinnings of the strategies and methods of participatory art 

as well as the sociopolitical frameworks under which such art practices carry out spatial 

struggles. In the last section of this chapter, I will resume this discussion and presents how it 

informs the theoretical dimension this research proposes to take. 

Proposition Three 

The third proposition is that the history of the spatial politics woven through the 

evolvement of participatory art is, simultaneously, a history of the dismantlement of the 

autonomous space of art.  

This autonomous space involves the space of artistic production, display, circulation, 

interpretation, and evaluation that has been both gradually concreted for art as a unique mode 

of cultural production and increasingly challenged by doubts about the self-consistency of art 

in the face of exigent contemporary crises. The dismantlement of such space begins per se 

with the practices of participatory forms of art and is thus a self-reflexive process intended at 

solving the inherent crises of art itself: the insufficiency in responding to social problems by 

means other than the symbolic and metaphorical gestures. 

 

76 The problematization of the neoliberal space of Hong Kong will be discussed in detailed in the next chapter. 
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During this process, artistic paradigms from installation, pubic art, to art activism and 

guerrilla art collectives are the major indexical signs that mark decomposition of the 

autonomous space of art and its integration into the broader spaces of multiplicity. Different 

from participatory art’s appropriation of space through a process of privatization and 

publicization as illustrated by proposition one, the dismantlement of the autonomous space of 

art marks a more profound change in the governing rules of art. 

The results, on one hand, is that the crisis of art is temporarily alleviated as artists began 

to search the answers for the actual social implications of art and, on the other hand, the fact 

that art is now facing a new crisis of losing its legitimacy as a unique mode of sociocultural 

practices that differs with political actions, community services, and pedagogical programs. 

Nevertheless, this legitimacy, namely the condition which Anton Vidokle terms as the 

sovereignty of artists which allows them to “determine the direction of their work, its subject 

matter and form, and the methodologies they use,”77 must be maintained for art to be truly 

impactful rather than being reduced to creative tactics that are simply subject to appropriation 

by other modes of social practices. Thus, the nucleus of the inquiry into participatory art is 

to transcend a unilateral understanding of the virtuosity of this artistic category that either 

emphasizes only social efficiency or artistic autonomy. 

For a further dive into the above discussion cannot proceed without diverting the 

current summarization of the spatial politics involved in participatory art, I intend to draw a 

temporary end to the discussion by propounding one question leading us back to issue of 

space: what is the role of space in this dialectical relationship between aesthetic autonomy 

 

77 Anton Vidokle, “Art and Sovereignty,” E-Flux Journal 106 (2020). 
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and heteronomy of art? On the most fundamental level, space is the material underpinning 

of art’s struggles between its autonomous territory and other sectors of social production, 

which makes the venture of art into the broader social space the most conspicuous result of 

these struggles. Moreover, this also means that to fully explore the implications of art beyond 

the dichotomy of aesthetic virtuosity and sociopolitical efficacy, a spatial theory should be 

introduced into the criticism of art to identify how multiple spaces are created through artistic 

production in the broader social sphere. 

Lastly, to draw a quick conclusion on the three propositions, I argue that:  

(1) The spatial politics manifested in the search for alternative spaces through the 

process of spatial appropriation is intrinsic to participatory art;  

(2) Spatial politics have multiple embodiments under different material and 

sociopolitical circumstances confronted by art;  

(3) The spatial politics of participatory art ultimately pertains to the contradiction 

between the autonomy of art’s space of sovereignty and the heteronomy of art 

by its sociopolitical commitments. 

The question that follows is: if participatory art in Hong Kong has developed to 

foreground spatial struggles over the urban terrain and within itself through practices, what is 

the outcome of these struggles? How do we understand the implications of participatory art 

on the material and social spaces of the city? And how do artistic strategies constitute 

alternative spatial practices? These questions remain largely unanswered for space has not 

been examined as an ontological category in the theories and criticism of participatory art. In 

the next section, I briefly review the inefficiency of the strategies of participatory art 
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criticism, followed by a proposal for an outsourcing to critical spatial theory. 

 

How to understand the spatial implications of participatory art? – On the insufficiency 

of art criticism strategies 

In recent research on local participatory art, the urban spatial problems of Hong Kong 

has emerged as an important sub-theme. These studies mostly adopt a contextual approach 

that presents various urban spatial problems and the civil movements against them as the 

backdrop of the expansion of participatory art. Apart from the accelerating demolitions of 

urban legacies through renewal projects mentioned in previous sections, some major analyses 

have covered spatial issues regarding the violation of the habitation rights of local 

communities and environmental justice caused by immigration and inpouring investment 

from Mainland China,78 expropriation of farmlands,79 and above all these, property 

speculation.80 On one hand, this contextual approach helps to map the major spatial problems 

confronted by participatory art and thus has laid the empirical foundation for further studies 

on the spatial politics of this artistic category, including the present research. On the other 

hand, it has not fully explored how the concept of space could inform the study of 

participatory art for two major reasons. 

First is that the contextual analyses tend to present spatial problems as simply one of the 

many sociopolitical problems that are subject of concern for art.81 In other words, spatial 

 

78 Wu, Chen, and Wong, Art as Social Interaction - Hong Kong/Taiwan Exchange, 28. 

79 Huang, “Urban Farming as a Transformative Planning Practice: The Contested New Territories in Hong Kong.” 

80 Hui Yuk 許煜, “Ruguo Women Haiyou Kongjian 如果我們還有空間 [If We Still Have Space],” in Chuangyi Kongjian: 

Dongya de Yishu Yu Kongjian Kangzheng 創意空間：東亞的藝術與空間抗爭 [Creative Space: Art and Spatial 

Resistance in East Asia], ed. Yuk Hui (Hong Kong: Roundtable Synergy Books, 2014), 10–11. 

81 Other sociopolitical problems may include, for example, ecological crises, the living status of refugees and ethnical 
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politics has not been conceptualized and examined as an ontological category that not only 

draws a unique trajectory of participatory art but also constitutes an essential component of 

this artistic domain. To fill this gap, I have proposed spatial politics as an essential 

constitution of participatory art and examined the theoretical implication of this proposition 

in the previous two sections of this chapter. Here, I would like to further argue that other 

sociopolitical issues would not have characterized participatory art in such a profound way. 

For example, a commonly seen locution among the commentators of local participatory art is 

that the expansion of participatory art in Hong Kong has resulted from a “resistance to a 

status quo” that arises with “awakened post-colonial consciousness;”82 this argument, though 

valid, would be insufficient in explaining how this sociopolitical awareness relates to the 

forms and aesthetic virtuosity of participatory art that are distinguished from direct political 

actions. By comparison, spatial politics aligns the internal spatiality of participatory art with 

its outward struggles against urban spatial problems and is thus irreducible to the immediate 

response to contingent social problems. Based on this rationale, the conception of the 

spatiality of participatory art is pivotal for the advancement of criticism and theories in the 

field. 

Secondly, while multiple case studies have identified the socio-spatial problems 

confronted by art, little research has asked what implications participatory art has on space. 

This weakness is closely related to the first one: due to the absence of an ontological 

foundation in participatory art studies, no systematic strategies have been established for the 

 
minorities, claim for democracies, the homeless population, among others, 

82 Stephanie Cheung, “Taking Part: Participatory Art and the Emerging Civil Society in Hong Kong,” World Art 5, no. 1 

(2015): 143–44, https://doi.org/10.1080/21500894.2015.1016584. 
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criticism of this artist category. Instead, evaluations of the efficacies of art are prone to 

fragmented discussions on whether specific art projects have achieved its immediate political 

goals. That is to say, when a participatory art fails to preserve a building, a street, a pier, its 

virtue will be at best described as having raised the civil awareness among the citizens or 

demonstrated the cry for democratic planning procedure. Additionally, as discussed in the 

introduction chapter, this hesitation to propound the evaluation of the socio-spatial 

implications of participatory art has stemmed from an inherent enervation of critical energy 

in the art criticism of the subject resulted from a lack of evaluative criteria beyond the 

dichotomized discourses of ethical rectitude and direct social changes, which also echoes 

with the aforementioned dilemma faced by participatory as a result of the dismantling of the 

space of artistic sovereignty. 

Based on the previous argument that the spatiality of participatory art is irreducible to 

singular terms, I contend that the above analytical strategy is reductive: the understanding of 

the efficacies of art should neither rely on a simple calculation of the most visible outcomes 

nor a speculative generalization of the sociocultural influences that can be applied to almost 

any politically charged art practices. Instead, a more pertinent strategy for the evaluation of 

the spatial implications of participatory art should ideally provide the epistemological 

foundation that contains theories which address the following issues: 

(1) The conception of space beyond the dichotomized model of the material and the 

mental, namely a model of social space in its multiplicity; 

(2) The major modes of spatial production in contemporary society and the power 

relations underlying these modes; 
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(3) The role of art in different modes of spatial production and its potential to produce 

alternative space. 

For such epistemology is unprovided by art criticism and theories, I propose to search 

for appropriate theories in critical spatial studies. In the next chapter, I will accordingly 

explore the pertinence of Lefebvre’s spatial theses as the attempted analytical framework for 

the current research.  
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Chapter 3: Forming the theoretical framework 

Overview  

Rationale 

In the previous chapter, a temporary conclusion has been drawn that spatial politics is 

one major factor that characterizes participatory art in post-Handover Hong Kong. By 

“characterize,” the statement means that spatial struggles not only impelled the development 

and thus determined the socio-political purposes of participatory art, they also shape the 

organizational forms, strategies, outputs, and aesthetic principles of the artistic category. 

However, this acknowledgement per se is insufficient in providing a further understanding of 

these complex transactions between spatial politics and art. What strategies of spatial 

practices are offered by participatory art in Hong Kong? What spatial contents are produced 

through participatory art that can challenge the dominant spatial orders? How do we 

understand the politics and aesthetics of spatial practices involved in participatory art? To 

what extent the participatory art in Hong Kong is achieving its sociopolitical and aesthetic 

goals? A further comprehension of participatory art’s role in the urban spatial politics of Hong 

Kong entails the investigation into these questions. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the difficulty of answering these questions lies 

in that social space and its production have not been sufficiently examined in the existing 

literature of participatory art. Though numerous case studies have demonstrated how the 

struggles for material and alternative sociocultural spaces have motivated participatory art 

practices in various regions around the globe, very little theorization that goes beyond the 
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discussion of causality has been presented. Accordingly, a gap existing in the strategies of art 

criticism is hindering our conception of space as an ontological component of participatory 

art and, vice versa, our understanding of the implications of participatory art in the struggles 

against contemporary spatial crises. To fill this gap, queries of this issue must start with the 

construction of a theoretical framework of spatial analysis that exceeds the purview of 

contemporary art criticism. 

Organization and objectives 

Guided by this rationale, I present in this chapter a unified analytical framework for 

spatial analyses based on a review of humanist Marxist spatial theories83 presented by Henri 

Lefebvre in The Production of Space (1974/1991) with a particular focus on the theoretical 

model of social production of space and his critique of modern space of abstraction. 

Following this overview, I introduce this analytical framework by organizing it into the below 

four sections: section one presents the tripartite production of social space and the role of art 

in this model; section two discusses the crises of modern social space and the theoretical 

foundations for emancipatory spatial practices; section three explores the anticipated means 

of alternative spatial production and role of art in this envisagement; the last section 

examines the situated spatial conditions of Hong Kong by introducing postcolonial and 

neoliberal critiques into Lefebvre’s theses on spatial contradictions. 

By exploring these themes, this chapter provides a substantiated understanding of some 

 

83 The designation “humanist Marxist” implies that this thread of critical spatial studies is informed by Hegelian-Marxist 

dialectical materialism but with a shift of focus from the economic sector to the everyday and the human-environment 

interactions. See Chris Butler, Henri Lefebvre : Spatial Politics, Everyday Life and the Right to the City (Abingdon, Oxon; 

New York: Routledge, 2012), 13–19. 
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issues pivotal to the present research, summarized as follows: 

(1) The constitution of social space 

(2) The interrelations between human activities and spatial formation 

(3) The power relations that underly the production of social spaces 

(4) The roots of contemporary spatial crises 

(5) The possibility of emancipatory spaces 

(6) The speculated means of alternative spatial production 

(7) The role of art and political actions in exiting and anticipatory models of spatial 

production and emancipation. 

Moreover, in investigating these issues, the current review of theories is not only 

summative but also explorative for it seeks understandings of the significance of artistic 

programs in the consulted critical spatial theories and, in turn, the implications of spatial 

thinking on the criticism of participatory art through negotiating among the speculative and 

empirical programs discussed in this chapter. 

Concerns regarding the pertinence of theories 

Before proceeding to these thematic discussions, some concerns regarding the 

pertinence of the chosen theories should be stated here. For the neo-Marxist spatial theories 

were originally established against the sociopolitical background of Western Europe, 

particularly France, in the 1960s, it is necessary to ask where the validity of this intellectual 

thread lies in the current research. What are the onto-epistemological and empirical 

foundations of these theories? Why Lefebvre’s writings in The Production of Space is 
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preferred over the much more recent research of his successive urban theorists such as 

Edward Soja and David Harvey? And most importantly, where do these spatial discourses 

converge with the criticism and practices of contemporary art, especially participatory art? 

To avoid deviating the current search for the pertinent theoretical framework by 

indulging in a historical contextualization of Lefebvre’s writings and speaking of theories in 

abstract terms, I will provide justifications for these concerns respectively in the sections 

where they naturally occur in the process of reasoning. 

Constructing a spatial ontology of multiplicity 

At the end of chapter two, I argue that the insufficiency of the current strategies for 

participatory art criticism lies in that they either reduce space to singular terms such as 

architecture, material construct, or fixed sites and places or inflates space practices through 

precarious concepts such as civil awareness or democratic pursuit. While the former approach 

will necessarily lead to a positivist evaluation of art based on whether a physical space is 

preserved or not, the latter – despite the validity of its politicization of spatial phenomena by 

invoking encultured terms – often fail to consider space in its full heterogeneity for such an 

approach tends to focus on singular political concepts.84 

The above reflection indicates that the construction of the analytical framework should 

be founded on an ontology but not shattered discourses of embodied terms of space. 

Moreover, this ontology should surpass binary views of space such as the physical and the 

mental, the artistic and the political, or the void space and the concrete sites. In other words, 

 

84 Peter Merriman et al., “Space and Spatiality in Theory,” Dialogues in Human Geography 2, no. 1 (2012): 4, 

https://doi.org/10.1177/2043820611434864. 
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what is called for by the current investigation is a spatial ontology of multiplicity. For this 

reason, Lefebvre’s theoretical model of the Spatial Triad is employed here.85 

Specifically, the appositeness of the Spatial Triad as a theoretical model lies in that it 

replaces the categorization of spaces with a tripartition of the production of social space into 

three dimensions: the spatial practices, the representations of space, and the representational 

space. By this means, it allows for a conception of space through not taxonomy but, rather, a 

unified model that places the three major modalities of the genesis of different spaces within 

a dynamic diagram.86 The following paragraphs will briefly introduce each component of 

this model with the focus on several variances: the nature of spatial products, means of 

production, producers, and the power relations that underpin each mode of production. 

 

85 The Spatial Triad theory was firstly proposed by Lefebvre in The Production of Space. See Henry Lefebvre, The 

Production of Space, trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith (Cambridge, Mass.; London: Blackwell, 1991), 38–42. 

86 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 16. 
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The Spatial Triad 

The spatial practice produces the perceived space. It is practiced by individuals and 

collectives through daily interactions with a society’s space. Particularly, in the (neo)capitalist 

society, the spatial practice is characterized by “a close association … between daily reality 

(daily routine) and urban reality,”87 namely that between everyday activities and the routes 

and networks that at once connect and separate the places for work and private life.88 

However, this association is intrinsically paradoxical for discrepancies always exist between 

 

87 Lefebvre, The production of Space, 38. 

88 Kristin Ross, “Henri Lefebvre: The Production of Space,” NOT BORED!#30, 1999, 38, 

https://doi.org/10.4135/9781446215784.n3. 

[Diagram 3] 
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the two sectors it seeks to link together. Thus, spatial practices contain a violent dimension in 

the everyday. The next section of this chapter will further demonstrate how this reading of the 

spatial practices echoes with the problematization of spatial contradictions. 

If the spatial practice pertains to the empirical realities of our surrounding space, the 

representation of space is more associated with the mental realm. It embodies the conceived 

space through the works of technocrats such as planners, engineers, artists, and urbanists.89 

Thereby, it bears the history of ideologies and knowledge that pertain to the spatial 

engineering of human societies; in other words, it bears the history of power. Particularly, 

Lefebvre defines the representation of space as the predominant mode of spatial production in 

the modern capitalist world.90 

Common examples of the representations of space are seen in the concrete forms of 

architecture and construction rooted in specific spatial-geographical contexts.91 In other 

words, though the representations of space are essentially ideological, they “intervene in and 

modify spatial textures” with the help of knowledge and power. Meanwhile, the 

representations of space also encompass the mental representations of space in people’s 

thoughts that emerge during the process of the formation and production of space. It is both 

senses, the representations of space are the conceived but not lived space.92 

The above attributes of the representation of space lead to a core concept – the abstract 

 

89 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 38–39. 

90 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 39. 

91 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 39. 

92 Hossein Sadri and Senem Zeybekoglu Sadri, “The Right to Appropriation: Spatial Rights and the Use of Space,” in 

Architecture as a Tool for the Re-Appropriation of the Contemporary City (Polis University, Tirana, 2012), 

https://www.academia.edu/2297915/Spatial_Rights_and_the_Use_of_Space_the_Right_to_Appropriation. 
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space – in Lefebvre’s problematization of the (neo)capitalist space. In short, with the triumph 

of the representation of space as the major means of spatial production since modernity, the 

space of human society today is dominated by a force of abstraction that extends from the 

conceived to the material and institutional realms. In Lefebvre's rendition of Marxist 

socioeconomic critique, the abstract space becomes the key to understanding multiple modern 

crises for its proclivity to asphyxiate its internal differences for the imposition of a 

homogeneity that is nothing less than a manifestation of the conjoined performativity of 

various disastrous agencies – the technological, the ecological, humanistic, and the economic 

crises – that cannot be the disassociated from one another. Space thus functions as the 

recipient, container, and leaven of these agencies.93 In other words, if any singular concept 

can serve as the material and theoretical foundation of all the crises listed here, it would be 

space. For this reason, the critique of the abstract space serves as a better entry to the 

problematization of the contemporary human condition that Marx’s critique of alienation, 

which, though pertinent to many issues, is comparatively trivial.94 Without further 

complicating the current review, I will detail the concept of abstract space in the next section 

of this chapter. 

The last dimension, the representational space, is the most difficult to pin down to 

definite terms among the three. It is both the space lived by its inhabitants and users as well 

as the space for social changes and utopian dreams envisioned by artists, writers, and 

philosophers.95 For the current research, the concept of the representational space has three 

 

93 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 370–71. 

94 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 370–71. 

95 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 39. 
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major implications explained below. 

Firstly, it reserves a leeway – within the hegemonic space of abstraction produced 

through the representations of space – for anticipatory programs of alternative spatial 

production. Specifically, the representational space forms a highly politicized relationship 

with the representations of space. On one hand, it is suppressed by the abstract space and thus 

passively experienced by its inhabitants and users through an association between the lived 

experience and non-verbal symbols and signs;96 on the other hand, it seeks an escape from 

the interstices of the latter, fermenting spatial contestations between different producers of 

space. In the next sector on spatial contradictions, we will see how the discrepancies between 

the conceived and lived spaces have laid the theoretical foundation for emancipatory spatial 

practices. 

Secondly, it offers a contrast between the producers of the conceived space and those of 

the lived space, thereby delineating a hierarchy of power distribution between the two. 

Compared to the elite actants of the representations of space, the actants of the 

representational spaces are underprivileged and marginalized in spatial productions. This 

condition is also observed on a linguistic level: the “inhabitant” and the “user” are at the same 

time the anonymous, the vaguely defined, the anyone that is no one.97 Moreover, any top-

down attempts to represent and advocate for the silenced and the anonymous must fall 

through, as the users and inhabitants can never be authentically represented. As Lefebvre 

writes: 

When the interested parties- the 'users'- do not speak up, who can speak in their name 

 

96 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 39. 

97 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 362. 
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or in their place? Certainly not some expert … because no one has a right to speak for 

those directly concerned here. The entitlement to do so, the concepts to do so, the 

language to do so are simply lacking. How would the discourse of such an expert differ 

from that of the architects, 'developers' or politicians?98 

In the discussion chapter, I will extend this reflection on self-representation and the 

naming of the anonymous in the cross-case analysis. 

The last implication – also one major reason why the model of the Spatial Triad is 

preferred over other spatial ontologies in the current research – is that the representational 

space is proposed in Lefebvre’s spatial thinking as the regime which harbors the 

emancipatory potential of art, creativeness, and eruptive actions. This indicates that art plays 

a key role – as a form of spatial practice – in the anticipation of emancipatory spatial 

programs. In Chris Butler’s comparison of the three modes of spatial production, the 

representational space differs with “the mundane interactions with the everyday that occur 

through spatial practices and the abstract scientism of the representations of space”99 in that it 

enables public engagement in the struggles for non-hierarchical spatial organizations through 

creative practices and social resistances. The representational space, therefore, defies 

authoritative knowledge and is conversely, the site to produce counter-narratives of resistance 

against bureaucracies.100 However, neither in contemporary art criticism nor in critical spatial 

studies have the politics of this aesthetic program been sufficiently explored, which is one of 

the rationales for this research to take the current theoretical directions. 

Overall, a conception of the representational space presents a preliminary assertion of 

 

98 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 364. In this paragraph, Lefebvre is commenting on why the “advocacy planning” has 

failed to solve the urban problems brought by city planning and regeneration in the US in 1960s. 

99 Butler, Henri Lefebvre : Spatial Politics, Everyday Life and the Right to the City, 41. 

100 Butler, Henri Lefebvre, 41. 
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the possibility of non-abstract, non-hierarchical spatial production with the postulation of the 

transaction between the incorporeal experiences of human bodies within the space and the 

externalization of such experience in spatially related forms through artistic and political 

practices. Thus, it points out a direction of inquiry for the studies of the transactions between 

human actants and the generation of diverse spaces.101 Base on this premise, I will discuss 

and compare in later sections of this chapter some major means of alternative spatial 

production that have been presented in the writings of Lefebvre and his major commentators 

to search for the potential role of art in this anticipatory program. 

Theoretical implications 

To conclude on the Spatial Triad model, it is selected as the foundation of the 

analytical framework of spatial investigation for the following factors.  

Foremost, it is a unified spatial ontology of multiplicity that allows for the same 

material space to be understood multifacetedly through a reasoning of how various 

productive agencies perform and contest to produce spaces of different natures. Founded on 

this ontology, the current research contends that space is not an indifferent locus where 

artistic agencies temporarily occupy and quickly disperse. Moreover, an evaluation of the 

efficacy of spatial practices through art must not be restricted to the preservation of material 

spaces.102 

 

101 Many recent studies of spatial modality in psychoanalytic and anthropological disciplines are founded on Lefebvre’s 

proposition of the interrelation between human and space. However, as these studies each pertains to specific ramifications 

of spatial theory, this chapter will only introduce the means of alternative spatial production that have been presented in 

Lefebvre’s writings. See Setha Low, “Embodied Space,” in Spatializing Culture: The Ethnography of Space and Place 

(Routledge, 2016), 97, http://ebookcentral.proquest.com.lib-ezproxy.hkbu.edu.hk/lib/hkbu-

ebooks/detail.action?docID=4644268. 
102 Existing studies of urban spatial contestations manifested in the political actions and artistic practices in Hong Kong 

since the early 2000s tend to emphasize the material dimensions of urban spatial preservation targeted by these movements. 
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Secondly, it provides an episteme that understands space as the product of human 

perception, conception, and physical actions rather than an empty vessel. This model, 

accordingly, as pointed out by Lynn Steward, emphasizes human bodily presence and 

engagement in the negotiation between space and power, namely in spatial struggles.103 As 

the corporeal engagement is one of the defining attributes of participatory art,104 Steward’s 

acknowledgement provides an immediate association between the artistic category and 

emancipatory spatial practices. 

Thirdly, it politicizes space by revealing the power relations that underpin different 

modes of spatial production. The Spatial Triad thus prepares for the critique of modern space 

which leads to a political program of spatial emancipation. 

Lastly and most importantly, this theoretical model and Lefebvre’s theses in The 

Production of Space in totality render art and creativity as the key to alternative space of 

concrete differences. However, as explained in a later section, Lefebvre’s interpretation of 

 
For example, scholar Vigneoron has observed in the political and artistic projects of the Post-'80s generation "an almost 

violent desire to put a stop to the erasure of the past from the space" embodied in the endeavors in preserving "the pysical 

traces of Hong Kong" and, particularly, "the preservation of the architectual and matieral cultural of the place.” See 

Vigneron, “Relational Aesthetic in the Expanded Field,” 302. 

Echoing with this interpretive inclination, In practice, the material dimensions of urban spatial contestations, including the 

call for the conservation of historical architecture, sites, and visual cultural materials, are also more conspicuously observed 

than the immaterial aspects in local preservation campaigns such as that at the Star Ferry Piers, the Queen’s Pier, and Lee 

Tung Street. 

In the case study of Woofer Ten, chapter four of the thesis, I further reflect how local artists and cultural critics have 

gradually realized that this sole emphasis on the material urban space is insufficient in explaining the urban spatial 

contestations in contemporary Hong Kong and, moreover, can easily be co-opted by the top-down urban regeneration 

schemes. 

103 Lynn Stewart, “Bodies, Visions, and Spatial Politics: A Review Essay on Henri Lefebvre’s The Production of Space,” 

Environment and Planning D: Society and Space 13 (1995): 610, https://doi.org/10.1068/d130609. 
104 The conception of bodily engagement as a defining attribute of participatory art is hinted by several canonical texts on 

the subject. Generally, this concept can be approached from two major perspectives: the more straightforward reading begins 

with participatory art's lineage with Performance Art and theatre – as suggests by Claire Bishop, a "live presence and 

immediacy" that stems from the tradition of Performance Art has been expanded from the individual artists' bodies to the 

collective social bodies in the practice of participatory art; meanwhile, the second reading of the bodily engagement pertains 

to how the aesthetic experiences provided by participatory art is typically received – as indicated by Grant Kester, the 

aesthetic shock at play in this artistic category operates firstly in the “somatic or bodily register.” See Bishop, Artificial 

Hells: Participatory Art and the Politics of Spectatorship, 219; Grant Kester H, Conversation Pieces: Community and 

Communication in Modern Art (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2004), 84. 

Here, I adopt the expression “corporeal engagement” in the most basic sense of the phrase to refer to the essential 

involvement of the participants’ bodies as well as verbal and bodily interactions in the practice of participatory art. 
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the role of art in spatial production is relatively limited by the empirical evidence he invokes. 

It is, therefore, a motivation of the current research to generate new interpretations of 

Lefebvre’s proposition through situated studies of the more recent artistic phenomenon, and 

vice versa, to explore the implications of critical spatial theories on the understanding of 

these artistic phenomena. 

Problematizing the modern space of abstraction 

This section focuses on the second thesis of spatial theory invoked by the present 

research– a critique of modern (neo)capitalist space –with an emphasis on two concepts: the 

abstract space and its internal contradictions.  

However, two particularities of the thesis may cause confusion and thereby requires 

prior clarifications here. Firstly, while the Spatial Triad provides an ahistorical model of the 

production of human social space applicable to various spatial-temporal contexts, the second 

thesis of spatial abstraction is partially based on Lefebvre’s historical study of the 

progression of spatial transformation in Western Europe. As commented by Butler, this 

reading of space progression based on specific historical narrative reinforces “a Eurocentric 

cultural imperialism that has afflicted much Marxist theory.”105 Secondly, the two core 

concepts highlighted in this section including spatial abstraction and contradictions were 

originally specified as the defining characteristic of the space of late capitalism106 while a 

more precise delineation of today’s Hong Kong would be a postcolonial space of 

 

105 Butler, Henri Lefebvre : Spatial Politics, Everyday Life and the Right to the City, 46. 

106 Lefebvre more often uses the term “neocapitalism” to refer to socioeconomic conditions which his theories are 

commenting on. 
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neoliberalism. 

Nevertheless, the current research considers the critique of modern (neo)capitalist 

space still pertinent against the background of the current research with two reflections. One 

is that though the discourse of spatial progression is geohistorical, the conception of the 

abstract space and spatial contradictions are reckoned through theoretical induction and 

therefore unrelated to empirical facts.107 Secondly, as explained later, neoliberalism can be 

considered as a specific regime under the overarching system of capitalism, meaning that the 

spatial abstraction problematized by Lefebvre has not been eliminated but only reinforced 

with the globalization of capitalist ideologies. Still, the implementation of the critique of 

abstract space in the analysis of Hong Kong should be treated with scrutinization, which 

entails the current research to supplement this critique with a situated understanding of spatial 

politics of Hong Kong as presented in the last section of this chapter. 

The progression of spatial abstraction 

Back to the issue of discussion here, Lefebvre believes human social space has 

undergone a process from concrete to abstract. This history started with the “absolute space” 

and has been in stagnation at the current stage characterized by the triumph of the “abstract 

space” since the advent of late capitalism.108 Predating the domination of abstraction, spaces 

of human society took primarily the form of the absolute space as “an organic form of social 

 

107 Lefebvre, The Production of Space., 359. 

108 It should be noted that the analysis of spatial abstraction by historical stages should not be treated as an actual history of 

social spaces. Though abstraction is the defining characteristic of space in current era of globalized capitalization, absolute 

space can still exist in marginal places or transitory moments. 
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space”109 in which “human life is most closely bound up with nature.”110. Then, the abstract 

space gradually took over in several steps. At first, there was the centralization of powers 

which reinforced the allocation of ideologies to specific sites and thereby demarcated the 

natural and the social as well as the center and the periphery, setting one law of spatial 

compartmentalization in the modern world that is by the distribution of powers.111 Following 

that was the exercise of juridical power over space manifested in the structuring and 

categorization of space by its social functions112 and the legitimization of private property 

which nurtured early capitalist accumulation.113 Lastly, the process of abstraction became 

perpetuated in the modern era with the maturation of capitalism, which resulted in the total 

triumph of the abstract space that is defined by three major orientations: “fragmentation, 

homogeneity and hierarchy.”114  

Means of spatial abstraction and the attributes of the abstract space 

The three orientations of the abstract space are simultaneously the major means by 

which the capitalist space becomes subjected to abstraction: to be fragmented is to be broken 

down to tradeable commodities and segregated units that serve for disciplinary needs and 

social functions;115 to be homogenized is to be diminished of sociohistorical particularities 

 

109 Butler, Henri Lefebvre : Spatial Politics, Everyday Life and the Right to the City, 46. 

110 Butler, 46. 

111 Butler, 47. Lefebvre terms the product of this process as the “sacred space,” which he exemplifies with the model of the 

Greek city-states. 

112 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 252–53. Lefebvre terms the product of this process as the “historical space,” which is 

the dominant spatial form from the Roman Regime to the Middle Ages. 

113 Butler, Henri Lefebvre : Spatial Politics, Everyday Life and the Right to the City, 48. 

114 Butler, 49. 

115 Butler, 47. 
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and treated as undifferentiated by “a logic of exchangeability on places and times;”116 to be 

hierarchical is to be stratified through the unequal distribution of resources and power based 

on the strategic organization of the center and the periphery by the state.117 

How, then, does the discourse of spatial abstraction help to understand the problems 

of (neo)capitalist spaces and thus prepares for the apprehension of the politics and struggles 

within the neoliberal spaces? The questions are answered through not a problematization of 

the moral deficits of abstraction but a paradigm of crisis composed of an array of 

contradictions internal to the abstract space that perpetually breeds spatial contestations. 

Among the many contradictions presented in existing studies of space informed by Lefebvre, 

some most essential ones are presented according to their appositeness to the current 

research: 

(1) The one between the exchange value that fixates spaces with particular 

functionalities, economic values, and even moral rectitude and the use value which 

emerges through re-appropriation118 – the taking and making space of one’s own 

through reclaiming a right to use but not expropriate;119 

(2) The one between the “body’s opposition to its pulverisation by the forces of 

abstraction,”120 which, according to Butler, is the most explosive contradiction;121  

 

116 Butler, 47. 

117 Butler, 50. 

118 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 356–57. In this research, I use “appropriate” to refer to the expropriation of space by 

forces of abstract and “re-appropriation” to designate the claiming back of the space by its inhabitants and users. 

119 Mark Purcell, “Possible Worlds: Henri Lefebvre and the Right to the City,” Journal of Urban Affairs 36, no. 1 (2014): 

149, https://doi.org/10.1111/juaf.12034. 

120 Butler, Henri Lefebvre : Spatial Politics, Everyday Life and the Right to the City, 54. 

121 Butler, 54. 
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(3) The one between “the forces of production and the social relations of production 

(and of property),”122 which is, in other words, the one between the emergent 

technicity, economic instruments, conceptualization, and imaginations that impel the 

production of new spatial forms and the existing social relations that hinder such 

development. As pointed out by Lefebvre, the result of this contradiction is seen in the 

fact that our current mode of spatial production is “pre-empted by the selling of space 

parcel by parcel, by a mere travesty of a new space”123 – a typical way to gain 

economic profits through spatial expropriation in today’s neoliberalist economy. 

The above critique of abstract space and spatial contradictions leads to the most 

crucial proposition of Lefebvre for the current research, namely the anticipation of a 

differential space of emancipation and alterity. As introduced in the next section, differential 

space-time is believed by the philosopher to be latently lying within the abstract space and 

seeks its emergence from the contradictions internal to the latter.124 Accordingly, the theory 

of spatial abstraction and contradiction will be invoked by the present research to offer a 

framework for a contextual analysis of the social conditions nurturing such emancipatory 

spatial programs. 

Searching for the paths to differential spaces 

Differential space as the envisaged goal for participatory art 

 

122 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 357. 

123 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 358. 

124 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 49; Butler, Henri Lefebvre : Spatial Politics, Everyday Life and the Right to the City, 

131. 
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To briefly review the rationale of the current theoretical discussion, a crucial reason to 

employ Lefebvre’s thinking lies in that it provides a dissection of the social production of 

space that allows for a multifaceted reading of space which prepares for the examination of 

the efficacy of spatial practices involved in participatory art. Meanwhile, Lefebvre’s theories 

are also orientated towards a political goal to overturn hegemonic spatial production, in 

which “aesthetic forms, imaginary symbols and political action”125 plays the key role. In 

continuation, this section centers on the ultimate proposition of this political program – the 

differential space – and a discussion of how aesthetic and political programs potentially lead 

to this destination. 

According to Butler's interpretation of Lefebvre’s theory, the differential space is 

defined by two attributes. Foremost, it resists the forces of homogeneity and fragmentation.126 

In other words, the differential space is coherent and heterogeneous; it sustains the integrity 

of “the individual body, the social body, the corpus of human needs, and the corpus of 

knowledge”127 in an open totality. Secondly, the differential space emphasizes re-

appropriation but not domination, meaning that the usage of such space should be determined 

by the collective of the inhabitant and users rather than the authority or experts.128 

With this envisagement, I suggest a more nuanced reading of the objectives of 

participatory art projects which are built upon existing spatial contestations: the real intention 

of art is not confined to the reclaiming of specific historical sites, a building, a street; rather, it 

 

125 Butler, Henri Lefebvre : Spatial Politics, Everyday Life and the Right to the City, 133. 

126 Butler, 141. 

127 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 51. 

128 Butler, Henri Lefebvre : Spatial Politics, Everyday Life and the Right to the City, 141. 
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strives for the emergence of differential space that is characterized by heterogeneity and the 

availability of space for re-appropriation. 

Moreover, this goal cannot be reduced to aesthetic or political utopia, nor can it be 

achieved through traditional aesthetic or political programs familiar to our sociocultural 

memories. To further explicate this argument, I will discuss the limitations of three practices 

of alternative spatial production that has been proposed by Lefebvre. 

Everyday practices, aesthetic programs, and political actions 

According to Lefebvre, three routes potentially lead to differential spaces: one lies 

within the mundaneness of the everyday, encompassing the fragment presence of utopia 

imaginations,129 daydreams, and childhood memories;130 the other two, namely artistic 

programs and political actions, are carried out as interventions into spaces as the “ideological 

and symbolic superstructures.”131 

These categories, rather than being pure conjectures, find their model in particular 

representative projects within human history: firstly, the discourse of the everyday utopian 

moments is profoundly informed by the Unitary Urbanism programs of the Situationist 

International, particularly the practice of constructing situations132 and détournement, as well 

as Guy Debord’s theorization of the critique of spectacle;133 also, closely related to the 

Situationist International’s Unitary Urbanism research, the conception of aesthetic programs 

 

129 Butler, 131. 

130 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 41. 

131 Butler, Henri Lefebvre : Spatial Politics, Everyday Life and the Right to the City, 42. 
132 Simon Sadler, The Situationist City (Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, 1998), 105. 

133 Ross, “Henri Lefebvre: The Production of Space.” 
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mainly invokes Constant Nieuwenhuys’ contention that “play, festival and creativity”134 is 

the key to creating new urban space;135 the anticipations of political revolutions are founded 

by reflections of social movements including Paris Commune in 1871 and the later civil 

unrests in May 1968 in France.136 

From the above-explained practices of the everyday, the aesthetic,137 and the political, 

critical reflections on the differences among the three in strategies and actants can be 

induced to elicit further discussions of their efficiencies in the production of differential 

space. 

To begin with, a strategical difference among the three lies in that while the everyday 

and aesthetic practices are performed through representations and symbolization, political 

actions are carried out through direct engagement with the material environment that 

immediately alters, at least, textures of the urban space. The distinction thus situates the three 

within different modes of spatial production under the framework of the Spatial Triad and 

accordingly reveals the differences between the space they potentially produce. 

With a closer examination of the representative examples of the everyday and the 

aesthetic programs, it can be observed that both recourse to the logic of representation works 

in ways similar to the representations of space and, thus, remain to be the exclusive practice 

of the artists and intellectuals who occupy a vintage point in cultural production. For instance, 

 

134 Butler, Henri Lefebvre : Spatial Politics, Everyday Life and the Right to the City, 137. 

135 The Situationist International’s Unitary Urbanism projects were carried out on mainly two levels: interventions with the 

everyday urban life and proposed urban planning projects. While the construction of situation and détournement fall into the 

former category, Nieuwenhuy’s New Babylon can be seen as a representative project of the latter category. See Unattributed, 

“Unitary Urbanism at the End of the 1950s,” NOT BORED!, no. 3 (1959), http://www.notbored.org/UU.html. 

136 Butler, Henri Lefebvre : Spatial Politics, Everyday Life and the Right to the City, 136. 

137 Here the term “aesthetic” is used in the narrow sense which means pertaining to artistic expression through visual forms 

such as diagrams and architecture design. 
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the construction of situations, undertaking the goal to create moments of revolutions against 

and liberations from the spectacle, and détournement, namely the tactic of intervening and 

appropriating “pre-existing aesthetic elements”138 through which established forms can be 

reproduced for cultural-political critique139 were mainly carried out the members of the 

Situationist International. In this sense, despite the radicalness of its methodological 

intervention with the production of socio-material space, these practices of Unitary Urbanism 

could only leads to fugitive overturns of the hierarchy of social spatial production while 

hardly achieving a wider social outreaching which would require the involvement of the 

urban inhabitants and users.140 In other words, these practices were less effective as social 

programs than as artist and intellectual interventions.141 Meanwhile, aesthetic programs 

exampled by Constant Nieuwenhuys’ design of the imaginary city New Babylon is a typical 

illustration of the representation of space, despite its utopian propensity. In all, both programs 

demonstrate what David Cunningham criticized as the “aesthetic absolutism to the works of 

politics.”142 Instead of producing differential spaces, they generate conceived space of 

utopia. In contrast, political actions do not fall easily into the authoritarian regime of 

representations but are rather, articulate the attempt to resume the engagement with space. 

 

138 Ross, “Henri Lefebvre: The Production of Space.” 

139 The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica, “Situationist International,” Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2019, 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Situationist-International. 

140 Simon Sadler, who has systematically traced the Situationist International’s urban programs, also points out that the 

group’s urban practices were mostly methodological speculations that, in practice, resembles performances. Sadler, The 

Situationist City, 105. 

141 Lefebvre was also aware of this limitation of Situationist International’s practices in its societal impacts. While Lefebvre 

acknowledges the similarity between the practices of détournement and spatial appropriation, he also points out that the 

appropriation of space should extend beyond the intervention of artistic and cultural forms. See Lefebvre, The Production of 

Space, 167. 

142 Butler, Henri Lefebvre : Spatial Politics, Everyday Life and the Right to the City, 140. Here Butler quotes Cunningham, 

see David Cunningham, “Architecture, Utopia and the Futures of the Avant-Garde,” Journal of Architecture 6, no. 2 (2001): 

173 (emphasis on the original). 
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In summarizing the above contradistinction with an analogy, Butler compares it to the 

distinction between what Ernst Bloch terms as the “abstract utopia” and the “concrete 

utopia.” While the abstract utopia means a space of “retreat to fantasy and wishful 

thinking”143 produced without altering existing social structures, the concrete utopia is one 

“grounded in the material possibilities of the present”144 and formed through the 

transformation of realities. In short, the political action is differentiated by its transformative 

potentialities from the everyday and aesthetic practices that breed mostly literary utopian 

dreams. 

Correspondingly, the distinction between the strategies of the abstract and concrete 

utopia is echoed by their different actants. Critiques of the everyday through détournement 

and aesthetic programs like New Babylon are carried out exclusively by knowledge experts 

such as intellectuals, avant-garde artists, and architects. In other words, as sociocultural 

practices, they rely on representational and indexical languages inaccessible to the inhabitants 

and users of the lived space. On the contrary, the political movement encourages collective 

actions that involve cross-community engagement among the intellectual, activists, artists, 

students, and the working class. Though in practice, the political scheme is not always 

coherent and nonhierarchical, it remains open for the inhabitants and users to participate in 

spatial production or re-appropriation. 

However, it should be reminded that the above comparison does not intend to prioritize 

direct political action by claiming it a more successive strategy. While political actions are 

 

143 Butler, Henri Lefebvre : Spatial Politics, Everyday Life and the Right to the City, 134-136. Here Butler invokes Bloch’s 

writing, see Ernst Bloch, Natural Law and Human Dignity (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1986). 

144 Butler, Henri Lefebvre : Spatial Politics, Everyday Life and the Right to the City, 135. 
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momentary and often abortive, the everyday and the aesthetic tend to have longer lifespans 

and greater cultural viscidity.145 

Overall, each of the three approaches has its weakness as a proposed means to produce 

differential space. While the everyday cultural critique and aesthetic programs fail to shake 

urban spatial realities, the political actions in unable to sustain the space of free engagement it 

acquires during its battle. The production of differential space thus not only involves a 

rupture from the exiting space of abstraction but also a tenacity that can hold the newly 

produced space in place. 

The situated contradictions of Hong Kong space 

Informed by Lefevre’s theory that the internal contradictions of abstract space would 

produce interstices from which a differential space may emerge, I propose a situated 

examination of the spatial contradictions of contemporary Hong Kong. In replacement of a 

dialectic between specific governmental decisions of the city space management and the 

dissensus from the affected community, the current review centers on major spatial 

contradictions is excepted to generate a more comprehensive delineation which would both 

spot the fissures of Hong Kong space and explain the major impetuses for spatial struggles in 

the post-Handover city. 

Such an investigation would not be straightforward for very little systematic 

historicization or criticism has been made about the architectural or urban spaces of Hong 

 
145 Here, the division of the political and aesthetic does not indicate the two practices are mutually exclusive. However, 

while methodologically aesthetic programs like that of the Situationist International can embed within itself radical political 

concerns, these practices still differ with political actions in terms of the social sections within which they operate and the 

actants whom they involve. 
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Kong,146 not to mention any situated studies of space or spatiality as an ontological category. 

Also, two major contextual differences are identified in the current study of Hong Kong when 

compared to the background of Lefebvre’s theory. First is that while the spatial politics of 

Hong Kong is closely associated with its historical and sociopolitical particularities as a 

postcolonial city, Lefebvre’s reading of space that has hardly touched upon the issue of 

postcolonial space.147 Secondly, while Lefebvre’s theory has an ahistorical dimension, it was 

also largely targeted at a critique of (neo)capitalism at the early stage of globalization when 

comprised. Thus, in today’s Hong Kong where capitalism has entered a new phase with the 

triumph of a globalized neoliberalist ideology, a more up-to-date spatial analysis is to be 

presented through an examination of what the major contradictions of the neoliberal space 

have become. The below review will accordingly approach these issues from the perspectives 

of postcolonialism and neoliberalism. 

The double impossibility of postcolonial Hong Kong: nativism and postmodernism 

To begin with, the current geographical, cultural, and political spaces of Hong Kong is 

defined by a postcolonial state, which, according to local scholar Rey Chow, appears as a 

case of anomaly in postcolonial theories: firstly, it shares with some specific East Asian 

regions such as Korea, Japan, and some Mainland China cities what distinguished them from 

those former colonies that were completely overruled the imperialist colonizers, which 

 

146 Ashley Wong and N Sauret, “Xianggang Yi Ge Fei Kong Jian Cheng Shi 香港，一個非空間城市 [Hong Kong: A City 

of Non-Space],” in Chuangyi Kongjian: Dongya de Yishu Yu Kongjian Kangzheng 創意空間：東亞的藝術與空間抗爭 

[Creative Space: Art and Spatial Resistance in East Asia], ed. DOXA (Hong Kong: Roundtable Synergy Books, 2014), 46. 

147 Though Lefebvre has not discussed the postcolonial space in The Production of Space, he did analyze colonial space 

using the Spanish-American town as the case study, which remains mostly an elaboration of his critique of abstract space. 

See Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 151. 
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allowed Hong Kong to retain its native languages and cultural practices amidst the territorial 

colonization period; meanwhile, Hong Kong also differs with its resembling East Asian 

sisters, except for Macau, for its decolonization does not naturalize a smooth transition from 

being colonized to autonomous but “a double impossibility” 148 of gaining independence 

being caught between two colonizers, namely imperial Britain and the PRC.  

What Chow means by the double impossibility, rather than merely pertains to the issue 

of territorial and political sovereignty, has preordained and prepared the collective psyche 

that underlies the various cultural and sociopolitical practices – of which spatial struggles and 

re-appropriation have become one of the major components – in the post-Handover Hong 

Kong. Thus, it is necessary to dissect the notion of “double impossibility” here to fully 

understand its implications on the spatial dynamics of the city. In short, the double 

impossibility indicates the imposition of two equally dubious ideologies – “nativism and 

postmodernism”149 – on Hong Kong’s identity.  

The first one, nativism, as an ideological instrument that is invoked by the regional 

government and the PRC to propel Hong Kong’s ongoing decolonization process and its 

further integration with Mainland China, is based on several discourses: the congeniality of 

an ethnic origin of the Chinese; the purity of Chinese culture and language; the continuity of 

national history that should be easily traceable and returned to,150 and the inevitability for 

Hong Kong to search for its subjectivity in such a singular cultural-historical representation 

 

148 Rey Chow, “Between Colonizers: Hong Kong ’ s Postcolonial Self-Writing in the 1990s” (Bloomington: Indiana 

University Press, 1998), 150, https://search-ebscohost-com.lib-

ezproxy.hkbu.edu.hk/login.aspx?direct=true&db=nlebk&AN=1030&site=ehost-live. 

149 Chow, 151. 

150 Chow, 153–55. 
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of “Chineseness.”151 These discourses of nativism constitute the first array of forces of 

abstraction that tend to annihilate the cultural-historical differences and multiplicity in 

Hong Kong. 

However, while the forces of abstraction are believed by Lefebvre to be often concealed 

under the representations of space, it is not the case with the nativist forces in postcolonial 

Hong Kong. Instead of being concealed under the various representations of congenial 

national identity in popular cultures, public locutions, and political propaganda promoted by 

the PRC,152 the nativist forces of abstraction have become the subject of problematization 

and resistance for Hong Kong people since the transitional years. As pointed out by Ackbar 

Abbas, it is “the double trauma of the signing of the Sino-British Joint Declaration of 1984 

followed by the Tiananmen Massacre of 1989”153 that sparked the change in the Hong Kong 

people’s mentality from solely emphasizing economic prosperity to feeling anxious towards 

the imminent disappearance of the “democratic trappings”154 forged by the colonial state and 

the existing lifestyle that had been sustained by such state. Apart from the two major 

incidents, this transition of collective mentality is more profoundly supported by the political 

and economic changes of Hong Kong since 1997: while the efficiency of colonial 

administration and the economic prosperity it helped to sustained had occluded the interstices 

 

151 Kwai-Cheung Lo, “Look Who’s Talking: The Politics of Orality in Transitional Hong Kong Mass Culture,” in Modern 

Chinese Literary and Cultural Studies in the Age of Theory: Reimagining a Field, ed. Rey Chow (Durham: Duke University 

Press, 2000), 181, https://doi-org.lib-ezproxy.hkbu.edu.hk/10.1215/9780822380160-008. 

152 For example, in popular music, songs such as The Song of the Seven Sons [七子之歌] that portrays the eagerness to 

return to China among seven former concessions including Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan, among others, have frequently 

employed in national ceremonial occasions and entitled as the themes music of Macau’s Handover; A more recent case is 

that in mass media and public discourses, the description “the Guangdong Macau Hong Kong Great Bay Area” has been 

employed as an affective cure rather than an indifferent geographical designation. 

153 Abbas, Hong Kong: Culture and the Politics of Disappearance, 6–7. 

154 Abbas, 6–7. 
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that would nurture political envisagement, the doubts over the new administrative body and 

economic recession immediate to the Handover redirected the public’s focus from the 

economic to the political sector.155 Accordingly, the polemics about Hong Kong’s 

subjectivity was thrust to the forefront of the public affairs, manifested in a rising zeal for 

cultural mining and preservation of the city’s exiting material spaces. Accordingly, the fact 

that Hong Kong people radically differ with the Mainlanders in their cultural and political 

identities despite the ethnic root they share has gradually become a shared mentality, which 

further consolidates the belief that the Handover means not homecoming but a “transition to a 

form of governance that has no clear historical precedents.”156 In the post-Handover period, 

these anxieties have further fermented and escalated into salient disaffection towards the 

nativism scheme with the occurrence of a series of public incidents that have encroached not 

only the geographical but also legislative, administrative, and cultural borders between Hong 

Kong and Mainland China.157 In turn, resistance movements and public dissensus emerged 

against these top-down schemes have further exposed the untenability of the nativist scheme, 

thus constitutes one major contradiction of the postcolonial space of Hong Kong. 

Meanwhile, the disaffection towards the nativist scheme can lead us to a pursuit of 

Hong Kong’s subjectivity at the peril of being directed toward the other end of what Chow 

termed as the double impossible, namely a postmodern cultural tendency that can be just 

 

155 Abbas, 4. 

156 Abbas, 3. 

157 These include but not limited to local government’s abolished attempt to pass the anti-subversion law “Article 23” in 

2003, Hong Kong’s Curriculum Development Council’s withdrawn plan to promote “Moral and National Education” in all 

Hong Kong schools in 2012, the resistance movements against the construction of the Guangzhou-Shenzhen-Hong Kong 

Express Rail link from 2008 to 2011, and more recently in 2019, the protest against the Extradition bill. 
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equally reductive for the historical particularities of city and the lived experience of its 

people.158 In Chow’s words, “for the postmodern hybridite, the word ‘postcolonial’ does not 

differ in essence from ‘cosmopolitan’ or ‘international.’159 A similar argument can be found 

in Abbas’s contention that the danger of the neocolonialism which finds its disguise in 

globalism is that it is no longer expedient for us to search for identity by thinking in binary 

terms such as the colonizer and the colonized for “the local and the global are becoming more 

and more intimately imbricated with each other.”160  

Based on Chow and Abbas’s argument, I would – in the specific cultural context of 

postcolonial Hong Kong – further subsume the postmodernism tendency in an assemblage of 

forces of spatial abstraction. In other words, the postmodernist cultural propensity is nothing 

less than an ideology parallel to the neoliberalist imperatives of spatial abstraction that is 

more conspicuously manifested in the economic sector. While this cultural logic does not 

necessarily appropriate or shape urban spaces through the implementation of political, 

economic, or administrative instruments, it, however, influences our “mental or cognitive 

mappings of urban reality and the interpretive grids through which we think about, 

experience, evaluate, and decide to act in the places, spaces, and communities in which we 

live.”161 In this sense, the infiltration of postmodern ideology in the cultural sector would 

facilitate the production of neoliberal spaces of exchange value, political surveillance, state 

 

158 Chow, “Between Colonizers: Hong Kong ’ s Postcolonial Self-Writing in the 1990s,” 155. 

159 Chow, 155. 

160 Abbas, Hong Kong: Culture and the Politics of Disappearance, 10–11. 

161 Christoph Lindner, “The Postmetropolis and Mental Life: Wong Kar-Wai’s Cinematic Hong Kong,” in The New 

Blackwell Companion to the City, ed. Gary Bridge and Sophie Watson (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2011), 327. Here Lindner 

quote from Soja. see Edward W. Soja, Postmetropolis: Critical Studies of Cities and Regions (Oxfrod: Blackwell, 2000), 

325. 
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domination, and military violence162 by simulating what we believe about the spaces of lived 

experience with the ideologies and regulation of the material and institutional spaces. In other 

words, it leads to the representations of space into the representational space by suppressing 

alternative spatial imagination. In the following two chapters, we will see how this 

cooperation between postmodernist and neoliberalist apparatuses leads to an aesthetic 

programming of our relations to the urban spaces that participatory art essentially challenges. 

Reflecting on the above critique of postmodernist cultural logic, what Chow and Abbas 

remind us of is that compared with other postmodern metropolis, Hong Kong is particularly 

susceptible to postmodernist ideology precisely due to its inclination to resist the forces of 

reductionism and abstraction imposed by the nativist scheme through a discourse of 

multiplicity. In addition to this contention, I would also relate this cultural predisposition to 

the very materiality of Hong Kong’s historically shaped spatiality as a colony. As pointed out 

by Abbas, due to the scarcity of its resources and geographical proximity to Mainland China, 

Hong Kong has always been depending on the development of infrastructures, networks, and 

educations to make itself competitive as a portal city, and this situation has not been changed 

by the Handover.163 In this sense, it is not a site but only para-site; not a space of living but 

one of facilitation.164 This depiction corresponds curiously with the Marc Augé's conception 

of the non-place – the faceless space that is proliferating around the globe as an index of 

“supermodernity”165 – and renders Hong Kong as a representative of the global space of 

 

162 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 307. 

163 Abbas, Hong Kong: Culture and the Politics of Disappearance, 72. 

164 Abbas, 74. 

165 Marc Augé, Non-Places: Introduction to An Anthropology of Supermodernity, trans. John Howe (London; New York: 

Verso, 1995), 93–94. 
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homogeneity. With this reasoning, the susceptibility of Hong Kong space to a postmodern 

ideology of reductionism provides another route to the contemporary reinterpretation of 

Lefebvre's thesis of spatial abstraction. 

To draw a temporary conclusion, between the historical space of imperial colonialism, 

the nativist scheme of reductionism, and a monolithic cultural tendency of postmodernism, a 

narrow terrain exist on which Hong Kong become aware of the exigencies of preserving its 

absolute spatial differences that embody the cultural and political histories of the place while 

finding itself perpetually negotiating between the multiple forces of abstraction. 

Spatial abstraction under the neoliberal order 

In addition to the postcolonial complicities delineated above, the second dimension 

from which the spatial conditions of current Hong Kong can be investigated is a 

reconfiguration of how the (neo)capitalist spatial contradictions have deepened by Hong 

Kong’s further embroilment into the neoliberalist order. 

Historically, neoliberalism began to be assimilated into the managerial ideology of 

Hong Kong in the days of imperial colonialism. During the colonial period, this ideology was 

mainly manifested in the establishment of the leasehold system, of which the consequences 

have lasted to the current day. The system subsumed the majority of the land in the territory 

under the governance of the British government, who would lease out land in small parcels 

on a temporary base.166 With Hong Kong being a free port and a land of scarce natural 

resources, the leasehold system became the major means of generating profits for the colony 

 

166 Jens Kaae Fisker et al., Enabling Urban Alternatives: Crises, Contestation, and Coopertation (Singapore: Springer 

Singapore, 2019), 225, https://doi.org/https://doi.org/10.1007/978-981-13-1531-2 Library. 
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while simultaneously led to a drastic rise of land and property prices.167 Consequently, only 

wealthy developers could afford the lease, resulting in the formation and reinforcement of 

“estate hegemony” (C. 地产霸权), namely a collision between economic magnates and the 

political elites who together hold the authoritarian power over the management of the urban 

space.168 As previously introduced, one major spatial contradiction in the (neo)capitalist 

society is one between the emergence of new modes of spatial production and the existing 

socio-economic constructs which obstruct it. This contradiction is correspondingly observed 

in the retainment of the leasehold system as the established construct after the Handover, 

which laid the foundation for the maturation of the neoliberalist urban order. 

The deepening of neoliberalism in Hong Kong since 1997 is considered to be associated 

with two major factors.169 Firstly, to stimulate economic vitality after the Asian financial 

crisis of the year, the local government began to actively implement the neoliberalist model 

as an instrument to create a pro-development business environment.170 Moreover, a deeper 

reason is found in the immediate replacement of territorial colonialism by neoliberalist 

globalization. As pointed out by Abbas, colonialism is the middle ground between 

imperialism and globalism,171 indicating that the free from the colonial state in 1997 has met 

by Hong Kong’s embroilment into the global neoliberalist network and economic 

competitions. 

 

167 Fisker et al., 225. 

168 Fisker et al., 226. 

169 Yun Chung Chen and Ngai Pun, “Neoliberalization and Privatization in Hong Kong after the 1997 Financial Crisis,” 

China Review 7, no. 2 (2007): 66. 

170 Chen and Pun, 66. 

171 Abbas, Hong Kong: Culture and the Politics of Disappearance, 3. 
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This triumph of neoliberalism since 1997 is primarily manifested in a collusion between 

the central political body of the region and private businesses. Specifically, as an ideological 

and policy model, neoliberalism, on one hand, is committed to “the freedom of trade and 

capital”172 and thus emphasizes the minimal governmental intervention on the market while, 

on the other hand, intending to secure the governmental legitimacy.173 This contradictory 

rhetoric is explained by the observation that neoliberalism, in practice, does not lessen 

governmental control but only alters its form. As pointed out in local studies, neoliberalism 

in the current era of globalization is manifested mainly in “the emergence of a new form of 

state government in which the state functions as an agent for the (re)commodification of its 

territory”174 (emphasis added) with the goal to increase the region’s competitiveness. Thus, to 

facilitate the privatization of public assets and the commodification of space become the new 

interventions for which the government is now responsible, leading to the formation of new 

power institutions175 through the processes of creative destruction176 in which the 

neoliberalist and its counter agencies fall into lasting contestation across the urban terrain.177 

In Hong Kong, this destruction-for-privatization plot is repeatedly observed since 1997. 

Among the many cases, two are particularly relevant to the urban spatial problems covered in 

the current research. 

 

172 Nicola Smith, “Neoliberalism,” Encyclopædia Britannica (Encyclopædia Britannica, inc., 2019), 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/neoliberalism. 

173 Chen and Pun, “Neoliberalization and Privatization in Hong Kong after the 1997 Financial Crisis,” 57. 

174 Chen and Pun, 67. 

175 Chen and Pun, 73. 

176 By creative destruction, I mean the destruction is accompanied by creation of new bureaucratic constructs and power 

alliances; “creative” here does not denotes artistic innovation.  

177 Chen and Pun, “Neoliberalization and Privatization in Hong Kong after the 1997 Financial Crisis,” 73–74. 
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The first case involves the government’s concession of its managerial power over 

public assets to private developers. In late 2005, with the fabricated excuse178 that a predicted 

deficit would occur in the finance of the government if the existing public housing policy 

continued, Hong Kong government initiated its plan to sell the commercial and parking 

spaces in 180 public housing estates to Link Real Estate Investment Trust (hereafter Link 

REIT).179 With Link REIT’s privatization of these spaces formerly owned by the Housing 

Authority, the latter party began to retreat as the manager of the public assets in non-

residential areas, which is believed to have prepared for future privatization of residential 

rental units in public housing estates across Hong Kong180 by replacing the old public-

administrative bodies with newly formed “corporate-bureaucratic”181 institutions. 

Before the implementation of the privatization scheme, 130 local scholars and more 

than 30 non-governmental organizations had articulated their opposition to the plan.182 

Meanwhile, direct violations of multiple rights of the tenants of public housing estates were 

predicted and observed before and after the privatization. These including the downsizing of 

public services, rental increases of housing units and small shops, and the ultimate wanning 

of the public ownership of the public spaces within neighborhood.183 As a result, the 

 

178 The fabricated deficit in the public housing rental market announced by Michael Suen – by then the Secretary of 

Housing, Planning, and Land – was only a temporary crisis resulted from the government’s intentional suspension of the sale 

in the Home Ownership Scheme and Tenant Purchase Scheme. See Chen and Pun, 78. 

179 Chen and Pun, 77–80. 

180 Chen and Pun, 77. 

181 The newly formed power institution consists of both the private developers and former employees of the Housing 

Authority. See Chen and Pun, 83. 

182 Chow Baat Chun 周八駿, “Ling Zhan Shi Gang Zheng Jing Ji Mao Dun Suo Ying 領展是港政經矛盾縮影 [Link 

REIT: An Epitome of the Contradictions between Hong Kong Politics and Economy],” Hong Kong Commercial Daily, 2016, 

http://www.hkcd.com/content/2016-07/07/content_1007281.html. 

183 Chen and Pun, “Neoliberalization and Privatization in Hong Kong after the 1997 Financial Crisis,” 80–82. 
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disaffection rising among the affected residents continued to exist as a force of contestation 

over the public space. 

The second case is the replacement of the Land Development Corporate (hereafter 

LDC) by the Urban Renewal Authority (hereafter URA)184 in 2001, which demonstrates the 

systematization of violence in governmental bodies for the expediency of urban regeneration. 

Since it was established by the colonial government in 1988, the LDC had overseen the urban 

development in Hong Kong by partnering with private developers. However, it failed to 

attract the developers after the slump of the property market caused by the 1997 Asian 

financial crisis, leading to the impediment of the urban regeneration process – an 

indispensable instrument for the survival of the capitalist economy in general. 

According to David Harvey, urbanization is especially effective in the absorption of the 

surplus of capitalist productions and therefore crucial to the maintenance of the system.185 In 

highly developed metropolis today, this pro-development drive is manifested mainly in – 

instead of the expansion of urban terrain or the construction of infrastructures – the 

redevelopment/regeneration of urban spaces parcel by parcel through the reclamation of land 

and housing properties by dispossessing the underprivileged by violence.186 Impelled by this 

pro-development rationale which entailed a reinvigoration of the urban regeneration process, 

 

184 The constitution of urban planning apparatus in Hong Kong is complicated and often insufficient. The URA is 

responsible for the execution of urban renewal projects while being guided by the urban development policies made by the 

Development Bureau and the Town Planning Board, another statutory body holding the authority over planning decisions. 

Meanwhile, the URA also works with other governmental institutions like the Hong Kong Housing Society, which controls 

the allocation housing units.While the URA is the most visible advocater for urban renewal, the neoliberal urban pictorial in 

general is promoted by the governmental policy. See Edmond C.M. Ho, “Renewing the Urban Regeneration Approach in 

Hong Kong,” Journal of Discovery-SS Student E-Journal 1 (2012): 119, http://ssweb.cityu.edu.hk/download/RS/E-

Journal/journal6.pdf. 

185 David Harvey, “The Right to the City,” New Left Review 53, no.5 (2008): 3, 

https://newleftreview.org/issues/II53/articles/david-harvey-the-right-to-the-city. 

186 David Harvey, “The Right to the City,” 9. 
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the Hong Kong government replaced the LDC in 2001 with the URA as a statuary body187 

supported both by governmental funding and sharings from real estate projects by private 

sectors.188 A darker side of this change lies in that the URA employs a streamlined land 

assembly model which allows it to expropriate properties without reaching agreements with 

the citizens affected,189 which largely improves the efficiency of its work.  

The above cases are among the many neoliberalist projects targeting the privatization of 

public assets and appropriation of properties through urban regeneration plans that have been 

promoted by the Hong Kong government since the early 2000s. As a representative case, their 

creative destruction of both exiting space and power structures is especially efficient as a 

model in explicating how spatial appropriation for capitalist accumulation is legitimatized 

and perpetuated in such a highly urbanized city like Hong Kong. With the imbrication of 

political and economic hegemony impelled by a neoliberalist policy, what Lefebvre has 

identified as the three means of spatial abstraction, namely homogenization, fragmentation, 

and hierarchization, have not decelerated but only more rapidly pulverized the urban space.  

Summary 

The above discussions lead to a summarization of three major attributions of Hong 

Kong as a postcolonial space of contradictions:190 firstly, there is the contradiction between 

 

187 “About URA,” Website of the Urban Renewal Authority, accessed January 12, 2019, https://www.ura.org.hk/en/about-

ura. 

188 “Urban Renewal Authority Ordiance,” Hong Kong e-legislation: 16, accessed July 1, 2007, 

https://www.elegislation.gov.hk/hk/cap563!en.assist.pdf?FROMCAPINDEX=Y. 

189 Pui-yin Ho, Making Hong Kong: A History of Urban Development (Cheltenham, Gloucestershire: Edward Elgar 

Publishing, 2018), 332–35, http://ebookcentral.proquest.com.lib-ezproxy.hkbu.edu.hk/lib/hkbu-

ebooks/detail.action?docID=5520117. 

190 The definitive “urban” is avoided here for the demarcation of the urban and the rural (or the urban center and the suburb) 

is irrelevant to this part of the literature review and, foremost, the space of Hong Kong is here treated as a holistic subject 
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the pursuit of historical, cultural, and political subjectivity and the nativist scheme confronted 

by it; second is that between the public’s opponency to the reductionist nativism and an 

equally monolithic discourse of postmodernism that such an attempt can easily be geared 

toward; lastly, a contradiction between the neoliberalist land as well as urban managerial 

apparatuses and the bottom-up attempts at countering the destructions inflicted on local 

communities by these apparatuses. Meanwhile, it should also be emphasized that instead of 

associating specific spatial contradiction with singular spatial controversy, the current 

research considers the three major spatial contradictions inextricable. Whether latent or 

foregrounded in specific cases of spatial struggles, they are always intertwined as an 

agglomeration of counterforces against spatial abstraction. In other words, the spatial 

problems for Hong Kong today is about not the form in which the material reality of the city 

resides but how the existing urban realities are being transformed, for whose benefits they are 

appropriate, and the transfer of the power of governance over space that takes place in these 

alterations. 

The primary implication of acknowledging these three attributes is that they supplement 

the dominant contradictions of the (neo)capitalist space presented by Lefebvre’s critical 

spatial studies, including that between the use value and exchange value, the body’s 

opposition to the pulverizing forces of abstraction, and between existing social relations and 

the emergent forces of production, and thereby providing a situated understanding of spatial 

politics that underlies the many conflicts, struggles, and new practices of art and activism 

which engage new participants in the post-Handover city. Specifically, in identifying the 

 
that encompasses the material, geographical, and political dimensions. 
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above three particularities of spatial contradictions in Hong Kong, the current research argues 

that besides what Lefebvre’s theorizes as a need to reinstate the bodily capacity to engage and 

produce space,191 there are more immediate impetuses which are historically generated 

behind the search for alternative spatial practices and production in Hong Kong.  

This would mean that spatial struggles instigated by these impetuses thereby must 

undertake the goal to bring about actual social changes, or at least ameliorate certain 

unfavorable situations, which indicates that the evaluation of the social efficacies of these 

practices would be inevitable for serious discussions. Hence, the critique of the spatial 

practices carried out through local participatory art should differ with that of the projects such 

as Nieuwenhuy’s New Babylon and the Situationists International’s détournement. 

Accordingly, the current research intends to extend the evaluation of participatory art beyond 

the representational and metaphorical implications and consider the artistic category as a new 

model that may unite the aesthetic and the eruptive programs – the two major paths leading 

to differential spaces as suggested by Lefebvre. 

Last, reflecting on the above discussion, it can be concluded what defines Hong Kong 

space today is the fact that, historically, it is the space that breeds the most acute spatial 

contradictions on one hand and harbors unprecedented potentiality of producing differential 

spaces on the other. This potentiality has, however, not been fully explored in earlier literary 

and visual studies of the cultural politics of postcolonial Hong Kong. 

In Chow’s writings, the cultural practices that are believed to have demonstrated the 

idiosyncrasies of Hong Kong in the transitional years are largely defined by two attributes: 

 

191 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 356. 
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firstly, they involve individual practices but not collective actions; secondly, they are 

practiced exclusively by cultural elites – professionals in the entertainment and creative 

industry such as literary writers, designers, singers, directors, dramatists. A similar sampling 

is observed in Abbas’s research when the scholar finds his subjects of interest in “the new 

Hong Kong cinema, in certain kinds of writing, in ways of understanding urban space, in 

theoretically and empirically informed discourses on Hong Kong.”192 

Despite the legitimacy of these examinations, they only reveal a partial truth of the 

cultural politics of postcolonial Hong Kong. As criticized by Gordon Mathews, Abbas’s 

conception of Hong Kong culture is exclusive to high culture and fine arts.193 This comment 

further elicits the reflection that when Abbas generalizes Hong Kong culture as one shrouded 

by disappearance and decadence, this bleak delineation may only be a partial picture of Hong 

Kong culture in large. Especially, the area of investigation for the current research, namely 

participatory art that interrogates the spatial politics of the city, has emerged as a new field 

that may supplement the previous postcolonial cultural discourses by cultivating new 

agencies of spatial and cultural productions. The following chapter will accordingly present 

three case studies read as potential programs of the production of differential spaces. 

  

 

192 Abbas, Hong Kong: Culture and the Politics of Disappearance, 15. 

193 Gordon Mathews, “Hong Kong: Culture and the Politics of Disapperance,” The Journal of Asian Studies 57, no. 4 
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Chapter 4: Case studies 

Woofer Ten 

The spatial condition of the art space and the surrounding neighborhood 

Founded by a group of local art professionals, Woofer Ten was registered as a non-

profit organization when successfully made its application to ADC to run the art space at 

Shanghai Street 404 in Yau Ma Tei District in 2009.194 Though the establishment of the group 

was not grounded in any social or cultural movements associated with specific urban spatial 

crises, its attachment to the physical space of the Shanghai Street Artspace had charged it 

 

194 Lau Kin-wah Jasper 劉建華, “活化廳 [Introduction to Woofer Ten],” in 搞空間：亞洲後替代空間[Creating Spaces: 

Post Alternative Spaces in Asia], ed. Lu Pei-yi 呂佩怡(Taipei: 田園城市, 2011), 321. 

Figure 1 Outside Woofer Ten’ s space on Shanghai Street, Hong Kong, December 2010. Photo courtesy of 

Woofer Ten 
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with a historical spatial tension at the very beginning of its seven-year practices. 

The spatial contradiction of the art space stems from its history in the colonial days. 

Before the ground floor of Shanghai Street No. 404 was turned to a space for art, it had been 

a Chinese medicine shop whose owner purchased the unit from the colonial government in 

1961. In the 1980s, the government decided to, instead of claiming land premium, claim rent 

from the ground floor tenants on Shanghai Street, including the Chinese medicine shop and 

five other small businesses. This policy eventually led to the closedown of these six shops on 

the street in the 1990s after a drastically rental increase.195 After the space was reclaimed by 

the government, it was delegated to ADC, who established the Shanghai Street Artspace 

Exhibition Hall Project which “aims to provide an exhibition space for art groups and artists 

free-of-charge and promote the development of Hong Kong visual arts as well as to bring arts 

closer to the general public.”196 With the annual rent of one Hong Kong dollar, the ADC 

leases the space to local non-profit organizations that would compete for the management of 

the space through open application every two years.  

The ethical soundness of ADC’s exhibition hall project is therefore problematized by 

the history of its space: through the establishment of the art space was not the cause for 

closedown of the medicine shop, it should have been questioned on what criteria the 

determination was made that art deserves the spatial resource taken away from the small 

businesses and why the surrounding neighborhood would need art at all. Until the foundation 

 

195 Ho Kwok Piu 何國標, “Shanghai Jie Shiyi Kongjian Zhi Qianshi Jinsheng, Sijiu Fu「上海街視藝空間」之前世今

⽣，思舊賦 [The Past and Current Live of the Shanghi Street Artspace],” 信報 [Hong Kong Economic Journal], 

December 9, 2009, woofertennews.blogspot.com/search/label/上海街視藝空間之前世今⽣. 

196 The Hong Kong Arts Development Council, 20th Anniversary Souvenir Book (Hong Kong: The Hong Kong Arts 

Development Council, 2016), 37. 
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of Woofer Ten, the ethical issue remained peripheral to the main operations of the four 

groups197 that had run the art space. As many art criticism articles have commented, the 

previous managing groups mainly utilized the space as a white-cube gallery for the display of 

art and the office for their routine works without much interaction with the surrounding 

community environment.198 A major turn in the organizational model of the space was made 

when Woofer Ten – founded without preestablished operational models or artistic contentions 

– started its experiment by asking how its space could and should be used in a popular class 

community. 

As recalled by one of the founding members, Lee Chun Fung (C. 李俊峰), in answering 

the questions “what can this space eventually become? what should it be like? and, how 

should it be managed?,”199 the members of Woofer Ten defined the space as a base for their 

guerrilla projects in the surrounding areas and a pivot of the community nexus.200 In this 

sense, Woofer Ten as an artistic program in its totality can be seen as a sustained search for 

spatial practices that would lead to a heterogeneous space capable of providing a venue for 

both artistic experiments and community interactions. Accordingly, many of Woofer Ten’s 

community--engaging projects and strategies can be examined from a spatial perspective to 

elicit discussions on their implications on the creation of this anticipatory heterogeneous 

space. For this reason, though in recent years, many art and culture critics have investigated 

 

197 These four organizations included MOST (Museum of Site), Art Map, Department of Creative Arts and Physical 

Education at the Education University of Hong Kong, and art collective “404.” 

198 Wong, “Community Turn: Social Practice in Hong Kong Art,” 94–95. 

199 Lee Chun Fung 李俊峰, “From Experimental Projects to Community/Art Space: Woofer Ten,” Website of Woofer Ten, 

2013, http://woofertennews.blogspot.com/2013/12/woofert-ten.html. 
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and commented on Woofer Ten’s many-folded practices that encompassed diversified socio-

political themes, I suggest that an examination focusing on not individual projects but the 

overall strategic formation of the art group informed by spatial thinking would generate new 

knowledge. In the project analyses, I present the correspondent examination in two 

interrelated themes: the redistribution of the spatial order and the visualization of the 

community through spatial practices. 

Meanwhile, apart from the historical spatial contradiction of the art space, Woofer Ten 

was also situated in the broader urban spatial crises of Yau Ma Tei. Compared with other 

highly commercialized areas in Hong Kong such as the business centers on Hong Kong 

island, its neighboring commercial zone of Mong Kok, or New Territory towns along the East 

Rail Line bristled with luxury shopping malls and high-rise commercial housings, Yau Ma Tei 

has retained much its status quo as a grassroots region. Yet, as an old district, Yau Ma Tei had 

also long been faced with the problems of the gradual disappearance of its existing lifestyles, 

the vitality of micro-economies, and vigor of community networks reliant on the material 

constructs, socio-economic activities as well as the cultural practices of the region. As the 

urban regeneration process in Hong Kong started to accelerate in the early 2000s, especially 

with the establishment of the URA, small businesses in Yau Ma Tei continued to be replaced 

by more lucrative chain stores with the rise of rental and property prices accompanied by the 

impaired profitability of traditional industries. Against this background, some major projects 

of Woofer Ten’s were also questing practical measures to revitalize the community 

surrounding Shanghai Street and search for counter-strategies against the top-down urban 

planning schemes. Before looking at Woofer Ten’s practices and projects carried out under 
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this rationale, it is useful to first examine how the group conception of community 

revitalization stood in stalk contrast with the official urban renewal rhetoric promoted by the 

URA. 

According to Lee, the original Chinese name of the organization “活化廳,” from which 

the English title “Woofer Ten” is transliterated, was a parodistic antithesis of the name of 

Urban Renewal Authority (C.市區重建局).201 With “活化” meaning to revitalize or 

revitalization and “廳” meaning hall, the organization undertook with its foundation a spirt to 

challenge the official renewal schemes adopted by the URA. While both parties claim 

revitalization as their tenet, Woofer Ten’s and the URA’s practices are fundamentally different 

for the latter is often accompanied by the destruction of existing community networks. 

As introduced in chapter three, the replacement of the LDC by the URA marked a 

neoliberalist turn in the urban planning policy of Hong Kong after the 1997 Asian Financial 

Crisis. However, the problems of URA’s planning strategies not only lie in that, as previously 

discussed, it expediates the expropriation and demolition of private properties by force but is 

also observed in a hypocritical discourse of preservation and renewal that the statutory body 

has been propounding in recent years. In the statement of the URA, “heritage preservation & 

revitalisation” is listed among its three major missions with the following description:  

“the URA preserves buildings, sites and structures of historical, cultural or architectural 

value if such preservation forms part of its urban renewal projects.”202  

By intuition, this mission statement seems promptly respondent to the collective anxiety 

 

201 Lee Chun Fung 李俊峰, “從「一年起，兩年散」到「交個廳俾街坊」 — 活化廳 [From ‘One Year to Start, Two 

Years to Dissolve’ to ‘Hand over the Hall to Kai Fong’ — Woofer Ten],” Woofer Ten online archive, 2013, 

http://woofertennews.blogspot.com/2013/12/blog-post.html. 

202 Urban Renewal Authority, “Heritage Preservation & Revitalisation,” Website of Urban Renewal Authority, 2017, 

https://www.ura.org.hk/en/heritage-preservation-and-revitalisation. 
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about the disappearance of Hong Kong cultural identity and lifestyle203 and the resulting the 

growing desire for the preservation of urban cultural legacies among the Post-‘80s 

generation.204 However, in practices, this scheme of preservation and revitalization is often 

carried out as part of the larger urban redevelopment plans that build new economic 

opportunities on the wreck of the old districts.  

To illustrate the problem with the official preservation and destruction strategies, it is 

useful here to invoke Yuk Hui’s comments on how the preservation of urban legacies is often 

employed as an instrument for gentrification during the course of urban renewal – when old 

architectural constructs and empty sites are conserved and renovated, they tend to be 

transformed into new art zones, fancy designer shops, expansive cafeterias, and tourist spots 

in the name of cultural preservation, end up raising the property prices in the region while 

replacing the original users and inhabitants of the space with populations of greater 

consuming capacity.205 More than often, preservation and revitalization in this sense are only 

placebos for the citizens’ discontent with destructive urban planning schemes. By selectively 

preserving and renovating historical buildings and thus turning them into spectacles, the 

preservation discourse conceals the darker side of destructive urban renewal. Moreover, the 

problem with the official preservation discourse also lies in, as Siu King-chung reflects on 

preservation as a cultural methodology in the local art practices, that the collection and 

studies of the imminently disappearing through documentation and display tend to objectify 

 

203 See chapter three,  

204 See chapter two,  

205 Hui Yuk 許煜, “Ruguo Women Haiyou Kongjian 如果我們還有空間 [If We Still Have Space],” 8–9. 
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the culture under examination and thus turn real life into spectacles,206 though such methods 

are sometimes the only one available when the creative destruction of urban material legacy 

is ineluctable.  

As we shall see in later analyses, the questioning of the justifiability of the official 

discourse of preservation and revitalization had been underlying some of Woofer Ten’s 

projects that centered on urban regeneration problems.  

The redistribution of the spatial order 

Soon after Woofer Ten’s official opening in October 2009, artist Luke Ching Chin Wai 

(C. 程展緯) and Lee Chun Fung initiated the group’s first community-engaging project “Few 

Few Prize, Many Many Praise” (C. 多多獎，小小賞). The project invited a group of local 

artists and students to visit more than thirty shops in the surrounding neighborhood of 

 

206 Siu King-chung, “Chengxian Shequ: Wenhua Shiyi Yu Shequn Yingzao Fangfaxue 呈現社區：文化拾遺與社羣營造方

法學 [Visualizing Community: The Methodology of Cultural Scavenging and Community Building],” 72. 

Figure 2 Community map of Yau Ma Tei produced for project “Few Few Prize, Many Many Praise.” Image 

courtesy of Woofer Ten 
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Shanghai Street and learn from their owners the history of these businesses. After the 

fieldwork, the participating artists and students designed multiple awards to show 

appreciation for the characteristics of the shops and the merits of their owners.207 During the 

“award ceremony,” metal trophies recycled from local schools were brought to each of the 

shops; with the help of the shop owners, they were combined with emblematic artifacts 

produced or sold there to make collage installations which, as commented by Lee Chun Fung, 

constituted the monumental sculptures made through bottom-up participation instead of top-

down commissions.208 Meanwhile, during the course of the project, an exhibition was 

arranged in the Shanghai 

Street 404 space. The 

show displayed a district 

map identifying the 

location and the 

information of the shops 

that the artists had built 

contact with, a glass  

showcase full of vinyl 

records of Cantonese pop songs borrowed from Uncle Cheng (C. 鄭叔), a Kai Fong (C.街

坊)209 in Yau Ma Tei, and two documentaries recording the oral histories told by the owners 

 

207 Woofer Ten, “Press Release of Few Few Prize, Many Many Praise,” Blog of the project Few Few Prize, Many Many 

Praise, accessed March 20, 2020, http://prize-prize-prize.blogspot.com/search/label/新聞稿. 

208 Woofer Ten, “Blog Page of Few Few Prize, Many Many Praise,” Blog of the project Few Few Prize, Many Many 

Praiseof Few Few Prize, Many Many Praise, accessed March 20, 2020, http://prize-prize-prize.blogspot.com/search/label/活

動資料. 

209 Kai Fong is the English transliteration of the Chinese expression “街坊,” which denotes the neighboring inhabitants and 

Figure 3 Uncle Cheng’s record collection displayed in Wooferten, Hong Kong, 

2009. Photo courtesy of Woofer Ten 
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of a trophy store and an embroidery workshop. Accompanying the show, a community tour 

would take place once every week for the audiences to learn about the history of economic 

production and trading in Yau Ma Tei.210 

As the debut community engaging project of Woofer Ten, “Few Few Prize, Many Many 

Praise” invoked communicative tactics to bring closer the art group and the surrounding 

community while eliciting reflections on community history. Among the multiple 

perspectives from which the project can be interpreted by the theories of participatory art, the 

current discussion intends to focus on how space was conceptualized and used during its 

course. As briefly introduced in the section on the abstract space in chapter three, the 

contemporary spatial abstraction is manifested in three dimensions: fragmentation, 

homogeneity, and hierarchy. In the case examined here, these three attributes affected both 

the space of Woofer Ten itself and the surrounding urban space of Yau Ma Tei. First of all, by 

fragmentation, it means that the space is demarcated into isolated units by their social 

functions and positions in socio-economic production. The art space is thus severed from the 

space for commercial activities and the economic production in Yau Ma Tei while each of 

these spaces is associated with specific practices. This demarcation pertains more than the 

physical spatial boundaries for it defines what modes of cultural and economic productions 

dominate which spaces and are practiced by whom. Consequently, communal activities and 

communication, as social practices which are ideally unrestricted by the rules of production 

and spatial orders, are reserved for specific places such as public parks and squares that are 

 
users who shared the same community space. In local locutions, the expression in the expanded sense may to the general 

popular class citizens depending on the context. In the discussion chapter, a further analysis of the expression informed by 

spatial critique is presented. 

210 Woofer Ten, “Press Release of Few Few Prize, Many Many Praise.” 
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geographically detached from the everyday dwelling places of people. This fragmentation of 

space leads to homogeneity, for all spaces are governed by the same principle of 

categorization by disciplinary practices and socio-economic orders. Another natural outcome 

of this demarcation is that aesthetic experiences and spontaneous creativities – the common 

identifiers of art – are allocated exclusively to the space of art and, as Jacque Rancière has 

observed in the representative regime of art, elevated above other sectors of human 

sociocultural production.211  

What is seen in “Few Few Prize, Many Many Praise” is an annulment of this spatial 

demarcation and the hierarchical relation between art and other activities that are determined 

by this demarcation. To collect oral histories and utilizing them as the materials for artmaking 

are not uncommon to contemporary art. However, instead of being the background or the 

places of origin of the materials for art-making, the shops and streets in Yau Ma Tei had 

become the primary sites of participatory activities that are central to this project. Moreover, 

these participatory activities abided no rules of art as a disciplinary practice that is defined by 

its forms, media, techniques, and theoretical underpinning. Rather, they involved mainly 

conversational interactions accompanied by a collaborative rendering of objects, which 

introduced the production of shared community values and situated knowledge about 

everyday life, namely the non-economic activities, into the space of the shops.  

The outcomes of these activities were typically found in the locutions produced around 

the naming of awards. For example, artist Lo Lai Lai (C. 勞麗麗) tracked the activities of the 

anonymous company which undertook illegal commission to stick various commercial 

 

211 Ben Davis, “Rancière, for Dummies,” Artnet Magazine, 2016, http://www.artnet.com/magazineus/books/davis/davis8-

17-06.asp?print=1. 
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posters on the streets in Yau Tsim Mong District 

and nominated the company for the “Best 

Advertising Award” (C. 最佳廣告大獎) for the 

unique streetscapes it had created; Mann Cheung 

Silverware and Trophy Store (C. 萬翔銀器獎品), 

whose owner recalled the history of trophy making 

industry in Hong Kong along with the rise and fall 

of Shanghai Street shops, was nominated for the 

“Oral History Award” (C. 口述歷史獎) by Lee 

Chung Fung; Portraitist Fung (C. 馮畫師), a hermit 

neighbor who opened his charcoal portraiture stall in a temporary shanty on Shanghai Street, 

was nominated by artists Lai Long Sang (C. 黎朗生) and Chung Wai Ian (C. 鐘惠恩) 

respectively for the “Sojourn” (C. 寄居) award and “The Most Shanghai Street-ish Gallery” 

(C. 最上海街畫廊).212 After the award ceremony, the trophies were kept by the shop owners, 

some of whom chose to display them in their store while others did not. 213 Overall, the in-

situ and reciprocal nature of the knowledge production involved in the project meant that 

these immaterial products generated in the processes of dialogical activities could not be re-

presented as subjects for display as in typical artistic production. Rather, the meanings and 

the acknowledgment of the meanings of the project were anchored in the first scenes of the 

 

212 All English titles translated from the original Chinese. See Woofer Ten, “List of Awards in Project ‘Few Few Prize, Many 

Mnay Praise,’” Blog of the project Few Few Prize, Many Many Praise, 2009, http://prize-prize-

prize.blogspot.com/search/label/獲獎名單. 

213 The Hong Kong Arts Development Council, “Assessment Report of Subvented Arts Project Woofer Ten 2009-2010” 

(Hong Kong, 2010), 8–9, https://drive.google.com/file/d/1saAC-3C4kQ56N5LYtWzAFaGE0yQENZj_/view. 

Figure 4 A drawing of a trophy made by 

Portraitist Fung, Hong Kong, 2009. Image 

courtesy of Woofer Ten. 
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art project, namely the stores where informative conversations unfolded. The space of the 

stores and the street thus replaced the studio and exhibition hall. This simultaneously means 

that though Lee Chung Fung mentioned that the idea to make the trophies was a mockery on 

and a counter project of public commemorative sculptures, the production of the objects per 

se was more of an intermediary for communication. Instead, the most valuable outcome of 

this project, namely a primary bounding between the art group and Kai Fong, was 

uncapturable by means of visualization or articulation.  

Accordingly, the space of Shanghai Street 404 was not used as a secondary site for the 

display of the output of the art project. In displaying info-graphic of the distribution of the 

small business in Yau Ma Tei, it functioned as an information center; in screening 

documentaries about the histories of the trophy store and the embroidery workshop, it 

allowed for the stories told by Kai Fong to circulate in a space shared by its attenders; in 

exhibiting Uncle Cheng’s collection of vinyl records, it resembles both the home of a 

collector and a record store. Overall, Woofer Ten’s use of the space was tentative. It explored 

in this project the possibility of assigning multiple functions to the art space and implant into 

it the properties of other spaces within the neighborhood In this way, the art space became 

heterogeneous in functionality and permeable to varied forms of sociocultural practices. 

In Lau Kin-wah’s introductory article, the critic who was also a founding member of 

Woofer Ten defines Shanghai Street Artspace as a community center,214 which may have 

become one of the most widely acknowledged commentaries on the practices of the art 

group. This observation also echoes with Lau’s remark, as referenced in chapter two, that the 

 

214 Lau Kin-wah Jasper 劉建華, “Introduction of ‘Woofer Ten,’” Website of Woofer Ten, 2010, 

https://woofertennews.blogspot.com/2017/07/introduction-of-woofer-ten.html. 
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process of appropriating and publicizing the sovereignty of space is essential for participatory 

art’s struggles for alternative space. By claiming the sovereignty over a physical space and 

redistribute it to the community, Woofer Ten in “Few Few Prize, Many Many Praise” 

rearranged the spatial order that determined what modes of doing and making could be 

practiced within the art space and by whom as well as what knowledge and discourses could 

be generated through these practices and which cultural disciplines they would fall into. Yet, 

what has not been mentioned in Lau’s proposition is how this rearrangement of spatial orders 

had also taken place in the surrounding space of the neighborhood. By engaging in dialogical 

activities, making sculpturesque trophies in the storefronts, and touring around the streets, the 

participators of the project also claimed the sovereignty of a tissue of space-time of the 

public space and utilized it for on-site cultural production and personal perceptions that led to 

situated knowledge and shared senses. Accordingly, the debut community engaging project of 

Woofer Ten answered not only the question of how the art space could be used but also that 

of how the material community space could be utilized differently. 

A further conclusion can thus be deduced from the above reflection on Lau’s comment: 

the ultimate implication of Woofer Ten’s spatial practice is not the transformation of the art 

space into a community center but the revocation of the validity of spatial demarcation by 

socioeconomic orders and their corresponding disciplinary practices. This revocation was 

founded on an informal mutual consent that Woofer Ten shared their conditioned sovereignty 

over the art space with Kai Fong in Yau Ma Tei and the latter group shared their limited 

sovereignty over the community spaces with the art group during the course of specific art 

projects and moments of everyday life. Different with the case in which an artist temporarily 
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hijacks (C. 騎劫) a space – public or privately-owned – that is under the governance of the 

property owners or the government or the case in which the protesters occupy a site for 

demonstrations, the revocation of spatial demarcation involves no contestations with a body 

in a higher position in the hierarchy of spatial order and thus does not undertake spatial 

confrontation as its political underpinning. Rather, its spatial politics pertains to the 

longitudinal, everyday transformation of the community space that may contribute to a tacit 

resistance of spatial fragmentation, homogeneity, and hierarchy. In many of Woofer Ten’s 

later projects, this spatial strategy had served as an essential precondition and is fundamental 

for the understanding of the spatial infrastructure of sustainable and equalitarian 

participatory art. 

Visualization of the community and foregrounding of the representational space 

In Woofer Ten’s spatial practice, a particularly substantial dimension was a continuous 

remolding of its material space and the interweaving of the visual-textual materials 

generated from the economic and cultural activities in the local community into the art space.  

Located at the street corner where Shanghai Street intersects with Hamilton Street, 

Woofer Ten utilized its two walls as interfaces between its internal space and the streets. The 

entrance to the art space was opened on the glass wall on the ground floor of Shanghai Street, 

through which the passersby could look into the inside of the art space. Above the door was a 

black-and-white signboard with the printed title “Shanghai Street Artspace” (C. 上海街視藝

空間), which was outshone by a colorful sign on its upper left corner on which the three 

Chinese characters “活化廳” was hand-drawn – the characters were written on the board of a 
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bright yellow background in traditional Chinese font with orange paint and wrapped by black 

fine lines; the four edges of the board were decorated with flowers made of plastic papers of 

various colors. For those who are familiar with local handicrafts, the sign was an immediate 

reminder of Fa Pai (C. 花牌; directly translated as Flower Plaque), a technique combining 

painting, calligraphy, and papercraft for making large-scale outdoor announcing boards used 

for weddings, religious events, and inaugurations.  

The choice of Fa Pai as the sign of the art space by Woofer Ten was not accidental. In 

2009, a local Fa Pai maker, master Wong Nai Chung (C. 黃乃忠), was invited by Woofer Ten 

to set his workshop in the art space as a residential artist.215 By that time, master Wong had 

just lost his shop originally located on Wing Fuk Street due to the K20-23 redevelopment 

plan in Sham Shui Po. His “relocation” in Woofer Ten’s space offered an opportunity for the 

members of the art group and the surrounding residents in Yau Ma Tei to both learn about the 

technique of Fa Pai making and openly discuss the detrimental consequences of destructive 

urban redevelopment on traditional handicraft businesses as well as the livelihood of their 

practitioners. From 2009 to 2012, master Wong had partnered with several schools and 

community organizations to hold multiple Fa Pai workshops in Woofer Ten and elsewhere 

while waiting for the final decision of his appeal against the unjustified procedure of property 

reclamation in Sham Shui Po.216 During this course, Fa Pai, as a traditional craft that was 

being gradually replaced by digital printing, had gained much exposure through media 

 

215 Woofer Ten, “Huohuating Jinzhu Shanghai Jie Shiyi Kongjian 2009-2010 Quannian Yishu Baogao「活化廳」進駐上海

街視藝空間2009-2010全年藝術報告 [Annual Report of Woofer Ten 2009-2010]” (Hong Kong, 2010), 5, 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SkA9PaodIduV4P-Aq3FzCkJqvOQ1exKF/view. 

216 Wofer Ten, “Huohuating Jinzhu Shanghai Jie Shiyi Kongjian 2010-2011 Quannian Yishu Baogao「活化廳」進駐上海

街視藝空間2010-2011全年藝術報告 [Annual Report of Woofer Ten 2010-2011]” (Hong Kong, 2011), 7, 39, 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t1Px2rHNMvypFsdEvyfCSep_revKCIY_/view. 
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reports and acquired great popularities among the local audiences. In this sense, the 

collaboration between master Wong and Woofer Ten stood out as a representative case that 

had partially fulfill the previously mentioned mission of the art group to revitalize community 

culture in ways that differed with those propounded by the official discourse of preservation. 

Against this background, the hand-made Fa Pai plaque of Woofer Ten can be read as an 

indexical sign. In contrast with the printed signboard of “Shanghai Street Artspace” which 

denoted the official status of the space granted by the ADC and the government, it was an 

embodiment of collaborative efforts and the attentiveness to community preservation, an 

immediate reminder of the rationale of Woofer Ten’s practices, and a symbolic piece of visual 

material that was generated and anchored in the space-time of Woofer Ten. With this 

interpretation, I intend to elicit a further discussion of Woofer Ten’s modulation of its space 

and invocation of visual-textual materials generated from community-engaging activities. 

One major spatial modification of 

Woofer Ten’s space was the construction of a 

narrow space for the monthly performative 

program “See-Through” (C. 隔窗有嘢, 

directly translated as “Something Is there 

Behind the Window”) behind its glass-front 

wall on Hamilton street. Curated by artist 

Wen Yau, “See-Through” invited artists to 

stay in the space sandwiched between the 

glass and the exhibition wall and “explore Figure 5 Installation view of “Dreams on the Window,” 

Hong Kong, 2011. Photo cpurtesy of Woofer Ten. 
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the possibilities of live interaction with the neighborhood community.”217 Correspondent to 

this statement, many projects under the “See-Through” program were simultaneously 

performative and interactive while offering in-situ responses to the participating audiences. 

For example, the project Dreams on the Window (C. 《隔窗有夢》) by artist Karden Chan 

(C. 花苑) invited the participating audience to sit behind the window with the artist and talk 

about their dreams; in response, the artist would make a piece of paper-cut about the dream 

scene and stick it to the glass wall.218 A similar project design was seen in Jeffa Lam (C. 林

嵐)’s Family Treasure – Bonsai Making (C. 《傳宗接代，玩具盆景製作》), through which 

the artist would listen to the story told by the participating audience about the toys they 

brought to her and turn the toys into Bonsai for the audience to take away or leave for her 

restoration for the next generation of children.219 The particularity of “See-Through” as a 

participatory program lied in its dual theoretical orientations: it both emphasized the display 

of the visual outputs and the collaborative process of its project. And this particularity was 

essentially founded on its strategical rendition of the material space: the glass-front wall and 

the space behind it functioned simultaneously as an interactive interface on which visual 

materials were constantly generated by the ongoing projects and a stage where live actions 

took place to solicit attention from the participating audience. This duality of spatial 

rendition, especially its stress on the visualization of the intangible process of community 

engagement, was a salient trait of Woofer Ten’s spatial practice. 

Apart from the examples above, Woofer Ten also successively developed other blank 

 

217 Woofer Ten, 25. 

218 Woofer Ten, 28. 

219 Woofer Ten, 29. 
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spaces on its exterior surfaces: in 

October 2011, the cement wall on the 

turn of Shanghai Street and Hamilton 

Street was transformed into an 

announcing board for Kai Fong 

(named as “Kai Fong Wall;” C. 街坊

牆) to post the advertisement of their 

shops – including closed ones and 

those relocated, share their thoughts 

about the ongoing projects in the art 

space, and communicate with Woofer 

Ten’s members;220 meanwhile, with 

the rationale to “counter the rule that 

plutocrats alone can dominate the public space,”221 Woofer Ten constructed bamboo scaffolds 

outside the windows of the upper floor of its space for posting hand-drawn advertising 

posters for home-run businesses and small shops in Yau Ma Tei. Moreover, responses and 

reminders of the latest sociopolitical issues of public discussion around the community, 

banners with political statements related to civil resistance movements against top-down 

urban planning in Hong Kong or the yearly memorial of the 1989 Tiananmen Square Protest 

were often hanged outside the art space, stating the relevance of political participation in 

 

220 Woferten, “Huohuating 2012/2013 Niandu Gongzuo Baogao 活化廳2012/2013工作報告 [Annual Report of Woofer 

Ten 2012/2013]” (Hong Kong, 2012), 20, 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lddQ4dsLL3shBROWUR6NibSExHuETzN0/view. 

221 Translated from the Chinese original “對抗只有大財團才能壟斷公共空間的慣性,” See Woofer Ten, 21. 

Figure 6 Kai Fong Wall facing Hamilton Street, Hong Kong, 

2012. Photo courtesy of Woofer Ten. 
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community life. Like the Fa Pai signboard and the visual material produced in the “See-

Through” program, these visual-and textual units circulated on the surface of the exterior of 

the art space were the crystallization of longitudinal, concrete practices and negotiations 

between the art group and Kai Fong. As indexical signs, they were constructed from the 

bottom up and endowed with symbolic, communicative, and aesthetic functions.  

Yet, what do these visual and textual units – signs, symbols, and indexes of popular 

class cultures and everyday practices – imply, in a spatial sense? One could reckon them as 

the appropriation of traces of mundane life or popular class culture in the regime of artistic 

autonomy, which intended to challenge the validity of basing the aesthetic criterion of art on a 

taste for fineness, or simply the re-representations of results of Woofer Ten’s practices. 

However, the former reading would be a misinterpretation, for the issue of concern in the 

practices of Woofer Ten is not about what constitutes as art and what does not. In other 

words, what Woofer Ten attempted at was not a pure defense of the legitimacy of a particular 

formulation of art. On the other hand, the latter interpretation neglects the actual socio-spatial 

implication of visualization as a transformative strategy. To approach the issue from a 

spatial perspective, it is necessary here to refer back to the model of the Spatial Triad. 

To begin with, if the printed sign of “Shanghai Art Space” exemplified what Lefebvre 

terms as the representations of space, the Fa Pai plaque, on the contrary, reflected the 

representational space which was suppressed by the spatial representations. Analogously, 

what was being transformed by the visual and textual materials was the representational 

space – a space that contains not abstract knowledge but the lived experiences of a social 
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group and each individual within that group.222 As introduced in chapter three, the primary 

form of representational space in the capitalist/neoliberalist society is the space passively 

experienced by the inhabitants and users of space through an association between their 

spatial cognitions and the signs and symbols circulate on the surfaces of material space that 

are assigned by the knowledge experts who produce the representations of space. For 

example, for a typical gallery like the Shanghai Street Artspace project originally envisioned 

by ADC, the white walls, square rooms, spotlights, and transparent glass-front windows are 

the signs which link up the spectators’ spatial experience with the abstract concept of the art 

space as one of authority, disciplinary knowledge, and cultural capital; for modern cities like 

Hong Kong, the high rises in phallic forms, reflective glasses coated with silver films, gated 

doors to office buildings and neighborhood blocks, surveillance cameras and security guards 

dressed in suits associate the city dwellers’ spatial cognition with the conception of space as 

capital, tools of state control, indexes of socio-economic stratification, and constructs of such 

a dehumanized scale that it is out of the reach of individual’s capability. Yet, a narrow leeway 

lies between spatial ideologies and the representational space:223 the same tenement building 

blocks and old districts would be experienced by some as associated with urban decay while 

by others as the symbols of home, childhood memories, and community life. 

In old districts like Yau Ma Tei, the latter spatial experience is still held strong by its 

residents, especially the elderly generation who have lived and worked there for most of their 

lives. However, the representational spaces produced by this social group through their daily 

 

222 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 41. 

223 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 50. 
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encounters with the surrounding space remain to be embedded before being articulated and 

visualized. Moreover, it is also being threatened by the top-down redevelopment plans of the 

disappearance of the material space from which it stems and the obliteration of its presence 

by the official discourses that serve to facilitate such plans by stigmatizing the old district as 

no longer suitable for contemporary life, economic production, and public health control. As 

written on the website of the URA: 

… redevelopment improves the built environment and infrastructure in old urban 

districts while providing more greening, public open space and community facilities. 

Dilapidated buildings are redeveloped into new buildings of modern standard, 

environmentally-friendly and smart design.224 

With this statement, the images of the old district and the “dilapidated buildings” are 

implicitly associated with the negative feelings of outdatedness, contamination, and 

stultification, which denies the value of representational space lived by the residents while 

wiring a pro-development view into the logic of the revolution of material urban spaces. 

Meanwhile, this discourse of redevelopment also presumes that the value of urban space is 

solely dependent on its physical condition while the memories and histories, community 

networks, modes of economic and cultural productions, spatial practices, and everyday 

routines interlaced in the material space are largely neglected. 

For this reason – that the space lived by the inhabitants and users are embedded and 

suppressed by the state-led production of the abstract space of representation – Lefebvre 

considers the representational space in the capitalist society as “displaced” so that “it barely 

achieves symbolic force.”225 However, what is not presented in this critique is the possibility 

 

224 The Urban Renewal Authority, “Introduction to Redevelopment,” Website of the Urban Renewal Authority, accessed 

March 24, 2020, https://www.ura.org.hk/en/redevelopment. 

225 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 50. 
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to foreground and amplify the symbolic forces of the representational space by the altering of 

the signs, symbols, and discourses that circulated on the surfaces of space. It was precisely 

this possibility that was actualized by Woofer Ten’s invocation of the visual and textual 

materials which were produced in the process of visualization of the community legacies and 

communal life. Especially, spatial knowledge embodied in affective imageries were produced 

to link with the sign of traditional handicraft, lived experiences of individuals and families, 

and the histories as well as memories of the economic and political fabrics of the community. 

Based on this understanding, I would like to propose a further reflection on how Woofer 

Ten’s participatory model may inform the production of differentiated space with its 

modulation of the representational space. In the Spatial Triad, the actants of the production of 

the representational space include not only the inhabitants and users but also the anticipators 

of the utopian space such as artists, philosophers, and writers; yet the two groups produce 

representational spaces separately, resulting in two forms of representational space that 

neither leads to differential spaces: the embedded and the utopian. While the former is, as 

reckoned by Lefebvre, often constrained within an individual’s perceptional realm and 

suppressed by the representations of space, the latter – as discussed in chapter three – tends to 

fail in creating differential space due to its reliance on the logic of authoritative 

representation. However, what is observed in the participatory model of spatial practice is a 

collaboration between the two groups, which simultaneously foregrounds the 

representational space, making it seeable and shareable as collective experience and 

knowledge, and redistributes the right to alternative space among the artists and the 

participating citizens. 
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In Clair Bishop’s urgently critical 

Artforum essay on collaborative art 

published in 2006, the art historian and 

critic incisively pointed out the 

relevance of space as a concept in the 

practice and theory of participatory art  

as she states: “the intersubjective 

space created through these projects 

becomes the focus – and medium – of 

artistic investigation”226 (emphasis 

added). Though space has not been 

examined in Bishop’s writings on 

participatory art as an ontological 

category, her remark presents 

“intersubjective space” as a promising term that could be employed to delineate the 

representational space foregrounded through the collaborative spatial production by artists 

and Kai Fong. This also implies that the representational space being foregrounded during 

this course, being intersubjective, may only reveal its full perceptive and affective intensities 

to those who had engaged in its creation. 

 

226 Bishop, “The Social Turn: Collaboration and Its Discontents,” 179. 

Figure 8 Tsoi Ka Wang (C.蔡嘉宏), painted poster of 

Shanghai Han Kong Hair Salon. 

Figure 7 Au Wah Yan (C.區華欣), painted poster of Jin Jin 

Glass & Mirror Shop, installation view outside Woofer Ten, 

Hong Kong, 2012. Photo courtesy of Woofer Ten 
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Embedded resistance and community preservation 

Apart from the non-confrontational spatial practices, during the seven years that Woofer 

Ten ran the Shanghai Street Artspace, several proposals had developed to respond to ongoing 

urban planning controversies and explore practical solutions to urban problems through 

community engaging conversations and artistic interventions.  

Among these, one example is particularly related to the redevelopment plans in Yau Ma 

Tei. In February 2012, the URA announced its plan to redevelop an array of buildings of 20 

street numbers at the joint of Reclamation Street and Shantung Street which neighbor 

Shanghai Street.227 Alarmed by the plan, Woofer Ten initiated the program “Yau Ma Tei Self-

 

227 Urban Renewal Authority, “URA Commences a New Redevelopment Project in Yau Tsim Mong District,” Website of the 

Urban Renewal Authority, 2012, https://www.ura.org.hk/en/media/press-release/20120210. 

Figure 9 Window display for“Yau Ma Tei Self-Rescue Project and Demonstrative Exhibition” facing Hamilton 

Street, Hong Kong, 2012. Photo courtesy of Woofer Ten. 
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Rescue Project and Demonstrative Exhibition” 

(C. 殺到油麻地！地區自救幾乎暨展覽示範) 

which encompassed four art projects that were 

exhibited in the Shanghai Street Artspace from 

April to May, followed by a discussion arranged 

among the artists and the participating neighbors. 

The first project “Confront Demonstration” (C. 

對抗示範) included three case studies: artist Yau 

Ma Tei Flower King partnered (油麻地花王) with 

Uncle Mui (妹叔), a rooftop gardener, to develop 

a vertical portable planting system suitable for 

the growing plants and vegetables in the 

domestic environment; artist Tang Kwok Hin (鄧

國騫) documented scenes of the opening of chain stores and the closing down of small 

business in Hong Kong that compose his moving image piece Reminiscences of the Eastern 

Capital (《東京夢華錄》), which is as much documentation as a prophetic delineation of the 

future streetscape of the city; artist Cheng Ka Yue (鄭家榆) searched for the lost memories of 

old Hong Kong by collecting used film from street stalls in Sham Shui Po district, where 

many printing shops were struggling to maintain business while Link REIT started another 

round of rental increase at the time. The second project “Rebel! For the Urban Renewal 

Authoritarian Is Near” (重建近了，你們應當拍檯！) presented a set of material art practices 

that could symbolically help the residents to fight back against the real estate developers. The 

Figure 10 Installation view of “Yau Ma Tei Self-

Rescue Project and Demonstrative Exhibition,” (a 

manual of the vertical planting system by Yau Ma 

Tei Flower King and Uncle Mui), Hong Kong, 

2012. Photo courtesy of Woofer Ten. 
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third project “Who took away Painter 

Fung’s Stall” (誰迫走了碳筆素描馮畫師) 

invited portraitist Fung, whose stall on 

Shanghai Street had just been partially 

dismantled at the time, to exhibit his 

works and painting equipment. The last 

project “N/A or Chained Stores 

Advertisement” (「連鎖免問」社區廣告

位) utilized the wall outside Woofer 

Ten’s space to post advertising posters 

designed by artists for small shops in the 

neighborhood.228 

The first thing to be observed from 

this program is that it involved no 

confrontational actions that might prevent the urban redevelopment plans in Yau Ma Tei and 

other old districts in Hong Kong. A consensus had been reached among the artists and 

residents that no artistic programs or political actions could overturn the top-down urban 

planning decisions and, in general, the neoliberalist urban regeneration process. The 

statement written by the curators of the program also acknowledged this rationale: 

“…Our everyday livelihood are [sic] in fact being subjected to more and more control, 

as urban renewal joined hands with developers, allowing giant entrepreneurs sprawling 

crawls affecting almost every aspects [sic] of our daily lives. We surely do not have any 

real ‘weapons’ to fight against them, but why not do something and start our resist with 

 

228 Information of the program drawn from the following online archive: Woofer Ten, “Blog of the Yau Ma Tei Sel-Rescue 

Project and Demonstrative Exhibition,” Blog of the Yau Ma Tei Self-Rescue Project, 2013, ymtselfrescue.blogspot.com. 

Figure 11 Installation view of “Yau Ma Tei Self-Rescue 

Project and Demonstrative Exhibition,” (Portraitist Fung’s 

corner), Hong Kong, 2012. Photo courtesy of Woofer Ten. 
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our bare hands?”229 

Against this background, what the program demonstrated was an embedded resistance, 

a rerouting of political agencies to the artistic initiatives that holds true not only to Woofer 

Ten’s case but many other politically charged art projects – individual or participatory – that 

are being pronounced futile by the impenetrability of the political apparatuses. Yet, what 

distinguishes projects like the “Yau Ma Tei Self-Rescue Project” from the latter group is its 

pragmatic goal to search for methods of everyday practices that could help sustain the 

livelihood of those who were affected by destructive urban redevelopment. In this sense, the 

implication of the program can be interpreted from two dimensions: to motivate and to 

provide immediate help. 

The first aspect, to motivate, means to affirm the value of the existing community as a 

material entity and social body, thus empowering the inhabitants and users of the community 

space to take embedded resistant strategies to counter the destructive forces of 

redevelopment. For example, after the program, the vertical planting system co-developed by 

Yau Ma Tei Flower King and Uncle Mui was promoted among other community 

organizations through multiple workshops; meanwhile, Woofer Ten, Uncle Mui, and other 

Kai Fong also started to collaborate on rooftop farming in a longitudinal manner.230 In this 

case, situated spatial knowledge about ecological and self-sustaining gardening in the 

 

229 Woofer Ten, “Shadao Youmadi! Diqu Zijiu Jihua Ji Zhanlan Shifan—Xinwengao 殺到油⿇地！地區⾃救計劃暨展覽

示範—新聞稿[Yau Ma Tei Self-Rescue Project -Press Release],” 2012, http://ymtselfrescue.blogspot.com/search/label/新聞

稿. 

230 Yau Ma Tei Flower King was an urban planning group established during the “Yau Ma Tei Self-Rescue Project” by 

Vangi, Fong Wan Chi (C. 方韻芝), a member of Woofer Ten, and Uncle Mui. After the exhibition program, the planning 

group was joint by several local youngsters, who together operate the rooftop farm at Shanghai Street No 358. See “Yau Ma 

Tei Gardener Rooftop Farm (Closed),” Urban Rooftop Farming, 2017, https://app04.teli.hku.hk/urf/2017/06/20/ya-ma-tei-

gardener-rooftop-farm/. Wofer Ten, “Huohuating 2012/2013 Niandu Gongzuo Baogao 活化廳2012/2013工作報告 [Annual 

Report of Woofer Ten 2012/2013],” 4 of 27. 
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domestic environment and the shared community space of the tenement building was 

produced and put into practice through “the creative facilitation of dialogue and exchange,”231 

a defining component of dialogical art. In this process of dialogical interaction, the artists, 

instead of preaching to the participating neighbors, elicited the latter’s personal experiences 

and made them shareable and transmittable knowledge that may help the disenfranchised to 

reclaim a certain degree of sovereignty in the interstices between the forces of spatial 

destruction and their everyday life. 

Meanwhile, to provide immediate 

help means firstly to offer a temporary 

substitution for the spaces lost in the past 

and ongoing redevelopment process. In 

displaying Portraitist Fung’s works, 

posting advisement for the closed or 

relocated shops, and – as previously 

introduced – inviting Master Wong Nai 

Chung to settle in the art space as a 

residential artist, Woofer Ten utilized the 

space of Shanghai Street 404 as a short-

term harborage for the imminent 

disappearing and the evicted. Another 

employment of this tactic is seen in 

 

231 Grant Kester, Conversation Pieces: Community and Communication in Modern Art (Los Angeles: University of 

California Press, 2004), 8. 

Figure 12 Window display for “Tiny West Kowloon 

Biennale (Take 2): Tipping Point, Community Art of No 

Return,” Hong Kong, 2011. Photo courtesy of Woofer Ten. 
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Woofer Ten’s project “Tiny West Kowloon Biennale (Take 2): Tipping Point, Community Art 

of No Return” (C. 第一屆「小西九雙年展」（第二部）：「街坊物語」藏散片; directly 

translated as “The First Edition of ‘Tiny West Kowloon Biennale’ [Section Two]: ‘The Tale of 

Kai Fong’ – Collecting the Lost Objects ), which displayed various artifacts given by Yau Ma 

Tei Kai Fong to Woofer Ten for different reasons.232 The curatorial statement by Lau Kin-

wah offers a clear footnote on the rationale of the project: 

… A very big portion of these objects belong [sic] to a number of families and local 

stores, which have move [sic] or closed down in the last 2 years and do not want to 

dispose them. No doubt these objects reflect (or actually formed) the ways of living and 

cultural histories of the community in Yau Ma Tei. The aging community seems to be 

on the brink of a tipping point, being swiped by the frenzy property market soon.233 

With a touch of sentimentality, this statement serves as an epitome of Woofer Ten’s 

practice in totality, one that was constantly driven by what Abbas terms as the “politics of 

disappearance” that had expanded in the cultural sphere of Hong Kong from the transitional 

years to the post-Handover period. Simultaneously, it also demonstrated the fact that other 

than providing a temporary placement for the imminent disappearing traces of community 

life, what community art could do was rather limited. And even such placement was not 

unconditional: it was founded on a sovereignty over the art space and redistribution of such 

sovereignty to the community members; meanwhile, under the framework of an art project, 

such placement is destined to be transitory and compromised.  

 

 

 

232 Woofer Ten, “Press Release of ‘Tiny West Kowloon Biennale (Take 2): Tipping Point, Community Art of No Return,’” 

Biennale", Website of Project "Tiny West Kowloon, 2011, http://tinywestkowloonbiennalepart2.blogspot.com/search/label/

新聞稿. 

233 Woofer Ten. 
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Concluding on Woofer Ten: strategies and preconditions 

The above three sections explore the major spatial tactics employed by Woofer Ten and 

their potential implications on how the urban, community, and art spaces were utilized, 

perceived, and preserved. In this section, I intend to complement the previous analyses with a 

theorization of the major spatial strategies and a discussion of some key preconditions for 

Woofer Ten’s operative model. 

To begin with, in examined how Woofer Ten’s practice revoked the socio-spatial 

demarcation of the urban space based on the specialization of disciplinary practices and the 

differentiation of varied modes of economical-cultural production, we find the art group not 

only redistributed the spatial order within the Shanghai Street Artspace but also that 

[Diagram 4] 
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governing the material urban space in the Yau Ma Tei community. A spatial politics that 

challenged the fragmented, homogeneous, and hierarchical space of neoliberalism thus 

underlined the community-based practices of Woofer Ten. Adding up to this reasoning, the 

implication of this rearrangement of spatial order on an individual level can be understood 

through the concept of environmental affordance – the attributes of an environment that 

afford a person to take specific actions within the space.234 This would mean that the 

redistribution of spatial order changes the participants' relationship to the material space of 

community and art on a level deeper than immediate perceptions – it allows for new 

patterns of partnering between practices and spaces.  

 

234 Jen Jack Gieseking et al., eds., The People, Place, and Space Reader (London: Routledge, 2014), 42, 

https://doi.org/https://doi-org.lib-ezproxy.hkbu.edu.hk/10.4324/9781315816852. 

[Diagram 5] 
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The second major tactic, namely visualizing the community and foregrounding the 

representational space, may seem trifle and unsurprising in the reservoir of participatory art 

strategies. Yet, based on the case analyses, I contend that it is precisely in these day-to-day, 

sustainable and small-scale interventions into the material surface of the urban space that the 

transformative capacities of collaborative spatial practices are harbored. Meanwhile, the 

tactic also suggests that spatial perception and cognition exist on both individually and 

intersubjectively and are both “processual and representational.”235 This also further 

indicated that even though participatory is commonly regarded as process-oriented and anti-

spectacle, it does not necessarily defy representation and visual tactics. Especially, 

participatory art which takes the material urban space as its foundation and arena can 

undertake a tangible dimension that should not be neglected in relevant studies. 

Lastly, when confronted with top-down urban redevelopment decisions, Woofer Ten 

elicited through dialogical exchanges the embedded resistant strategies in everyday practices 

which help to affirm the value of existing community life and culture. Meanwhile, it also 

provided immediate yet transient placement for the imminent disappearing economic and 

cultural constituents of the surrounding communities. Like the previous two tactics, the 

nonconfrontational resistance and the efforts in community preservation involved no physical 

alteration of the urban space in large scale or political subversion. Instead, implications of 

these spatial practices are manifested mostly on a micro, perceptional, and cognitive level. 

Yet, within the framework under which community art could operate, Woofer Ten offered 

practical strategies of community revitalization conspicuously distinguished from the official 

 

235 Gieseking et al., 42. 
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discourse of urban preservation – through participatory art projects and dialogical exchanges 

of information, it thrust into light the knowledge about the community space and alternative 

spatial practices generated from existing community legacies that were previously less visible 

and articulable. In this sense, participatory and communicative strategies were central to 

Woofer Ten’s community-based spatial practices. 

To conclude on the spatial implications of Woofer Ten’s practices, I would like to 

invoke Hui Yuk’s commentary on the art group. According to Hui, Woofer Ten's practice, on 

the whole, was an anti-aesthetic program that challenged a specific set of aesthetics – the one 

of gentrification that had been utilized by the alliance of government, developers, architects, 

and experts in the cultural industries who were also the main advocators and beneficiaries of 

urban redevelopment.236 As the philosopher and cultural activist has criticized, the aesthetics 

of gentrification help to package the neoliberal urban spaces which are built on the wreckage 

of the old communities into desirable commodities of high prices through an association 

between the neoliberalist spatial forms and specific lifestyle as well as aesthetic tastes.237 

This criticism delivers an important message: the most deleterious consequence of 

 

236 “活化廳是我所知的雖⼀能夠真正與社區展開互動的藝術組織，也是唯⼀⼀個在仕紳化猖獗的城市裡有意識地反

美學的團體……仕紳化便是地產商和政府勾結，然後結合建築師、藝術家、設計師和其他文化⼯作者以美學包裝⽣

活⽅式來提⾼住所的價格，最後毀滅⼀個個已存在的社區。” See Yuk Hui, “Weishenme Wo(Men) Yao Zhichi 

Huohuating 為什麼我（們）要支持活化廳 [Why I (We) Should Support Woofer Ten],” 香港獨立媒體Inmediahk.net, 

2013, http://www.inmediahk.net/node/1019808. 

In the original texts in Chinese, Hui also states that “Woofer Ten is the only art organization I have known, so far, to be able 

to genuinely interact with the surrounding community; it is also the only group that has been consciously practicing the anti-

aesthetic against gentrification in this city of rampant gentrification.” It should be noticed that Hui’s writing was published in 

2013, when the ADC decided to end contract with Woofer Ten and retrieve the space of Shanghai Street 404. Hui’s intention 

in this article was accordingly to defense of the value of Woofer Ten as a representative and rare case of community-based 

experimental space. However, his statements remain partially subjective and should be treated with scrutinization. For 

example, the third case study in this research, v-artivist, as well as its predecessor, Video Power, was also a group that has 

been dedicated to longitudinal community engagement and the exploration of counter aesthetic strategies since the early 

2000s. 

237 Hui. 
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neoliberalism urban planning involves not merely the material loss of old urban spaces but 

also the totalitarian governance over our lives through an economy of aesthetics. 

Community-based participatory art like Woofer Ten’s practices thus plays a key role in the 

resistance against the assimilation of this economy, which is not replaceable by eruptive and 

momentary political actions. Meanwhile, such art programs are as much anti-aesthetic as 

aesthetical, for they pertain to another set of aesthetics which is the one that stems from 

while being embedded in, the lived urban spatial experiences. 

In the remaining paragraphs on Woofer Ten, I intend to touch upon some preconditions 

on which the spatial tactics of the art group were reliant to be effective. A few factors may 

have contributed to the successiveness of Wooferte’s rendition of space. First is the physical 

and geographical conditions of the Shanghai Street Artspace: the space is located on the 

ground level of Shanghai Street, near the center of Yau Ma Tei district, which guarantees it 

with easy accessibility and public visibility as well as a preexisting spatial affinity with its 

nearby commercial and domestic spaces. Equally important was the spatial ecology in Yau 

Ma Tei. During Woofer Ten’s active period, the original spatial layout and infrastructures in 

the region that had been existing since the days of imperial colonialism remained mostly 

unchanged, which distinguished the spatial condition in Yau Ma Tei from that in the newly 

redeveloped urban areas. Especially, the typical tenement buildings allow for the formation of 

an intimacy between the residential units and commercial spaces – historically, the ground 

floor spaces of many buildings were used for merchandise and home-run workshops while 

the upper floors were for living or lease. Meanwhile, the interior architectural spaces are 

linked with the open space on the streets without restrictions, making the overall spatial 
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condition of Yau Ma Tei porous and mobile. Thirdly, the spatial condition of Yau Ma Tei and 

the historically built-up community norms have also allowed for the utilization of space 

there to be flexible and less controlled by the governing economic and legislative 

apparatuses: as suggested by local scholars, the utilization of space in old districts of Hong 

Kong is less defined by the public/private ownership of the land than Kai Fong’s agreement 

over the usage of the properties based on reciprocal principles and community ethics.238 

Lastly, the community population, namely the inhabitants and users of the community space, 

who are simultaneously the actants of the production of representational spaces and the 

possessors of embedded spatial knowledge also provided the social basis for Woofer Ten’s 

practice. Though the programs of the art group were not exclusively targeted at a particular 

group of participators, those who were involved in the long-term practices of Woofer Ten 

tended to be the surrounding neighbors in Yau Ma Tei. 

Overall, the spatial and community ecology in Yau Ma Tei as an organic totality had 

both prepared and shaped Woofer Ten’s spatial practices. In recent case studies of the 

alternative art spaces in the East Asian regions, Woofer Ten is often listed among other 

experimental projects. However, it is not obvious that a space of such intimacy with the 

popular class community could have occurred in factory buildings, where many commercial 

galleries and non-profit exhibition spaces in Hong Kong are located, or an art zone like 978, 

where instagrammable museums are neighbored by cafeterias and designer shops. By this 

comparison, it can be learned from Woofer Ten’s case that the preservation and creation of 

 

238 Chen Yun Chung 陳允中 et al., “Liudi Fangan—Shenshuibu Minjian Guihua 「留低⽅案」 —深⽔埗⺠間規劃 

["The Staying Plan" - Alternative Civil Planning for Sham Shui Po]” (Hong Kong, 2008), https://sspstayplan.wordpress.com. 
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differential space through community-based art may be the most effective in urban terrains 

intact by the abstract forces of neoliberalist development. Meanwhile, Woofer Ten also 

differed with other anarchy groups and autonomous experimental space such as 

SoengJoengToi (C. 上陽台) in Guangzhou and “Our Home” Autonomous Youth Centre (C. 

“我們家”青年自治實驗室) in Wuhan that also dwell in the most mundane urban residential 

spaces. For the latter group of alternative art spaces, “alternative” means substitutional for 

institutional or commercial spaces of art. Accordingly, what they intend to tackle are often the 

internal problems of the art’s eco-system indicating that the community they serve are those 

of art and cultural professionals. Different from these, what Woofer Ten searched for was 

alternative spatial practices that may lead to differential spaces in the neoliberal city. And by 

this rationale, it aimed at a wider social outreach which only retrospectively had broadened 

the scope of participatory art.

Figure 13 
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Figure 14 & 14 Installation view of “‘When Everything Must Go – Closing Down for Real’ 

Archival & Kai Fong Artwork Exhibition,” (C.「社區藝術．限日沽清」真系執笠文獻展+ 街

坊作品展), Hong Kong, 2015. Photo courtesy of Woofer Ten and Tse Pak-chai. 
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Festival among the ruins: the arts festival at Choi Yuen Village 

In early 2011, on the third and fourth days of the Chinese New Year, an art event 

“Woodstock in Spring: An Arts Festival Among the Ruins” (C. 新春糊士托·菜園滾滾來——

大型廢墟藝術節) was held at the site of the old Choi Yuen Village, an agricultural settlement 

in Sek Kong of Yuen Long District in western New Territories. The festival took place amidst 

the broader Anti-XRL movements that were known to have started in Choi Yuen Village in 

late 2008 when the government announced the plan to demolish the village in 2010 to make 

room for the construction for “an emergency rescue station and stabling sidings”239 for the 

 

239 Legislative Council of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China, “Panel on 

Transport-Subcommittee on Matters Relating to Railways-Background Brief on Guangzhou-Shenzhen-Hong Kong Express 

Rail Link (Hong Kong Section)” (Hong Kong, 2009), 3, https://www.legco.gov.hk/yr08-

09/english/panels/tp/tp_rdp/papers/tp_rdp0917cb1-2582-2-e.pdf. 

Figure 15 Granny Ko and Uncle Lai, two first-generation Choi Yuen Tsuen villagers, pulling a bamboo cow made by 

artist Chin Ching Wai on the first day of the festival, old Choi Yeun Village, February 2011. Photo courtesy of Benson 

Tsang. 
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Hong Kong section of the XRL. Initiated by activist Jenny, Li Chun Nei (C. 李俊妮), 

performance artists Vinci, Mok Wing See (C. 莫穎詩), cultural worker Mok Chiu Yu (C. 莫

昭如) and photographer Ducky, Tse Chitak (C. 謝至德), the festival recruited more than a 

hundred local musicians, visual artists, art students, cultural workers, and literary writers to 

stage individual and group projects and attracted thousands of attendees to participate in the 

two-day event. It was accordingly regarded by many as one highlight in Anti-XRL 

movements. 

Conceiving the arts festival in Choi Yuen Village as a model of participatory art, the 

current case study asks how festival practices as a strategy of participatory art potentially 

leads to differential spaces. As detailed in the followed paragraphs, the arts festival bore a 

similarity to art activism which has been proliferating in the contested sites of former urban 

civil movements in Hong Kong since the early 2000s. However, this study takes a different 

approach which temporarily circumvents politically charged discourses to resituate the case 

analysis in a politics of space, which starts with the question of why a teleologic theory 

would be insufficient in explicating the rationale of the festival. 

Contextualizing the arts festival: art in a territory to be lost 

In empirical terms, the arts festival at Choi Yuen Village may seem to be a form of art 

activism for the event was situated within both the boarder context of the Anti-Hong Kong 

Express Rail Link Movements (C. 反高鐵運動) and a history of the intersection of art and 

activism that had been recently emerging from urban sites of contestation including the Star 

Ferry Pier, Queen’s Pier, and Lee Tung Street. However, a closer examination of the case 
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reveals the nuanced difference between its underlying politics with that of typical art activism 

or activist art. To illustrate this difference and how it leads to a further conception of the 

nature of the art festival as a model of artistic participation that has germinated and developed 

to be differentiated from activist art, I propose to begin with a discussion of the 

conceptualization of art activism. 

As suggested by Boris Groys, art activism denotes the art which serves as “an arena 

and medium for political protest and social activism”240 (emphasis added) intending to 

change specific sociopolitical conditions in the broader social sphere. In other words, art 

activism undertakes immediate sociopolitical goals similar to those undertaken by political 

 

240 Boris Groys, “On Art Activism,” E-Flux Journal, no. 56 (2014), http://www.e-flux.com/journal/on-art-activism/. 

Figure 16 The demonstration against the second round of forced eviction in old Choi Yuen Village on November 

19, 2010. Photo courtesy of Benson Tsang. 
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actions. Apart from this social immediacy, Stephen Duncombe identifies an array of 

complimentary goals pursued by activist artists, including fostering dialogical exchanges, 

expressing political concerns, encouraging participation or creativity in art, revealing 

concealed realities, among others.241 In the case of the arts festival at Choi Yuen Village, both 

the above descriptions apply. However, it is doubtable that these sociopolitical and 

complimentary goals typical to art activism were the primary concerns for the event. A 

review of some major events that had taken place revolving around the resistance and 

demolition in old Choi Yuen Village before the festival may substantiate this observation. 

At the beginning of the year 2011, the major request made through the resistance 

movements within Choi Yuen Village was no longer for the government to cancel the plan of 

demolishing the village. Specifically, the original claim proposed by the Choi Yuen Village 

Concern Group242 (C. 菜園村關注組) – “No Eviction No Demolition” (C.不遷不拆), which 

represented the core mentality of the resistance movement at its earlier stage of from 

November 2008 to late 2009, was replaced by the request “Stop the Demolition, Construction 

before Relocation” (C.停止清拆、先建後搬).243 The redirection of the resistance movements 

was the result of the following array of top-down decisions since late 2009. In early October, 

 

241 Stephen Duncombe, “Does It Work? AEffect of Activistic Art,” Social Research 83, no. 1 (2016): 121–24, https://media-

proquest-

com.ez.sun.ac.za/media/pq/classic/doc/4138353961/fmt/pi/rep/NONE?cit%3Aauth=Duncombe%2C+Stephen&cit%3Atitle=

Does+it+Work%3F+The+Æffect+of+Activist+Art&cit%3Apub=Social+Research&cit%3Avol=83&cit%3Aiss=1&cit%3Ap

g=115&cit%3Adate=S. 

242 “Concern group” is a form of non-profit social movements organization usually formed by the participating citizens of 

specific civil movements. In recent social movements in Hong Kong, concern group has been widely adopted as an 

alternative for political bodies, especially in the resistances against urban redevelopment and eviction, The Choi Yuen 

Village Concern Group was formed in November 2008 by the villagers, chaired by villager and social worker Ko Chun-

heung (高春香). 

243 The review of the resistance movements against the construction of the XRL and the demolition of the old Choi Yuen 

Village is based on the timeline of provide by the organization East Asia Tribunal on Eviction unless noted otherwise. See 

East Asia Tribunal on Eviction, “Caiyuan Cun Kangzheng Yundong Shijianbiao 菜園村抗爭運動時間表 [Timeline of 

Resistance Movements at Choi Yuen Village],” 2012, 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B__nAUJnkaAPRHdyZko2cURGZnc/view. 
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the government, instead of responding to the villagers’ claim to preserve the village, offered a 

compensation plan that allowed for each affected household to apply for a 600,000 HKD 

allowance for relocation;244 infuriated by the proposal, the villagers, with the support from 

concerned citizens, expressed their unwillingness to abandon their homes in the 

demonstration titled “Group Photo for Thousands of People Who Support Choi Yuen Village” 

(C. 千人合照怒撐菜園村) on October 18. Later in the same month, Chief Executive Tsang 

Yam-kuen and the Executive Council passed the 66.9 billion HKD funding proposals for the 

construction of the Hong Kong section of the XRL, followed by the further approval of the 

proposals by the Public Works Subcommittee of the Legislative Council in December 2009. 

This meant that the XRL plan only needed to be passed by the Financial Committee of the 

Legislative Council to be implemented. A series of large-scale resistance movements had 

taken place during this course against the funding decision: on December 18, thousands of 

citizens gathered outside the Legislative Council, requesting the government to suspend the 

funding; on January 5, 2010, around twenty post-‘80s generation of local activists, 

accompanied by local university students, initiated the event “Salt March Across Five 

Districts”245 (C. 五區苦行, directly translated as “Ascetic Walk Across Five Districts”) in 

which the protesters walked across five electoral districts from Sheung Shui to Hong Kong 

Island in four days to appeal for the public’s attention to the funding plan. On January 8, the 

final day of the march and the day for the Financial Committee to make the final funding 

 

244 Legislative Council of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China, “Guang Shen 

Gang Gaosu Tielu Xianggang Duan Bokuan Anpai He Teshe Anzhi Fang’an 廣深港高速鐵路香港段 撥款安排和特設安

置方案 [Funding Arrangement and Special Rehousing Package for Construction of the Hong Kong Section of the XRL]” 

(Hong Kong, n.d.), 12–13, https://www.legco.gov.hk/yr09-10/chinese/panels/tp/tp_rdp/papers/tp_rdp1022-thb200910a-c.pdf. 

245 The Salt March was inspired by the homonymous civil disobedience movement in colonial Indian led by Gandhi. 
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decision, the protesters gathered again outside the Legislative Council, which temporarily 

held off the meeting. One week later, a three-day-two-night event “Thousands of People 

Against the Legislative Council • Anti-XRL Resistance Carnival” (C. 萬人決戰立法會·反高

鐵抗爭嘉年華) was held in Chater Garden and Statue Square near the building of the 

Legislative Council, in which more than ten thousands of citizens participated in a series of 

screening, camping, and demonstrations against the funding plan of the XRL.246 Despite the 

citizens’ discontent, the funding plan was passed on the 16th of January 2010, which marked a 

turning point of the resistance movement against the construction of the XRL and thus that 

against the demolition of Choi Yuen Village. 

One month later in late February, Choi Yuen Village Concern Group reached a primary 

agreement with the government on the compensation package on the condition that the 

government would issue building licenses to the villagers who wished to rebuild their homes 

at the new site of Choi Yuen Village, of which the location was to be determined at the time. 

After more than two years of negotiation and struggle with the authorities, the villagers were 

forced to accept that they had to leave their original homes and farmlands. Since then, the 

focus of the resistance movements within the village gradually turned to persistent strugglers 

for justified procedures of the relocation and reconstruction of the village while the fair 

allocation of compensation and preparation for the relocation were made difficult by the 

authorities: in June, shortly after the New Territories Heung Yee Kuk247 (C. 鄉議局) had 

 

246 v-artivist, “Wanren Juezhan Lifahui·Fan Gaotie Kangzheng Jianianhua·Dazhuan Kuxing Fan Gaotie 萬人決戰立法

會·反高鐵抗爭嘉年華·大專苦行反高鐵 [Thousands of People Agaist the Legislative Council·Anti-XRL Resistance 

Carnival· Universities on Salt Walk against the XRL],” Raging Iron 怒鐵沿線, accessed March 20, 2020, 

https://ragingiron.wordpress.com/2010/01/13/activities/. 

247 Heung Yee Kuk is statuary body responsible for the civil affair among the indigenous residents in the New Territories.  
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arranged the relocation of the village in two areas in Yuen Long District, the villagers learned 

that the building licenses would only be issued to applicants who agree to the farm a 

relatively large patch of land, regardless of many of the villagers were early people.248 With 

the license arrangement unsettled, the villagers could not decide on the purchase of the new 

farmland in Yuen Long and move out of their village before their new homes were built. 

However, for the construction of the XRL to be completed in 2015, the government required 

that the village be cleared out by the end of 2010.249 A brutal forced eviction then took place 

on the 4th of November, during which the villagers and concerned citizens established a patrol 

team (C. 巡守隊) to guard the village. On the 13th, more than eight hundred protesters 

gathered in the village, propounding the new claim “Construction Before Relocation,” to 

express discontent with the forced reclamation of land. Soon, the second round of eviction 

stroke again on the 19th, which was stopped by citizens flooded into the village to confront 

the authorities. From then on, the government changed its strategy from large scale eviction 

to intermittent harassments by demolishing the houses already emptied, uprooting the plants, 

and degrading the living environment in the village. From late 2010 to early 2011, the 

members of the patrol team and villagers had been embroiled in multiple conflicts with the 

authorities and injured during the course. 

Such were the conditions faced by the villagers and their supporters at the time of the 

arts festival; and by delineating the how the previous juridical procedures, law enforcement, 

 

248 The golden age of local agriculture in Hong Kong has ended with the importation from Mainland China occupying most 

local market since the 1980s. After that, only a small portion of Choi Yeun Village inhabitants continued practicing farming 

and many of them were the first generation of villagers who had mostly retired after 2000. See “Land Resumption of Choi 

Yuen Village for XRL High-Speed Train, Hong Kong, China,” Environmental Justice Atlas, 2017, 

https://ejatlas.org/conflict/protest-against-the-demolition-of-choi-yuen-village-for-xrl-high-speed-rail-hong-kong. 

249 “Land Resumption of Choi Yuen Village for XRL High-Speed Train, Hong Kong, China.” 
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and civil movements had developed leading towards to this specific moment, I intend to 

emphasize the specificity of the art festival regarding its underlying rationale. Here, two 

major contextual factors illustrated in the above paragraphs are brought into concern: first 

was the redirecting of the Anti-XRL movements and resistances actions in the village; second 

is the maturation of the movements in their social outreach. By early 2011, resistances in the 

village, as a part of the larger Anti-XRL movements, had already attracted intensive attention 

from the local media and triggered fermented public discussions. During this course, a 

concrete alliance of the villagers and the citizens had been formed, with multiple self-help 

and external supporting groups including the Concern Group, the patrol team, Choi Yuen 

Village Supporting Group250 (C. 菜園村支援組), and Sangwoodgoon251 (C. 生活館) 

founded. Meanwhile, the activists, media workers, art and cultural practitioners, students, and 

citizens who were attentive to the Anti-XRL movements had also established their 

connections – be it personal or collective – with the resistance movements in and outside of 

the village through various means. 

Under these circumstances, the primary drive behind the Woodstock arts festival cannot 

be boiled down to the anticipation to overturn the construction plan for the XRL or to stop the 

resumption of the village. Rather, the rationale of the festival lied in the happening of the 

 

250 The supporting group was formed by a group of external citizens to support the resistance movements in the old Choi 

Yuen Village. It was established in early 2009, after the Concern Group had initiated the first round of demonstrations 

against the land resumption plan from late 2008 to early 2009. See East Asia Tribunal on Eviction, “Caiyuan Cun Kangzheng 

Yundong Shijianbiao 菜園村抗爭運動時間表 [Timeline of Resistance Movements at Choi Yuen Village].” 

251 Sangwoodgoon is an organic farming organization established in 2010 by Jenny, Li Chun Nei (李俊妮) and a group of 

young supporters of the resistance movements in Choi Yuen Village. The organization was first located in the original site of 

the village and later moved to Pat Heung region in Yuen Long, near the new Choi Yuen Village.  See “About 

Sangwoodgoon,” Website of Sangwoodgoon, accessed March 20, 2020, https://sangwoodgoon.wordpress.com/. Before the 

old Choi Yuen Village was cleared out, the members of Sangwoodgoon utilized their farmland borrowed from the villagers 

to practice organic farming and support various community events organized within the village. See Tse Chitak Ducky 謝至

德 and Tse Ngosheung 謝傲霜, eds., Xinchun Hu Shi Tuo ·Caiyuan Yishu Kuaile Kangzheng 新春糊士托·菜園藝術快樂
抗爭 [Woodstock in Spring: Art for the Cause of Choi Yuen Village] (Hong Kong: Kubrick, 2012), 69. 
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event as an in-situ response to the spatial-temporal condition of Choi Yuen Village rather 

than immediate sociopolitical goals. Correspondingly, the interpretation and evaluation of the 

festival as a model of participatory art need to surpass a teleological explanation which 

inclines to assess art as simply one of the many strategies that are available for employment 

in civil movements. In other words, though the rationales behind typical art activism 

described by Groys and Duncombe would be justifiably applicable here – as also 

substantiated by later discussions of some selected scenes from the festival, the contents of 

the visual, textual, and performative articulations involved in the event were salient 

reiterations of the socio-cultural values which had been foregrounded by and propelling the 

development of the resistant movements – a singular recourse to the art activism discourses 

would be insufficient in distinguishing where the aesthetic and political virtues of the arts 

festival lied. 

Informed by this 

reasoning, I propose three 

dimensions from which a 

situated context of the 

festival – as a curated art 

project bounded by these 

contextual constituents – 

can be delineated. 

 

Figure 17 Gathering spot of Choi Yuen Village petrol team,old Choi Yeun 

Village, April 2011. Photo courtesy of Benson Tsang. 
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The spatial, temporal, and affective constituents of the Choi Yuen Village arts festival 

The first dimension pertained to the spatial condition of the village as the stage of the 

festival: with the previous endeavors to preserve the original village settlements went in vain, 

the site of the new village undecided, and the new settlements yet to be built,252 the space-

time of the old Choi Yuen Village was in limbo. Within this spatial stagnation, drastic 

changes had already stormed across the old village with the forced eviction and 

vandalization, leaving half of the spaces there deserted and another half lingering in anxiety 

 

252 By the end of 2010, though the villagers had made land purchase in Yuan Long for relocation of the village and been 

issued with building licenses, the construction of the new settlement was still held up – the villagers were asked to pay 

another five millions HKD to attain the right of way (C. 路權) over the only main road leading to the site of the new village 

in addition to the a half million road maintenance fee prepaid. Without the right of way, the construction materials could not 

be transported to the site of the new village. See Chu,Hoi-dick 朱凱迪 “Zoushu Zhengju: Xiangyiju Yu 2011 Nian 2 Yue 9 

Ri Zhi Caiyuan Cun De Jiejue Luquan Sheng Ming 走數證據：鄉議局於2011年2月9日致菜園村的解決路權聲明 

[Evidences of the Evading Debts: Heung Yee Kuk’s Statement to Choi Yuen Village on the Resolution for Problems 

Regarding the Right of Way,” Inmediahk 獨立媒體, 2011, https://www.inmediahk.net/2011-2-9. 

Figure 18 Grand Muddy Land before the Woodstock Arts Festival,old Choi Yeun Village, November 2010. Photo 

courtesy of Benson Tsang. 
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towards the imminent demolition. On the other hand, resistances and the spatial struggles had 

also transformed the village into an arena of civil disobedience movements and a place for 

equalitarian participation in public affairs. Moreover, the fact that the village was available 

spatially and administratively for the festival was the result of the previous struggles, 

meaning the space was by actuality and metaphor a manifestation of victory. From the 

recount of Chen Ping Fung (陳秉鳳), one of the founders of the Choi Yuen Village Concern 

Group, it can be observed that each of the spaces utilized for the arts festival in Choi Yuen 

Village had their particularities anchored in the trajectory of the resistance movement there; 

and these particularities were conspicuously perceptible and acknowledgeable for the 

organizers and close participants of the festival:  

The venues of the festival could be divided into three categories: first were the 

villagers’ houses that were still inhabited; the second was the empty houses from which 

the villagers had moved out or that had been damaged by the government; last were the 

open spaces and routes in the village (and parts of them were spaces newly developed 

in the process of previous resistance movements such as, for example, 

Sangwoodgoon).253 

The second dimension is the temporal condition of the festival, which pertained to both 

the time of the festival positioned on the timeline of the Anti-XRL movements and the 

resistance movements within the village as well as the that positioned on the yearly cycle of 

societal time in Hong Kong. As previously illustrated, the festival took place after the 

resistance movements against the resumption of the village and the construction of the XRL 

had receded from the front line, namely the battlefield for the struggles for the revocation of 

the plans, and developed into an expanded cultural-political movement that involved varied 

 

253 Translated from the original Chinese “藝術節的場地約莫可分為三類：第一類是仍有人居住的村民家；第二類是居

民已搬走，或已被政府部分摧毀的村舍；第三類是房子以外的空地、小路（而部分是抗爭時拓展出來的新空間，如

生活館）。而小部分活動則標明隨時隨地發生。” See Tse and Tse, Xinchun Hu Shi Tuo ·Caiyuan Yishu Kuaile Kangzheng 

新春糊士托·菜園藝術快樂抗爭 [Woodstock in Spring: Art for the Cause of Choi Yuen Village], 40. 
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forms of practices.254 Meanwhile, the movement within the village was enmeshed into lasting 

contestations between those who had stayed and the evictors. A moment for respiration from 

the accumulated pressure was provided by the festive season of the Chinese New Year, which 

was, however, most probably the last occasion for large-scale celebrative activities in the 

village. 

The last dimension pertained to the affective foundation of the festival. By affect, I 

mean a group of emotions – the perceptional proprioception belongs to the individual realm – 

that has been politically, socially, and intellectually charged and mobilized through 

accumulated exchanges among a community.255 The affective repertoire that underpinned the 

arts festival was one of particular density and intensity. As Chan Ping Fung recalls: 

In the many anxieties and sorrows nowhere to vent, the festival “broke out.” Perhaps 

the original motivation of the event was just to boost up the villagers and recharge the 

movements, taking advantage of the time during the Chinese New Year to hold one last 

large-scale event – at that time, we were living counting the weeks left (in the 

village).256 (emphasis added.) 

Meanwhile, a change of the affective climate of the resistance movements in Choi Yuen 

Village at large occurred at precisely this eruptive moment of the festival, through which the 

emotive agencies that had been impelling the resistance movements were rewired. A temporal 

replacement of anger, anxieties, bitterness, grievance, and weariness by joyfulness, 

 

254 These included, for example, guide tours around the old Choi Yuen Village led by the Concern Group, organic farming in 

the village and at the scenes of demonstration in the urban center, recreational activities at the Anti-XRL Resistance 

Carnival. 

255 Affect is generally considered as the synonym of emotion or feeling. However, in academic contexts, affect is 

distinguished from the latter two as an ontological category that have differentiated connotations and applications in different 

disciplines. According to Nigel Thrift , a more pertinent approach to affect in the spatial theories and critical urban studies is 

one that emphasizes not the individual perceptional dimension of category but the politized dimension of affect as motion, 

thinking, and drives that contains a mobilizing capacity. See Nigel Thrift, “Intensities of Feeling : Towards a Spatial Politics 

of Affect,” An Geography 86, no. 1 (2004): 57–78. 

256 Translated from the original Chinese “在許多的焦慮和無處發洩的哀傷之中，藝術節爆發。或許最初的動機只是希

望幫村民和運動打打氣，趁新年不辦最後一次大型的活動——那時我們是一星期、一星期的數著過日子。” See Tse 

and Tse, Xinchun Hu Shi Tuo ·Caiyuan Yishu Kuaile Kangzheng 新春糊士托·菜園藝術快樂抗爭 [Woodstock in Spring: 

Art for the Cause of Choi Yuen Village], 43. 
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excitement, and relaxation was observed in the visual presentations and various recreational 

activities of the festival. This affective transition was both triggered by the aforementioned 

spatial and temporal conditions of the village and a conscious cultivation. Particularly, the 

significance of propounding “happiness” as the dominant emotive drive of the festival was 

explicated by Tse Ngosheung (C. 謝傲霜), a local writer and an organizer of the art festival:  

When cultural renewal becomes the goal, happiness is more suitable as a mood of 

resistance than anger for anger is partnered with specific actions such as the taking over 

of power through revolution, which, however, can make the resisters prone to be fooled 

by their furies ...257 (emphasis added) 

Echoing with our previous observation, this statement reveals that by the time of the 

festival, the Anti-XRL movements had expanded from a politically contested sphere to the 

broader cultural terrain. In retrospection, the festival – as a mode of cultural-political 

practice – was associated with not only the sporadic moments of creativities within the 

movements like, for instance, the creation of the song “The Light of Choi Yuen”258 (C. 菜園

之光) which had been chanted in various occasions of demonstrations but also a sustained 

tradition of the engineering of affect in civil movements through art and festivity. More 

specifically, it can be seen as the successor of the “Flower in the Ruins: Queen’s Pier Culture 

Festival” in 2007and, more recently, the “Anti-XRL Resistance Carnival” in 2010. Yet, 

compared with the latter two examples, the arts festival in Choi Yuen Village demonstrated a 

prominent self-awareness of an affective nucleus of, in Tse’s term, “happiness.” As the local 

 

257 Tanslated from the original Chinese “革命既然以文化更新為目標，那麼快樂要比憤怒更適合作為抗爭的情緒，因

為憤怒帶著些行為，適合短淺如奪權的革命，且反倒容易使抗爭者被自己的怒火所曚蔽。” Tse and Tse, 14. 

258 “The Light of Choi Yuen” was adapted from the song “The Light of Friendship” (C. 友誼之光) – the theme music of the 

1987 Hong Kong movie “Prison on Fire” (C. 監獄風雲) – which was itself an adaption of the composition “Green Island 

Serenade” (C. 綠島小夜曲) originally published in Taiwan. The lyric of the song was rewritten to express the 

villagers‘disaffection with the reclamation of Choi Yuen Village and the importance of preserve the land and community life 

there. 
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scholar and a member of Sangwoodgoon, Chou Sze-chung (C. 周思中), reflects: 

“Choi Yuen Village Woodstock” was probably a peak in the local social movements in 

Hong Kong. It was less aggressive and warring than the “Anti-XRL Carnival” that 

besieged the Legislative Council and more down to earth (even to the extent of being 

homely) than the “Flower in the Ruins” which aimed at preserving the Queen’s Pier – it 

cast off an unfounded sense of melancholy.”259 

The spatial, temporal, and affective dimensions illustrated above accordingly provides 

an entry point for the understanding of the old Choi Yuen Village during the two-day arts 

festival as space-time in a status of exception, based on which the analysis of the arts festival 

as a model of participatory art can be unfolded from a spatial perspective. Based on 

reasoning, I proposed to venture beyond the discourse of art activism centered mostly on the 

political orientations of the art and redirected the discussion of the current case to a 

conceptualization of the creation of a spatial regime of festivity. 

Conceptualization of the space-time of festivity 

The first issue of examination here is what conceptualization of festivity that is 

culturally and politically positioned in the critique of contemporary urban space is ready at 

hand. In Lefebvre’s spatial theories, festival or festivity is positioned as the antithesis of 

leisure. To begin with, leisure is the subject of spatial-temporal designation.260 In modern 

societies, leisure is arranged as activities of consumption in specific place-times: for example, 

in the local context, these would include Disney Land, Ocean Pars, shopping malls during the 

holiday seasons, and Lan Kwai Fong at night. This designation is the product of spatial 

 

259 Translated from the original Chinese “「新春糊士托」大概闖上香港本土社會運動的一個高峰：比反高鐵包圍立法

會嘉年華較少戾氣，比保衛皇后碼頭的廢墟之花更具踏實（踏實得幾近家常）的基礎、少了腳不着地的憂鬱。” See 

Tse and Tse, Xinchun Hu Shi Tuo ·Caiyuan Yishu Kuaile Kangzheng 新春糊士托·菜園藝術快樂抗爭 [Woodstock in 

Spring: Art for the Cause of Choi Yuen Village], 37. 

260 Lefebvre, The Production of Space., 310. 
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compartmentalization with the functioning of spectacles and signs,261 which are 

embodiments of the second of the three formants of spatial abstraction, namely a “logical of 

visualization.”262 Informed by Guy Debord’s critique of spectacle, Lefebvre sees the logic of 

visualization as ways of generating homogeneous space by suppressing other sensible parts of 

social life while prioritizing the visual dimension,263 which means that by projecting human 

desires into the visual plane of spectacles and signs, leisure, instead of fulfilling the desires, 

isolates them from our bodies264 and is thus alienated as labor.265 The space of leisure is, 

therefore, the space of consumerism and the fragmentation of human bodies, which echoes 

with the problematization of the postmodernist and neoliberalist spatial scheme as one that 

targets also at an aesthetic programming of how the urban dwellers can project onto, image 

about, and interact with their surrounding space.266 Meanwhile, leisure creates no new space 

or spatial practices but facilitates the consumption of space – property speculations, the 

commercialization and exoticization of natural landscapes, and, in turn, the trivialization and 

reduction of the vitality of everyday life. Base on this critique, Lefebvre proposes festival, 

among “waste, play, art” – namely the embodiments of Eros, as the opposition of leisure.267 

Accordingly, the space-time of festivity, by theoretical speculation, would be the space that 

contains the capacity to surpass the hegemonic forces of spatial abstraction and restore the 

 

261 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 310. 

262 Other two formats are “the geometric space” and “the phallic space.” See Lefebvre, 285–86. 

263 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 286. 

264 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 310. 

265 Lefebvre, The Production of Space., 383. 

266 See chapter three of this thesis. 

267 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 352. 
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creativities as well as productivities that may lead to differential spaces. In short, it can 

potentially achieve the transgressive goal that only exists as a fabrication in the space-time of 

leisure. The question that follows is if the space-time of festivity is not subordinated to the 

abstract space, where it is to be found? 

For, as previously mentioned, Lefebvre’s proposition of differential spaces is presented 

mostly as an anticipatory program, the philosopher has not provided concrete examples of the 

space of festivity. What, however, can be deduced from his spatial critique is that such space 

is not given but must be produced through alternative spatial practices in circumstances that 

allow for its emergence. This reasoning thus allows for the consideration of the spatial, 

temporal, and affective conditions of Choi Yuen Village arts festival as the contexts of the 

creation of space of festivity and the arts festival as a spatial practice that leads to such 

creation. With this acknowledgement, the central issues of inquiry are accordingly what 

strategies were invoked for the creation of the differential space of festivity and how we may 

understand their capacities of challenging the dominant spatial, economic, or political orders. 

In the following paragraphs, I intend to search for answers to these questions through an 

evaluation of the major strategies involved in selective scenes from the arts festival.  
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Towards the space-time of festival: engagement, rituals, spectacles, and cultural codification 

Figure 19 Chan Sushan, Map of Choi Yuen Village during the Woodstock Arts Festival (Englished annotations 

added), 2011. Image courtesy of the artist. 
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 A first glance of the festive landscape 

may start with the flowers graffiti along the 

roads and routes connecting various sites of the 

village, painted by student volunteers from 

HKICC Lee Shau Kee School of Creativity.268 

More than simply being decorative, the flowers 

functioned as vectors which led the festival 

attenders to different venues of performative 

activities, workshops, and exhibitions. As the 

visual annotations of the festival and festivity, 

they also marked the spatial order of the village 

which was being reformed during the festival, 

through artists’ and attenders’ engagement with 

the surrounding place. In this sense, place-marking constituted a strategy of 

reterritorialization in the most straightforward sense, which was the first major spatial tactic 

that had been employed by the arts festival.  

The rearrangement of the spatial order in the village was also manifested in the 

transformation of various spaces into venues for festival activities. Particularly, open spaces 

such as former farmlands and public spaces were used for major performative events and 

 

268 The action to paint flowers on the surfaces of the village space was first initiated in the “‘Planting Flowers on the Road 

of Choi Yuen Village’ Painting Workshop” (C. 菜園路上種花花畫坊) by the teachers and students of the school during the 

second forced eviction in late 2010. The flowers were conceptualized as the symbolic remedy for the damaged village, which 

offered comfort to the villagers who had stayed. Moreover, by the action of painting and territory marking, the volunteers 

were able to preclude the staff of the Lands Department and MTR company from entering the village, which constituted as a 

non-confrontational resistant strategy. See Tse and Tse, Xinchun Hu Shi Tuo ·Caiyuan Yishu Kuaile Kangzheng 新春糊士
托·菜園藝術快樂抗爭 [Woodstock in Spring: Art for the Cause of Choi Yuen Village], 86–97. 

Figure 20.Flowers painted on the village road 

beside the photography exhibition “Here I Left 

You Behind,” old Choi Yeun Village, Februrary 

2011. Photo courtesy of Benson Tsang. 
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workshops while demolished residential units were turned into exhibition halls.269 In Woofer 

Ten’s case, we have seen how the redistribution of spatial order generates heterogeneous 

spaces unrestricted by hierarchical spatial demarcations. Yet, the situation was different in 

Choi Yuen Village, of which the governing socioeconomic orders were suspended and the 

foundation of spatial redistribution was thus lost. Instead, the rearrangement of the space 

there had a more symbolic implication: by sewing sites and places into the festival landscape, 

it patched up tattered spaces of the village and thus made it integral again as a space of 

festivity in which the dynamics of everyday life and traces of past struggles are restored as 

performances, rituals, and spectacles. As manifested in the following narration of the 

highlight of the festival, namely a series of performative events took place at the “central 

stage” of the village, this generation of the festive space was accomplished through a 

spontaneous process of participation. 

On the left side of the main road in Choi Yuen Village was a large patch of deserted 

land which used to be a papaya forest. Holding the greatest audience capacity among the 

festival venues in the village, this open space called by the residents and the festival 

organizers as “The Grand Muddy Land” (C. 大爛地) then became the center of the festival. 

At the beginning of the festival, many open spaces and farmland of the village had become 

deserted, with trees uprooted during former land reclamations and the odds and ends once 

belonged to the villagers disposed. To prepare the Grand Muddy Land for the coming 

 

269 Some major exhibitions included the installation show “Today’s Hong Kong Museum” (C. 今日香港博物館) organized 

by artist Ger, Choi Tsz Kwan (C. 蔡芷筠) on a tract of deserted land at the end of the main road of Choi Yuen Village, 

Depleted House of Literature (C. 廢屋文學館) arranged by Hong Kong House of literature (C. 香港文學館工作室）) in 

an empty residential unit, photography exhibition “Here I Left You Behind” (C. “我留下你在此” 攝影裝置展) which 

featured the works of Benson, Tsang Chi-ho (C. 曾志浩), Ducky, Tze Chitak (. 謝至德), and Tse, Ngosheung (C. 謝傲霜) 

installed at two sites where building complex were smashed and circumvented by authorities. 
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activities, artist Lau Hok Shing (C. 劉學成) held the “Scavenge Together to Rebuild Our 

Home Workshop” (C. 齊來拾荒重建家園工作坊), in which the participators collected tree 

branches, abandoned furniture, clothes, and small objects from the village to make fences 

around the Grand Muddy Land and facilities for rest.270 Soon, the two-day long “Chak Doh 

Lan Sai Music Carnival”271 (C. 拆到爛晒音樂嘉年華; directly translated as “‘All 

Demolished’ Music Festival”) which began with a door-to-door tour around the village was 

formally staged on the central stage, accompanied by a flea market arranged by 

Sangwoodgoon where hand-made objects and organic agricultural products were sold. 

Meanwhile, food stalls were set up around by the villagers, which gave a glimpse of the self-

sufficient life of the agricultural village. 

As the center of the festival space, the Grand Muddy Land was not only where the 

 

270 Tse and Tse, Xinchun Hu Shi Tuo ·Caiyuan Yishu Kuaile Kangzheng 新春糊士托·菜園藝術快樂抗爭 [Woodstock in 

Spring: Art for the Cause of Choi Yuen Village], 76–77. 

271 The concert was coordinated by local musician Kung Chi Shing (C. 龔志成) and non-profit organization Revitalisation 

Internalise Partnership (C. 自然活化合作社). More than twenty local band performed during the concert. 

Figure 21 A scene from “Chak Doh Lan Sai Music Carnival,” old Choi Yeun Village, February 2011. Photo courtesy of Benson Tsang. 
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major performative activities were arranged but also the site to which the festival energies 

were naturally drawn. Particularly, a symbolic moment occurs at the dusk of the first day 

when a puppet-like sculpture of several meters made collectively by artist Ho Ying Fung (C. 

何應豐), artist and designer Esther Kwok (C. 郭明儀), musician Wong Hinyan (C. 黃衍仁) 

and a dozen of participants of the “Papercraft Workshop Against the Bulldozer” (C. 對抗推土

怪手大型紮作工作坊) was erected against a blossomless cotton tree on the Grand Muddy 

Land, which triggered a sudden burst of the festival spirit. The puppet sculpture, with its 

skeleton made of bamboo sticks and tree branches, head made of dry grass, and button eyes 

made of used wheels, was a totemic figure born out the flesh of the village.  

Regarded by Vinic Mok as the “Deity of the 

Land,”272 it represented a symbolic aspect of the arts 

festival that had ventured beyond the quotidian and 

the purely recreational: not only that the sculpture per 

se was a figurative incarnation of the land, the 

participating audiences’ spontaneous interactions with 

it were also analogous to ritualist worships. 

Specifically, on the second day of the festival, ribbons 

in red, white, and black were tethered to the sculpture, 

making it a “wishing tree” which is believed in Taoist 

culture to be able to fulfill the believers’ wishes.273 

 

272 Tse and Tse, Xinchun Hu Shi Tuo ·Caiyuan Yishu Kuaile Kangzheng 新春糊士托·菜園藝術快樂抗爭 [Woodstock in 

Spring: Art for the Cause of Choi Yuen Village], 102. 

273 For the details on the activities revolving around the interactions with the sculpture, see Tse and Tse, 102. 

Figure 22 Festival attendees throwing woolen 

flowers on to the cotton tree, old Choi Yeun Village, 

2011. Photo courtesy of Inmedia HK. 
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Meanwhile, red flowers knitted out of wool by artist Yu Yeuk Mui (C. 俞若玫) and the 

festival attendees were attached to the sculpture and the cotton tree against which it leaned. 

The flowers, resembling both the real blossoms of the cotton tree and “Bao Die” (C. 宝牒) – 

an object that the Taoist believers would throw on to the wishing tree to make their wishes 

during traditional Chinese festivals,274 were the projection of the attenders’ hope for the 

restoration of nature’s vitality. At late night, a bonfire party titled “An Offering Made by Fire 

from the Grand Land Bamboo Camp” (C. 大地竹祝營火祭) was held surrounding the 

sculpture, which marked the ending of the festival by turning the scene at the Grand Muddy 

Land into a spectacle. 

 

274 In Taoist religious tradition, the prayers would write their names and dates of birth on Bao Die, usually a small object 

carrying some weight, onto the wishing tree. It is believed that if the object does not fall down, the wishes are promised to 

come true. 

Figure 23 The totemic sculpture at night, old Choi Yeun Village, February 2011. Photo courtesy of Benson Tsang 
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From the scenes on the Grand Muddy Land, it can be observed that the Choi Yuen 

Village arts festival was differentiated from typical site-specific artistic programs by its 

processual vibration. In this sense, the arts festival operated in totality a sociocultural 

practice that was irreducible to the production of installations or Land Art. Compared with 

the latter categories, the activities that took place on the Grand Muddy Land were 

coordinated to be participatory but not programmed to authenticate singular authorship, 

leading to cultural productions but not driven by material outputs, and connected to specific 

space-time while remaining an openness to spatial-temporal boundaries. In short, the concert, 

participatory engagement of the audience, microeconomics, and the building of the totemic 

figure were a holistic process of material and affective becoming in which new sociocultural 

definitions of time, space, and the practice of the festival itself were being constructed and 

must, therefore, be examined as so.  

From this holistic viewpoint, a meeting point is found between this process of 

becoming and a more theoretical reading of the mechanism of traditional festival, which is 

offered by social anthropology and religious studies: the festival as an archetype on which the 

contemporary arts or music festivals are based is primarily defined by its participatory, 

ritualistic and atmospheric dimensions as well as an intensive codification of the various 

categories of social practices into a comprehensive cultural product which reflects a “total 

social fact.”275  

In analogy, the arts festival not only provided a platform for the internal participators 

including the villagers and the concerned groups to collaborate in the organization of the 

 

275 Alessandro Testa, “Rethinking the Festival: Power and Politics,” Method and Theory in the Study of Religion 26, no. 1 

(2014): 45–46, https://doi.org/10.1163/15700682-12341260. 
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event but also allowed for the external attenders – musicians, visual artists, students, and 

citizens – to engage with the space-time of the festival in varied ways. Meanwhile, compared 

with the traditional festival, the arts festival was characterized by a prominent non-

exclusiveness, meaning it did not target specific social groups bounded by cultural traditions 

or ethnicity.  

The second attribute of the festival, namely the ritualist, was not only manifested in the 

making of the totemic figure but also all the performative actions happening spontaneously 

here and there. In the visual documentation of selected scenes from the Grand Muddy Land, 

musicians were addressing to the crowd, playing music instruments, or singing protest songs 

written for the Anti-XRL movements, artists were performing in costumes and “planting” tree 

branches back in the soil, and parents and children were flying kites and painting flowers on 

concrete poles.276 These activities, unrelated to rituals in normal settings, can be seen as 

ritualist during the festival for not that they were choreographed according to certain religious 

or sociocultural traditions but that they reiterated the symbolic values of particular patterns 

of bodily interaction with the space of the village that had been established during previous 

resistant movement and spontaneously generated on the scene. An exemplification is found in 

the action of painting flowers on the surfaces of the village space. The project was first 

initiated in the “‘Planting Flowers on the Road of Choi Yuen Village’ Painting Workshop” (C. 

菜園路上種花花畫坊) by the student volunteers during the second forced eviction in late 

2010. Initially, the flowers were conceptualized as the symbolic remedy for the damaged 

 

276 See Wiilam Outcast, Caiyuan Cun—Xinchun Hu Shi Tuo Daxing Feixu Yishu Jie 菜園村—新春糊士托大型廢墟藝術節 

[Choi Yuen Village —Woodstock in Spring: An Arts Festival Among the Ruins] (Hong Kong, 2011), 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6etPmLrXMJk. 
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village, which offered comfort to the villagers who had stayed. Meanwhile, by the action of 

painting and territory marking, the volunteers were able to temporarily preclude the staff of 

the Lands Department and MTR company from entering the village, which unexpectedly 

constituted as a one-time, non-confrontational resistant strategy. During the festival, more 

attenders had joined the action of painting, which constituted a re-staging of the strategy in 

the context of festivity and, thereby, a celebration of the previous victory of the resistant 

movement. Apart from being symbolic, the restaging of actions also had an ameliorative 

aspect which aimed at restoring the rhythm of everyday life. For example, in the “‘Feasting 

and Playing under the Tree’ Ecological Workshop” (C. 大樹下吃喝玩樂自然生態工作坊), the 

initiator – environmentalist scholar Chau Siu Cheung (C. 周兆祥) – played African drum and 

kool drum to help the attenders relax and meditate. According to the scholar, the workshop, 

arranged under the huge tree outside Ping On Garden (C. 平安園), a villager’s house, was an 

“anti-event”277 that simply targeted at offering the festival-goers a peaceful afternoon in 

nature. 

In Pablo Helguera’s renowned handbook for socially engaged art training, the artist lists 

performance as one of the ten elements of this artistic category and relates performativity to 

Mikhail Bakhtin’s thesis on the “cultural inversion”278 contained in carnivalesque activities. 

For Helguera, even socially engaged art of the least confrontational or activist propensities 

cannot be reduced to entertainment for the performative actions involved in its process 

 

277 Tse and Tse, Xinchun Hu Shi Tuo ·Caiyuan Yishu Kuaile Kangzheng 新春糊士托·菜園藝術快樂抗爭 [Woodstock in 

Spring: Art for the Cause of Choi Yuen Village], 107. 

278 Helguera, Education for Socially Engaged Art: A Materials and Techniques Handbook, 67. Here, Helguera invokes 

Mikhail Bakhtin’s theorization in Rabelais and Hist World (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1993). 
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necessarily produces spectacles that are not the end products but means of education.279 

These spectacles thereby constitute, in turn, the critiques of spectacles of entertainment and 

leisure that are problematized by Lefebvre.280 This reflection accords with the above analyses 

of the ritualist and performative activities involved in the festival practices in Choi Yuen 

Village. However, instead of serving as a means of education that is offered by the artists to 

the participants, ritualist performances in Choi Yuen village are considered spontaneously 

engendered through bodily engagement with the land. 

The third dimension of the festival, namely the atmospheric, pertains to the affective 

repertoire built up by the participatory engagement and the ritualist re-staging of 

performative actions. As delineated in previous sections, happiness was considered by the 

organizers as the emotive core of this affective repertoire. Here, by invoking the 

anthropological interpretations of the festival, we may further explore the contextualized 

connotations of happiness. The festival, through the performance of rituals, inscribes “the 

collective effervescence” onto participants’ psyche, provides healings in moments of “life 

crises,” counters social conflicts, and offers potential solutions to existing tensions, which 

explains how happiness could be constructed through festive activities. Accordingly, in Choi 

Yuen Village arts festival, the manifestations of ritual in the collective creation of the works 

of art, bodily engagement with the space, re-staging of performative actions, and the 

restoration of everyday rhythm all contributed to the formation of an affective climate of 

happiness, which, as anticipated by the Tse Ngosheung, was crucial for the reflection of the 

 

279 Helguera, 68–69. 

280 Helguera, 69. 
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arts festival as a culturally intensive but not politically aggressive moment.  

Specifically, the creation of spectacles, including both the scenes on the central stage 

and exhibitions in multiple locations of the village, played a crucial role in the actualization 

of the ritual’s efficacy in cultural codification. These included the installation show “Today’s 

Hong Kong Museum” (C. 今日香港博物館) organized by artist Choi Tsz Kwan (C. 蔡芷筠) 

on a tract of deserted land at the end of the main road of Choi Yuen Village. With the layout 

of a “sample apartment” outlined by wooden sticks on the ground and tombstones on which 

memorial words were written, the show resembled a cemetery, where both the grief for the 

lost homes and the mockery of the property hegemony of Hong Kong were presented in 

visual forms. The similar mood for memorial and accusation was also seen in the 

photography exhibition “Here I Left You Behind” (C. “我留下你在此” 攝影裝置展) which 

featured the works of Tsang Chi-ho (C. 曾志浩), Tze Chitak, and Tse Ngosheung. Installed at 

two sites where building complexes were smashed and circumvented by wire fences, the 

black and white photographs of family portraitures of the villagers were printed in 

monumental sizes and attached to dismantle architectural remains. Another major visually 

impactful scene was seen in the “Depleted House of Literature” (C. 廢屋文學館) arranged by 

Hong Kong House of literature (C. 香港文學館工作室) in an empty residential unit. Combing 

protest literature written on the surface of the interior of the house and the installations of 

visual arts, the exhibition transformed the house into a psychological space that resembled the 

inner space of people. Overall, the exhibition spectacles, as the crystallization of the cultural 

production during the Anti-XRL resistance movements, were the ultimate representation of 

the “total social fact” about the Choi Yuen Village.  
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Figure 26 Installation view of the photography exhibition “Here I left You Behind,” old Choi Yeun 

Village, February 2011. Photo Courtesy of Benson Tsang. 

Figure 24 Installation view of the exhibition “Today’s Hong 

Kong Museum,” old Choi Yeun Village, February 2011. Photo 

courtesy of Benson Tsang. 

Figure 25 A scene from “‘Feasting and Playing under 

the Tree’ Ecological Workshop,” old Choi Yeun Village, 

February 2011. Photo courtesy of Benson Tsang. 
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Concluding on the Arts Festival Among the Ruins: strategies, implications, and conditions 

[Diagram 6] 
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To conclude on the previous analyses, some major strategies for the creation of the 

space-time of festival manifested in the Choi Yuen Village Woodstock included 

reterritorialization, spontaneous participation through bodily engagement with the space, and 

the performative actions leading to cultural codification through ritualist actions and the 

making of spectacle. This understanding of how the arts festival in Choi Yuen Village shared 

the attributes of the archetypical festival is essential for a substantiated reading of the politics 

and implications of the arts festival as a model of spatially engaged art, specified as follows. 

The first issue of concern here pertains to the politicization of festival, which is 

generally two folded in festival theories. On one hand, the public festival is a cultural device 

of the hegemony for it reiterates social hierarchies under the surveillance of the bureaucracy, 

which reproduces “an ideological image of the society to be shown and participated by the 

society itself” through festivals.281 In the neoliberalist society, this functionality of the 

festival is seen in what Lefebvre criticizes as the space-time of leisure. On the other hand, the 

festival can also be a mediacy for resistance and contestation, especially for the 

peripheralized282 and the local popular class.283 Especially, it provides channels for political 

articulations and the bottom-up construction of identity through the performance of localized 

traditions.284 The arts festival of Choi Yuen Village justifiably falls into the latter category: 

though the festival was initiated by a small cluster of artists and cultural workers, it remained 

open for villagers and attenders in terms of the format and content of participation. In other 

 

281 Testa, “Rethinking the Festival: Power and Politics,” 62–63. 

282 Testa, 64. 

283 Quentin Stevens and Haeran Shin, “Urban Festivals and Local Social Space,” Planning Practice & Research 29, no. 1 

(2014): 1, https://doi.org/10.1080/02697459.2012.699923. 

284 Testa, “Rethinking the Festival: Power and Politics,” 65. 
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words, the structuring of the festival was founded on an in-situ comprehension of the village 

as a space-time of exception but not any hierarchical relationships between different groups. 

Yet, what was being articulated in the arts festival was less relevant to the identity and 

cultural politics than the social and cultural values foregrounded in the Anti-XRL movements, 

including but not limited to the persistence in land and spatial justice, respect and care for the 

disenfranchised, the appraisal of a sustainable-and- ecological economic model, and, 

especially, the belief in the role of art and aesthetics in the articulation of these values which 

may sometimes be overwhelmed by political claims. Overall, the space of the arts festival is 

actualized as an equalitarian one that produces situated spatial knowledge. 

The second issue bears on the core thesis of the current research, namely the question of 

how participatory art addresses the politics of space. Specifically, in the current case, it 

queries how the creation of space-time of festivity challenges the hegemonic spatial order. 

This question relates back to Lefebvre’s critique of how Eros is projected outside our bodies 

into the space of leisure and thereby becomes alienated and commodified. In contrast, what is 

seen in the space-time of festivity is a resumption of the bodily engagement with space, 

through reorientation and reterritorialization of the tattered land, performative and ritualist 

actions, and the restoration of the rhythm of everyday practices. In this sense, the creation of 

festive space is a process in which the body resumes a corporeal relation to the surrounding 

space and thereby, simultaneously, acknowledges its capacity to produce differential spaces 

that counters the abstract spaces of alienation. 

Last, just as the Woofer Ten’s practices were conditioned and galvanized by an array of 

spatial circumstances of its surrounding community, the discussion of the efficacy of festival 
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practices in Choi Yuen Village requires reflection on its contextual prerequisites. As 

delineated in previous sections, the arts festival was held in a space-time of exception, in 

which a more profound cultural shift within the Anti-XRL movements had taken place with 

the previous claims of the villagers being compromised and direct social conflicts as well as 

resistances were temporarily suspended in the occasion of the Chinese New Year. Equally 

important was the fact that the physical space of the village was mostly preserved thanks to 

the endeavors of the villagers and activists. The village space, as one unmodulated by the 

neoliberalist urban planning, encouraged the mobilization of the individual and collective 

bodies as well as an organic transaction between the society and the natural spheres 

unblocked by spatial demarcation, which was essential for the festival practices. In a 

retrospective idealization, the agricultural space intact by the neoliberalist imperatives can 

be seen as a crude utopia of extreme rarity, which explains why the preservation of farmland 

and villages in the New Territory had become a prominent issue in the urban civil movements 

in Hong Kong in the recent decade. While the local artists and cultural workers have been 

devoted to these preservation programs, the space of the rural, in turn, has also provided art 

with alternative spatial resources.  

The arts festival in Choi Yuen village was almost destined to be a fleeting moment of 

farewell – in the days that immediately followed the festival, major works of installation were 

cleared out from the village by the authorities. However, as detailed in the cross-case analysis 

chapter – the model of festival practices it has demonstrated is not unseen in other contested 

rural spaces in Hong Kong. And for this reason, the creation of festival space may constitute a 
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repeatable strategy in the local spatial struggles. 

  

Figure 27 A sculpture of a monster symbolizing the XRL installed in a demolished village house, old Choi Yeun 

Village, February 2011. Photo Courtesy of Brian Chan. 
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v-artivist 

From Video Power to v-artivist 

In 2007, at the late stage of the civil resistance movement (2003-2008) against the Lee 

Tung Street redevelopment plan, v-artivist (C. 影行者) was established as an independent 

group by Lee Wai-yee (C. 李維怡) and some other former members of the documentary 

collective Video Power (C. 錄影力量).285 On one hand, v-artivist has inherited the working 

methods and ethics, tenets and spirits, as well as the networks of collaboration built up by 

Video Power; on the other hand, it has also gradually redefined its own rationale and focused 

areas of work, taking the democratization of arts as its central mission. To give a 

rudimentary picture of trajectory v-artivist, the following paragraphs begin with a brief 

introduction to the practice of Video Power. 

Listed among the earliest documentary collectives in Hong Kong,286 Video Power was 

founded by documentary makers Cheng Chi-Hung (C. 鄭智雄) and Choi Kam Chuen (C. 蔡

甘铨) in 1989. At the early stage of its foundation, the collective loosely arranged its work 

around the documentation of the social changes in the years before the Handover, with the 

rationale to provide a publishing platform for the alternatives voices unrecorded by the 

mainstream media. Yet, though Cheng Chi-Hung had personally continued his collaboration 

 

285 After v-artivist was established, the remaining members of Video Power resettled in Mui Wo, Lantau Island to retreat 

from the center of urban civil movements. Since then, Video Power has been making anthropological documentary about the 

life in Mui Wo, taking a more introspective approach to social documentation. See Wang Pei 王培, “Zai Di Zhe De Jia Yu 

Guo — Shang Shiji 80 Niandai Yilai Xianggang Jilupian Gaiguan Ji Qi Shiyu Xuanze 在地者的家与国—上世纪 80 年代

以来香港纪录片概观及其视域选择 [The Home and Country of the Local — The Typology and Visions of Hong Kong 

Documentary Films Since the 1980s],” Journal of Zhejiang University of Media and Communications 浙江傳媒學院學報 

22, no. 12 (2015). 

286 The other video collective, Ying E Chi (C. 影意志) was founded during the 1990s. See Ian Aitken and Michael Ingham, 

“Aesthetics and Radicalism: An Overview of Independent Documentary Film in Hong Kong, 1973–2013,” in Hong Kong 

Documentary Film (Edinburgh University Press, 2014), 181–82, https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.3366/j.ctt9qdr76.9. 
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with multiple non-profit community organizations to make social documentations, the overall 

impacts of the early projects of the collective remained moderate until Video Power began to 

engage in the resistance movement against the demolition of the rooftop slums (C. 天台屋) in 

Kingland Apartment Building (C. 金輪大廈) of Prince Edward that started in 1994.287  

In this demolition and eviction plan under the grander urban redevelopment scheme 

dubbed “ The Rolling Stone Action” (C. 滾石行動), the government suddenly announced the 

settlements built on the rooftop of the building as illegal, forcing more than thirty households 

of evictees whose residential status was formerly acknowledged by the officials to move out 

before April 1995.288 To claim for living justice and explain to the public the problems with 

the demolition plan, the residents of the rooftop houses launched a series of campaigns with 

the help of social worker Lai Yuen-mei (C. 黎婉蔚). However, the resistance movements, 

along with the image of the rooftop slums and their dwellers being represented in mainstream 

media as the sleazy, unhygienic, disorganized, and dangerous, did not gain much support 

from the general public. Under this circumstance, Video Power became increasingly involved 

in the scenes of resistance, recording the conflicts between the evictees and the law 

enforcement people and confronting the policemen on the illegitimacy of their actions in 

front of the camera. Almost simultaneously, the collective started to organize public 

 

287 The following recount of Video Power’s engagement in the resistance movement are drawn from the study of the group 

conducted by Chinese scholar Cui Weiing. See Cui Weiping 崔衛平, “Lu Ying Li Liang 錄影力量 [Video Power],” Du 

Shu 讀書, no. 3 (2013): 34–41. 

288 Before the Rolling Stone Action was initiated, the residents were regarded by the government as property owners and 

were therefore not eligible for the application of Public Housing Scheme. The tenants of the rooftop slum houses also needed 

to pay rent and bills. See Chan Tze-wan 陳子雲, “‘Da Huo Lin Tou’: Xiao Renwu, Xiao Fankang, Da Jilu《大禍臨頭》：

小人物、小反抗、大紀錄 ["A Tragedy Ahead": The Nobodies, Small Resistance, Grand Documentation],” Cinezen 映畫

手民, 2017, https://www.cinezen.hk/?p=7563. 
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screenings of these footages among the evictees, nearby residents, and university students.289 

Soon, students from the Chinese University of Hong Kong and the rooftop residents in Wan 

Chai who had also been affected by the Rolling Stone Action joined the protests and 

demonstration of the evictees of the rooftop houses, which, according to the study of scholar 

Cui Weiping, led to a crucial turn of the public opinion towards the incident.290 

In participating in the rooftop slum resistance movement, Video Power had built up four 

major strategies that have later been succeeded by v-artivist. Primarily, the collective started 

to employ an activist model, taking the camera a tool for engagement in social movements 

rather than simply an indifferent witness. A detailed explication of the strategy is found in v-

artivist’s recount of its early practices: for the group, social documentation was directed 

towards three major purposes – straightforwardly, the documentaries provided a publishing 

platform for the voices unheard by mainstream media; practically, the documented materials 

served as the evidence which might potentially help the protestors to defend themselves; 

lastly, the group also took the advantage of documentary making as an interactive media, 

which allowed them to interview and discuss with the participants of social movements on 

preconceived issues.291 

The second strategy is to arrange public screenings during ongoing social movements 

to bolster the morale among the involved residents and call for attention and support from the 

general citizens. 

 

289 Cui, “Lu Ying Li Liang 錄影力量 [Video Power],” 37. 

290 Cui, 37. 

291 Chan Sin Yuk 陳倩玉, Lee Wai Yi 李維怡, and Members of V-artivist, Ying Xing Zhe 影行者 [v-Artivist], ed. Junhua 

馮俊華 Feng (Guangzhou: Fu Ben Zhi Zuo 副本製作, 2018), 5–6. 
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Thirdly is a participatory working model informed by Video Power’s critical self-

reflection of the ethics of working with the grassroots community: on one hand, the collective 

hold the tenet that social documentation should provide a channel for the voices of the 

grassroots groups and the politically disenfranchised; on the other hand, as the documentary 

films are shot and edited by the members of the collective, the voices of underprivileged 

could never be delivered authentically.292 Moreover, though Video Power criticized the 

mainstream media for forging flattened imageries of social incidents by compiling one-sided 

narration, it found itself tended to produce an equally misleading image of community 

consensus, which concealed the conflictual opinions and power hierarchies also existed 

within the community and between the documentary producers and the evictees.293 Propelled 

reflectivity, the collective started to hold workshops to teach students and citizens to make 

documentation with simple equipment. The rationale and practices of popularizing the 

shooting and editing techniques as well as encouraging the citizens to use the camera, as we 

will see in later paragraphs, becomes crucial to v-artivist’s work. 

The last strategical advancement made by Video Power was to cultivate a collaborative 

network with other community civic organizations in the support of grassroots social 

movements. Especially, after the rooftop eviction incidents, Video Power had been 

consciously redirected its focalization from the generally defined pre-Handover social 

transformation to the grassroots’ struggles and resistances against social injustices with a 

specific emphasis on urban spatial controversies. Finding an overlapping interest between 

 

292 Cui, “Lu Ying Li Liang 錄影力量 [Video Power].” 

293 Cui, 38. 
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itself and Autonomous 8a (formerly the Social Movement Resource Center affiliated to the 

Hong Kong Federation of Students294), another active participator in the resistance against the 

rooftop demolition in 1995, Video Power partnered with the young organization in the “Our 

Home Yearly Plan” (C. 我的家園年度計劃) which aimed at bringing attention to the socio-

spatial problem being caused by destructive urban redevelopment plans among students 

through screenings and documentary workshops.295 Another major collaborative program 

between the two is the Hong Kong Social Movement Festival (C. 香港社會運動電影節; 

hereafter SMFFHK), which expanded the audience purview from the students to the general 

citizens of Hong Kong. Through v-artivist’s practices, this collaborative network has been 

reinforced and expanded with connections to other units in the art and cultural sectors.  

Activism, on-site screenings, participatory documentary making, and collaboration thus 

lay the ground for v-artivist’s later practices. Meanwhile, the group has also followed the 

footsteps of Video Power to follow closely on urban spatial issues such as forced evictions, 

land and property expropriation, the violation of living rights, and destructive urban 

redevelopment. At the time of v-artivist’s foundation, Video Power had been deeply engaged 

in the demonstrations against the expropriation Lee Tung Street, which led to the production 

of the documentary film “Home Where the Yellow Banners Fly” (C. 黃帆翻飛處, 2006) by 

the video collective, evictees of Lee Tung Street, and volunteer citizens. After the two groups 

parted, v-artivist has continuously engaged in almost all the major scenes of urban spatial 

 

294 Autonomous 8a began to officially adopt an autonomous model in 2006, claiming its independence from the Hong Kong 

Federation of Students, though the two organizations kept working together in many civil and student movements after that. 

At the time of the demolition of the rooftop slums in the Kingland Apartment Building in 1995, Autonomous 8a – then 

known as the Social Movement Resource Center – was located on the eighth floor of the building. 

295 Autonomous 8A, “0405Wo De Jiayuan Niandu Jihua (Yu Lu Ying Li Liang Hezuo) 0405我的家園年度計劃（與錄影力

量合作） ["My Home" Annual Plan 2004-2005 (in Collaboration with Video Power)],” Website of Autonomous 8A, 2004, 

https://smrc8a.org/2004/1133/. 
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contestations, producing an array of length documentary films that had recorded the citizens’ 

struggles for urban preservation and spatial justice in the Star Ferry and Queen’s Piers, old 

districts of Cheung Sha Wan and Sham Shui Po, as well as Choi Yuen Village.296 

The above introduction to v-artivist gives a general picture of the group’s working 

methods, ethics, and tenets. Building upon this, the group stands out among all the 

participatory art programs and groups that I mapped out in the preliminary case research (see 

Appendix I): it has been engaging in urban spatial movements with great consistency, 

longitudinal devotion, strategical maturation, and rare self-reflexivity while producing the 

most visible and enunciable outputs. For this reason, v-artivist is considered indispensable as 

a case study for this research. However, it is also selected for another crucial consideration: as 

previously mentioned, v-artivist has also developed its rationale after parting with Video 

Power, which thrust the group in the domain of participatory art and differentiated it from a 

pure activist documentary collective. In the next section, I will examine how v-artivist as a 

participatory art co-operative brings new knowledge to the current research. 

v-artivist as a participatory art co-operative 

Though v-artivist has continued to make social documentation, the connotation of this 

practice, namely how it has been put into practice and conceptualized by the members of the 

 

296 Most of length documentary films related to urban development issues were published in DVD, including follows: The 

Pier, the Other Shore (C. 碼頭與彼岸; 2014), which reviews the resistance movements against the demolition of the Star 

Ferry and Queen’s Piers, The Streets ·The Way, A Love Letter for Us (C. 街·道—給「我們」的情書; 2013), a compilation 

of the footage shot by citizens, volunteers, and members of v-artivist from 202 to 2013, People in Deep Distress (C. 水深火

熱的人們; made from 2006-2008, DVD released in 2013), which documents the controversies over the redevelopment plan 

in Sham Shui Po; Walk on! Shun Ning Road (C. 順寧道，走下去!; 2011) on the evictions and property appropriation in 

Chueng Sha Wan; the trilogy – Raging Land 3: Three Valleys (C. 怒鐵沿線—三谷, 2012), Raging Land: Breaking New 

Ground through Thorns and Thistles (C. 怒鐵沿線—篳路藍縷, 2012), and Raging Land: A Record of Choi Yuen Village (C. 

怒鐵沿線—菜園紀事, 2010) – that documented the land resumption at Choi Yuen Village and the construction of New Choi 

Yuen Village; Graham·Women (C. 嘉咸·女情, 2009) about the outdoor market on Graham Street in Central. 
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group has undergone a major change. Specifically, with the advancement the online media, 

publishing channels, and smartphone camera technologies, as well as the proliferation of the 

public platform for discussion of political issues, v-artivist no longer considers the previously 

mentioned missions – providing alternative media platform, keeping evidence, and 

facilitating the discussion of the sociopolitical issues – as the most exigent social needs to 

which it must respond.297 A major change of the self-definition of the group is manifested in 

its current mission statement: 

We are v-artivist, a group of people who mediate in action (C. 修行, which originally 

denotes the everyday practice of Buddhism or Taoism), carrying imageries and art. We 

believe that art is the creative expression of the interrelationship between the individual 

and the common; accordingly, we are devoted to giving art back to the people and 

giving back people to art.”298 

The statement delivers two messages. Firstly, v-artivist positions art as a medium of 

communication, of which visual documentation constitutes one tactic. Meanwhile, it holds 

critical views of the commonsensical definition of art as “High Art” and the contention that 

art practices should be restored in the everyday life of the common as communication. In 

Lee Wai-yee’s words, 

Artistic temperament means an individual’s capability to engage with the surrounding 

world, to think independently, and to established connections with the people, social 

affairs, and things other than the self. And the opportunity to cultivate such ability 

through practice – as a natural right for every human being in the world – must be 

respected.299 

 

297 Chan, Lee, and V-artivist, Ying Xing Zhe 影行者 [v-Artivist], 5–6. 

298 Translated by the thesis author from the original Chinese “我們是影行者，一些帶著影像和藝術來修行的人，我們相

信，藝術是有關個人與群體之關係的創意表述，所以，我們致力於把藝術還給人民,把人民還給藝術。”See v-

artivist, “Website of V-Artivist,” Website of v-artivist, accessed April 20, 2020, http://www.v-artivist.net/. 

299 Translated from the Chinese original “藝術氣質也就是個體可以主動參與世界、建立獨立思考、與自己以外的人、

事、物產生聯繫的能力。因此，磨練這種能力的機會，是一個人存活於世上必須被尊重的權利。” Lee Wai Yi 李維

怡 and Yeung Tsz Kong 楊子江, “Ying Xing Zhe: Rang Yingxiang Huidao Xianchang 影⾏者：讓影像回到現場 [v-

artivist: Let the Imagery Back to the Site],” Blog of Lee Wai-yee, 2010, 

https://fleurspirit.wordpress.com/2010/03/12/backtogthescene/. 
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Thus, art as communication means for v-artivist not only to express and receive ideas 

but also a way of being-in-the-world through mental and bodily engagement with the 

surroundings. Accordingly, while the work of Video Power and the early practices of v-

artivist unfolded mainly revolving the concept of grassroots media as a counterpart to the 

mainstream media, this idea has now been subsumed into a broader agenda which targets at 

the democratization of art among the underprivileged social groups, which not only redefines 

the social role of the group as an art co-operative300 but also allows for the consideration of 

its practices as strategies of participatory art. The below sections correspondingly examine 

the major artistic strategies adopted by the group that are oriented by three missions – 

communication, popularization, and dissemination, accompanied by discussions of their 

implications in the struggle for differential spaces.  

Dialogical interactions toward the characterization of the old neighborhood spaces 

In 2013, v-artivist produced The Streets ·The Way, A Love Letter for Us,301 a 

compilation of the footages shot by its group members, volunteers who participated in 

documentary making, and the residents in different urban renewal districts from 2002 to 

2012. In the lengthy film, Lee Wai-yee curated and edited the footages into six chapters, 

arranged according to the common themes emerging from the interviews conducted in 

different scenes in urban renewal districts. Comparing to the other documentaries produced 

by v-artivist that track the progress of resistances, this film is centered on the narratives and 

 

300 The group is not, in strict sense, an art collective for its members have not openly claimed their identity as artists or 

defined the works produced by the group as works of art. 

301 Shot by Residents and volunteers in the urban renewal districts, curated and edited by Lee Wai-Yee, Jie Dao Gei “Wo 

Men” De Qingshu 街·道—給「我們」的情書 [The Streets ·The Way: A Love Letter for Us] (Hong Kong: v-artivist, 2013). 
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experiences about the mundane life in old districts told by the residents, elicited by 

spontaneous questions asked by the camera holders. Specifically, the first three chapters 

constitute a visual ethnographic essay about the social, economic, and spatial ecologies in the 

old neighborhood spaces. 

Chapter one collects the stories told by the residents about the experiences of growing 

up in old districts, their relationship with the neighbors, and the conflicts within the 

community. In a footage shot with Wan Man Kit, a volunteer who moved to public housing in 

Ma On Shan New Town from the old neighborhood around Chun Yeung Street in North Point 

when young, Mr. Wan reflected how he rediscovered the merits of the old neighborhood after 

initially appreciating more the hygienic environment of the new town. One key question 

occurs during this conversation was when his attitude began to change. In response, Mr. Wan 

recounted that when he had just moved, some small shops from the old districts were also 

relocated in the new town, thus reserving possibilities for him as a child to explore the fun of 

the street. However, as the Link REIT took over the commercial spaces in all public housing 

estates around 2005 and replaced the small shops with chain stores, he found the surrounding 

space dulled by repetitive views. Sometimes, the dialogues can begin with unexpected 

encounters with particular phenomena observed on the shooting scenes. In the documentation 

made with the storefront owners in the K20-23 renewal district in Sham Shui Po, the street 

cats migrating from one shop to another became the glue of the narratives. Starting with 

conversations with Fa Pai master Wong Lai Chung on how he learned from the neighbors in 

Un Chau Estate, where his workshop located before being forced during a former 

redevelopment plan to move to Fuk Wing Street, to take care of street cats, the camera 
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followed the tracks of Kwok Hing Zai – a cat raised by Mr. Wong – to interview Mrs. Fung, 

the owner of a nearby stationery shop who initially rescued Kwok Hing Zai from the street, 

and Ms. Lo Chi Fan, the owners of a vegetable stall. By the stories of the cats, a delineation 

of how the porous and intimate space of the old neighborhood had facilitated the formation of 

community networks was unfolded. Another moment of encounter occurred in front of the 

electric appliance store of Mr. Lai Man Chik, a resident in the same renewal area. As the 

street dimmed with the arrival of the night, several neighbors gathered around Mr. Lai in a 

casual chat. Naturally, a neighbor started to talk to the camera about how Mr. Lai volunteered 

to repair things for the elderly in the district and proudly announced his store as a community 

center.  

In the chapter that follows, the economic characteristics of grassroots neighborhoods 

are captured through interviews. In answering the question “what is so good about selling 

vegetables,” Lo Chi Fan explained that she chose the job for it offers great flexibility of time 

management and freedom from company rules. Moreover, the job allowed her to take care of 

her son during working hours and she also appreciated the daily interactions with the nearby 

residents. Another nearby neighbor whose family owned a mini newspaper stall, Ms. Chu Kin 

Yee, told the volunteers that she objected relocation for it would destroy community network 

on which her business was based. A young man, Mr. Lo Ka Wo, who himself was a volunteer 

in the previous workshops held by Video Power, spoke about his experience of working as a 

salesperson in Tin Shui Wai New Town, where the streets were like empty hallways through 

which the passengers quickly walk and hardly stopped to have a conversation. Lo longed for 

working in traditional businesses run in the form of workshops typically seen in old 
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neighborhoods, where the colleagues often bond like brothers. 

Chapter three investigates how the idea of common space and usership is actualized 

through the collective maintenance of tactic agreements. One night, after Ho Kwok Keung, a 

rooftop resident of Shung Ning Road, finished his daywork and set up his secondhand phone 

stall outside a Cantonese restaurant on the street of Sham Shui Po, he started to talk about the 

expediency of the life in the region. After a while, the volunteer asked about who owned right 

of use over the space of his stall, Ho answered that this small area was shared by a few 

nearby vendors upon tacit agreement – one only needed to clean up the place after use. In 

another interview clip documenting Wong Lai Chung installing Fa Pai plaque for Daoist 

temple before Yulan Pen Festival (C. 盂蘭盆節) in 2007, Mr. Wong recounts that as outdoor 

works would inevitably occupy a part of the public space on the pedestrian, the usage of these 

spaces were used to be based on negotiations with the storefronts owners and nearby 

residents. However, as the Link REIT gradually takes over the management of many public 

spaces, the tacit agreements are now replaced by bureaucratic rules.  
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Excerpts of spontaneous conversations appear throughout the film. They demonstrate 

how dialogical interactions elicited situated knowledge about the transactional relationships 

among the neighborhood space, lived experiences of the residents, grassroots livelihood, and 

community networks. In the analysis of Woofer Ten’s “Self-Rescue” project, we have seen 

how this dialogical exchange between the artists and the participants of art leads to the 

collective production of knowledge that characterizes participatory art. The same reading 

applies here. Yet, compared to Woofer Ten’s emphasis on the employment of spatial 

knowledge as micro resistant strategies, v-artivist’s search for spatial knowledge was 

Figure 28 Left: Fai Pai master Wong Lai Chung talking about the community life in nearby 

neighborhoods. Right: Mr. Lai Man Chik watching TV with an early neighbor at his electric 

appliance store. Still frame from the documentary film The Streets ·The Way: A Love Letter for Us 

(Shot by Residents and volunteers in the urban renewal districts, curated and edited by Lee Wai-

Yee, Hong Kong: v-artivist, 2013) 
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systematically constructed to interrogate the validity of the presumption taken by the 

cultural preservation discourse. 

As detailed in the review of the literature and the section on spatial contradictions of 

Hong Kong, local resistive spatial practices are predominantly associated with a lately rising 

desire for cultural and material heritage preservation. However, this discourse is not found in 

the locutions of the residents who occurred in the film. Accordingly, a questioning of its 

legitimacy is presented by Lee Wai-yee reflection: 

Artists and cultural workers tend to beautify and romanticize the places of imminent 

disappearance, making them visible for the general public to justify their worthiness of 

preservation. For instance, Lee Tung Street had a unique streetscape and Choi Yuen 

Village was idyllic. What about those most ordinary places that cannot be turned into 

spectacle? For us, these unappealing places are also someone’s home; the residents 

there are also human beings.302 

This critique reveals the danger of defending old neighborhoods by solely emphasizing 

their value as historic-cultural legacies: as discussed in the first section on Woofer Ten, the 

same logic has been employed by the URA to support the “heritage preservation & 

revitalisation” programs which serve only as an anodyne for larger destructive 

redevelopment. In other words, selective preservation means selective destruction. Moreover, 

this selective logic can facilitate the production of cultural spectacles that may easily be 

incorporated into the gentrification process. Most problematically, it excludes the grassroots 

who tend to be less visible and articulate in the hierarchy of sociocultural constitution and, 

 

302 Translate by the thesis author from Lee Wai-yee’s original words “都是些有很多藝術工作者進入，然後用很多方法把

那地方， 美化也好，浪漫化也好，甚麼也好，就是讓整個社會知道那個地方，因為那個地方都有可塑性，像利東

街有它很誇張的特色，就是喜帖街；菜園村就美麗的田園風 景。順寧道甚麼都沒有，它就是一個破地方，一個窮

到不得了的地方，這些東西就是大家也不太關心的事情。就是你怎樣美化也沒有辦法把它變成甚麼吸引的東西。可

是，我們覺得說，像這樣的地方它也有人啊，那些人也是人啊，不能說地方不漂亮，居民就不是人啊。” Huang 

Sunquan 黃孫權, Lee Wai Yi 李維怡, and Cheung Sin Yee 張善怡, “Ying Xing Zhe — Bu Shang Zhege Weizhi! 影行者

—補上這個位置！[v-Artivist — Fill This Vacancy!],” multitude.asia 諸眾之貌, 2014, 

https://www.multitude.asia/archives/146. 
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simultaneously, the most severely affected by urban redevelopment from the debate over 

urban redevelopment strategies by propounding a singular logic of cultural preservation that 

is hardly their primary concern.  

As a refutation to this discourse of preservation, v-artivist foregrounds through 

dialogical interactions why the material space of old districts matters for the sustainability of 

the residents’ life: old districts provide the material-spatial foundations for the formation of 

community networks that are based on day-to-day interpersonal communication and 

reciprocal actions; for the individuals and families undertaking low-income and long-

working-hour jobs, they offer an affordable lifestyle and expedient commuting resolutions;303 

old district are characterized by a freedom from hegemonic spatial-temporal demarcations 

which allows for common userships of public spaces to be built through negotiations and 

compromises among the residents. Reflection on Lefebvre’s anticipation of the differential 

space as one which sustains the integrity of “the individual body, the social body, the corpus 

of human needs, and the corpus of knowledge,”304 the old neighborhood spaces in Hong 

Kong exist already as differential spaces. However, their quality of being differential spaces 

is not assigned to the old neighborhoods by their initial planners but was cultivated through 

the residents’ everyday spatial practices and community interactions with space. Meanwhile, 

what is hinted by v-artivist’s dialogical activities is that the faculties of the neighborhood 

spaces as differential spaces are not self-evident but need to be revealed through informative 

 

303 Particularly, Ho Kwok Keung has held regular community tours open to the public to introduce the “fifteen minutes life 

circle” in Sham Shui Po, which allowed him to acquire daily supplies and commute between home and work within fifteen 

minutes. See Members of Shun Ning Road Renewal Concern Group and Volunteer Supporting Group, Shun Ning Dao, Zou 

Xia Qu 順寧道，走下去! [Walk on! Shun Ning Road] (Hong Kong: v-artivist, 2011). 

304 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 51. 
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communications with the inhabitants and users of space. 

Figure 29 Mr. Lo Ka Wo walking into the distance away from the camera in Tin Shui Wai. Still frame from 

the documentary film The Streets ·The Way: A Love Letter for Us (Hong Kong: v-artivist, 2013). 
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Dialogical processes towards the democratization of art 

[Diagram 7] 
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Apart from the search for spatial knowledge, v-artivist’s employment of the dialogical 

activities is also guided by its broader goal of democratizing art – which, as previously 

mentioned, is interpreted by the group as the capacity to relate oneself to the surroundings 

through thinking and engagement. To understand how dialogue helps to cultivate this 

capacity, it is useful here to reference Kester’s theoretical rendition of dialogical aesthetics.  

In Conversation Pieces, Kester invokes Kant’s definition of aesthetics as a cognitive 

capacity in total openness as the foundation of his argument.305 Dialogical aesthetics thereby 

denotes the experience of opening one’s cognitive terrain through dialogical interactions. The 

questions that ensue are how dialogical activities generate this experience and for whom. 

According to Kester, the dialogical interactions take effect through two dynamics, namely the 

discursive and the listening.306  

Firstly, the discursive pertains to the internal dialogues of individuals. The discursive 

differentiates itself from the discourse: while the discourse is produced to validate pre-

existing conceptions anchored in one’s positions in certain socio-cultural or political 

constructs, the discursive is a process through which the identity of the speaker is 

constructed by intersubjective interactions.307 Kester’s argument echoes with findings of 

social-cognitive studies of identity formation: the identity is constructed through the internal 

dialogues among multiple “I”s; meanwhile, this dialogical process is triggered by specific 

pressures such as the needs to preserve one’s self-esteem, to sustain a sense of control and 

 

305 Kester, Conversation Pieces: Community and Communication in Modern Art, 107. 

306 Kester, 109–18. 

307 Kester, 109, 112. 
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belonging, or to make meanings.308 To consider how performing the production of the 

discursive about space under stresses potentially changes the residents’ self-positioning 

accordingly offers a perspective from which we may assess the impact of the dialogical 

experience. 

In v-artivist’s documentary practices, the pressures come from two sources. Firstly, as 

Wai-yee reflects in the fifth chapter of The Streets ·The Way, A Love Letter for Us: “the spatial 

sensibility of living in the old district, before the advent of the bulldozers, were perhaps 

unnoticeable by Kai Fong themselves.”309 The disruption of everyday life orders by urban 

redevelopment plans thus becomes a trigger for the internal dialogues: it reveals to the 

affected residents the systematic violence and inequality unnoticeable in peaceful times, 

thereby opening fissures to allow for the conception of one’s position and rights in the social 

space. For v-artivist, such disruptions are the opportunity for art to enter the life of the 

residents,310 which brings about the second trigger of the dialogical identity formation – the 

camera and the interlocutors.  

Particularly, as the members and volunteers of v-artivist raise questions about the 

residents’ personal and family histories, their relationships with the neighboring residents, or 

why they wished to stay in old districts, cognitive and emotive cues are received by the 

residents. Moreover, the members of v-artivist and volunteers would constantly encourage the 

residents to speak in front of the camera on various occasions and ask them to think about the 

 

308 Anna M. Batory, “Dialogicality and the Construction of Identity,” International Journal for Dialogical Science 4, no. 1 

(2010): 46–48. 

309 Shot by Residents and volunteers in the urban renewal districts, curated and edited by Lee Wai-Yee, Jie Dao Gei “Wo 

Men” De Qingshu 街·道—給「我們」的情書 [The Streets ·The Way: A Love Letter for Us]. 

310 Chan, Lee, and V-artivist, Ying Xing Zhe 影行者 [v-Artivist], 20. 
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question “why the society should/needs to care about you?”311 The camera thus functions as 

a mediator between the interlocutors involved in the documentary making and between the 

present speakers and the audiences anticipated by them, which triggers the production of 

discursive of the lived space. Especially, compared with traditional forms of works which 

draw the participants into a vacuum of artistic sovereignty, the utilization of the camera as an 

interface allows for these discursive to be produced within situations – on the streets, in the 

storefront shops, on the routes and roads between the residents’ homes and work, constantly 

reminding the producers of the discursive of their bodily and experiential presence in the 

neighborhood spaces.  

The camera and its holders, therefore, motivate the residents to place the “I,” as the 

inhabitants and users of the neighborhood space, in a privileged position within the self-

consciousness. The dialogical process thus facilitates the reorganization of the residents’ 

identity as community members, the narrators of lived space, the producers of spatial 

knowledges, and ultimately the ones who hold the most basic living rights and must claim for 

these rights. 

Meanwhile, the other component of the dialogical aesthetics, namely the listening, 

pertains to intersubjective dialogues between the interlocutors. Informed by a feminist 

epistemological approach, Kester considers listening as a means of “connective knowing” 

which is built upon the interlocutors’ identification with one another’s perspectives.312 

Specifically, the listening involves two processes: first is the understanding of the contexts 

 

311 “最重要的，是透過這些與攝錄機和持攝錄機的人相處，我們不斷要求居民思考自己會如歌回答一下這個問題：

社會為何應該關心你？”Chan, Lee, and V-artivist, 37. 

312 Kester, Conversation Pieces: Community and Communication in Modern Art, 103. 
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of others’ speeches by learning their personal histories, socioeconomic backgrounds, and 

cultural specificities, which allows the interlocutors with varied rhetoric capabilities to fully 

communicate; second is an empathetic identification with others based on the rapport built 

upon long term interactions and communications.313 In Kester’s model, the first process takes 

place when the artist enters the discursive contexts of the participating audiences of art. In 

other words, it requires the artist – the one equipped with a superior rhetoric ability – to tailor 

their listening strategies to the expressive patterns of the participants who do not have these 

cultural advantages. Meanwhile, the second process may happen between the artist and the 

participants, within participants as a group, or between the participants and the external 

viewers of the project.314 A similar model occurs in the dialogical interactions involved in v-

artivist’s practices, which delineates the interrelationship among various stakeholders in the 

process of documentary making and dissemination. Specifically, this listening process also 

involves other community-engaged activities that v-artivist organizes besides documentary 

making. 

At the shooting sites, the listening occurs when the camera holders learn the 

perspectives of the residents both through the stories told by the latter group and by 

immersing themselves into the latter’s living environment and social circumstances. 

Especially, to listen to and retell the residents’ experiences with accuracy, v-artivist trains 

their members and volunteers to learn “the rhythm and temperament of neighborhood life as 

well as the locution of Kai Fong.”315 Meanwhile, as v-artivist’s lengthy documentaries are 

 

313 Kester, 104–5. 

314 Kester, 115. 

315 Chan, Lee, and V-artivist, Ying Xing Zhe 影行者 [v-Artivist], 60. 
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usually made during the course of resistance movements that may last for years, the members 

and the volunteers can gradually build their relationship with the residents through daily 

interactions and collective resistive actions. 

The dialogical aesthetics of listening does not end with the completion of 

documentation. As previously introduced, v-artivist has succeeded Video Power’s practice of 

public screenings while employing the strategy for more than the boosting of morale and 

calling for supports from the external viewers during specific resistance movements. 

Particularly, screening is considered as another medium of communication through which 

Figure 30 Yeung Yuen Lau, a single mother who lived with her children on Shun Ning Road was forced by the real estate 

agency to move out before the renewal plan took place. In the picture, she watches on a volunteer’s phone the 

documentary clips taken with v-artivist at home. Still frame of the documentary film Walk On! Shun Ning Road (Members 

of Shun Ning Road Renewal Concern Group and Volunteer Supporting Group, Hong Kong: v-artivist, 2011). 
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dialogical interactions are organized under three circumstances.316  

The first type of screening is arranged at various sites of ongoing resistance 

movements: for example, when the tenants of No.69 to 83 on Shun Ning Road was struggling 

for reasonable compensation and relocation arrangement in 2009, resistance against land 

resumption in Choi Yuen Village and the broader Anti-XRL movements had also started. 

Engaging in both incidents, v-artivist showed the resident of Shun Ning Road the 

documentary footages made in Choi Yuen Village and hold post-screening discussions. Later, 

some of the residents joined the demonstrations and the patrol team in Choi Yuen Village, 

which was again documented and screened afterward among the residents of Shun Ning 

Road.317 Screening thus provides a means for evictees undergoing different situations and 

holding different claims to understand one another’s perspectives and league in the larger 

urban civil movements directed by the pursuit of the democratization of the urban planning 

process.  

The second type, namely the community screenings, began in 2012 in Sham Shui Po 

district. Inspired by the practice of “not my channel,” a public screening project co-operated 

by members of Autonomous 8a and Video Power which started to present video installations 

in the public space on Sia Yeung Choi Street in Mong Kok in December 2003,318 v-artivist’s 

community screening projects take the intersect of Ki Lung Street and Nam Cheong Street as 

a fixed screening venue. Resembling “not my channel” in format, the community screening 

 

316 The record of the past screenings and other off-line events can be found on the website: v-artivist, “Fangying, Jiangzuo, 

Gongkai Huodong 放映·講座·公開活動 [Screenings, Talks, Public Activities],” Online archive of v-artivist’s community 

activities, accessed May 6, 2020, https://vascreenings.wordpress.com/. 

317 Chan, Lee, and V-artivist, Ying Xing Zhe 影行者 [v-Artivist], 37–38. 

318 The organization of not my channel and its major mission are explained in Autonomous 8A, “Zhong Rong Zhi Shi 眾融

之始 [The Beginning of ‘Not My Channel’],” Website of Autonomous 8A, 2018, https://smrc8a.org/2018/2616/. 
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usually includes curated short interview clips and animation films covering issues such as 

housing problems in old districts, workers’ rights, and various aspects of the life of local 

grassroots, migrants, and other underprivileged groups.319 The project is as much about 

exploring the possibility of using public spaces a non-profit, communicative platform as 

facilitating the dialogical exchanges of thoughts and feelings of grassroots life among the 

residents. Often, the screenings are accompanied by other thematic recreational activities and 

small workshop of paintings and handicrafts, tailored to the content of the screenings or the 

festival atmosphere in times such as the Mid-Autumn Festival and Christmas. In taking the 

public space as the dissemination platform, v-artivist intends to connect those who were 

involved in the documentation process and the external viewers by creating a dialogical 

“field.”320 Specifically, Lee Wai-yee explains why documentation should return to the 

community space rather than simply being released in theatre: in the theatre, the documentary 

film is treated as an end product, by which the producer ends their connection to the ones 

being filmed and the audience gains an illusion of having cared for the society; the movie 

theatre thus, as a construct of segregating art and reality, engenders what Wai-yee refers as 

“inter-passivity” instead of “interactivity.”321 In contrast to the closed environment of the 

theatre, the community space in old neighborhood allows for the viewers, passerby, and 

people working on the street to be involved in the same dialogical field without being 

 

319 v-artivist, “Gei Ying Xing Zhe De Peng You De Xin: Fan Tu Li Gen, Jie Dian Cheng Wang: Zhi Youren ‘Zi Zhi Ba Lou’ 

Jilu Xi Lie (Wu) 給影行者的朋友的信：翻土立根，結點成網：誌友人「自治八樓」紀錄系列（五） [Letters to v-

Artivist’s Friend: Ploughing the Soil to Grow the Roots, Connecting the Dots to Weave ,” Website of v-artivist, 2017, 

https://vartivist.wordpress.com/2017/09/06/給影行者的朋友的信：翻土立根，結點成網：誌友-2/. 

320 Lee and Yeung, “Ying Xing Zhe: Rang Yingxiang Huidao Xianchang 影⾏者：讓影像回到現場 [v-artivist: Let the 

Imagery Back to the Site].” 

321 Lee and Yeung. 
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separated from their daily labors and life, thus incorporating the dialogical interaction 

revolving around the screening into everyday experiences. Especially, v-artivist would 

organize post-screening discussions to learn Kai Fong’s feedback on what they have captured 

in the films and or, sometimes, how they receive the visual languages employed in more 

experimental works.322 

Apart from the screening in Sham Shui Po, v-artivist has also partnered with multiple 

organizations to hold screenings in different community-based art and experiment spaces. 

For example, when Fa Pai master Wong Lai Chun had his residency in Woofer Ten in 2010, 

 

322 Chan, Lee, and V-artivist, Ying Xing Zhe 影行者 [v-Artivist], 60. 

Figure 31 A community screening of the documentary film Home Where the Yellow Banners Fly at Sham 

Shui Po. The figure in the film is Mrs. Kam Fok Lai-ching, a member of the H15 concern group and form 

owner of a hardware shop on Amoy Street who actively participated in the preservation campaigns on Lee 

Tung Street. Still frame of the documentary film The Streets ·The Way: A Love Letter for Us (Hong Kong: 

v-artivist, 2013). 
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v-artivist arranged in the art space the screening of the documentary People in Deep Stress 

(2006-2008),323 which captures the community networks in the area covered by the K20-23 

renewal plan before Mr. Wong and his neighboring shop owners were evicted.324 During the 

Woodstock Art Festival at Choi Yuen Village, screenings of the first two episodes of Choi 

Yuen Village Trilogy, Raging Land: A Record of Choi Yuen Village (2010) and Raging Land: 

Breaking New Ground through Thorns and Thistles (2009), made by v-artivist were 

organized among other documentary films. Also, the group has brought the screening project 

to Ma Shi Po village of Fan Ling area, where the villagers established the Mapopo 

Community Farm in 2010 to promote sustainable farming practices and preserve local 

farmland after the government proposed and established the plan of NDAs in NENT. The 

screenings in the suburbs325 exemplified by the above two events thus constitute a parallel to 

the community screenings in the urban center. Meanwhile, in the recent years, as To Kwa 

Wan district has been undergoing multiple renewal plans and facing coming evictions due to 

the construction of the Shatin to Central Link, v-artivist has worked together with House of 

To Kwa Wan Stories/To Home, a community art space on Hung Fuk Street, and the Old 

District Autonomy Advancement Group (C. 舊區街坊自主促進組; hereafter ODAAG),326 a 

 

323 Urban Renewal TV, “Huo Hua Ting Fangying: Hua Pai Shifu Beihou De Yiduan Gushi 活化廳放映：花牌師傅背後的

一段故 [Screening in Woofer Ten: A Story of Fa Pai Master],” Website of Urban Renewal TV, 2010, 

https://renewaltv.wordpress.com/2010/06/22/627/. 

324 Shot by Uban renewal district residents and volunteers, v-artivist, and edited by Sue Bo, Shui Shen Huo Re De Renmen 

水深火熱的人們 [People in Deep Distress] (v-artivist and Sham Shui Po Urban Renewal Concern Group, 2006-2008, 

DVD realeased in 2013). 

325 Records of the suburb screenings can be found on the following website: v-artivist, “Jiaoxiang Cunluo Xunhui Fangying 

郊鄉村落巡迴放映 [Screening Tour in Suburbs and Villages],” Website of the Screening Tours in Suburbs and Villages, 

accessed May 10, 2020, https://ruralscreening.wordpress.com/. 

326 Old District Autonomy Advancement Group was established by the former residents, members of the concern groups, 

and members of the volunteer supporting groups of Lee Tung Street, Shun Ning Road, Nga Tsin Wai Village, K20-23 

Renewal District (Tokyo Street/Fuk Wing Street, Castle Peak Road/Un Chau Street, Cheung Wah Street, Hing Wah Street), 

and Tung Chau Street. The organization undertakes the goal to search for a way to build a civil society from the bottom up 

without depending on external funding or any nonfinancial supports. Residents and volunteers of Urban Renewal Districts, 
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non-profit civil organization 

established together by the 

residents affected in multiple 

former urban renewal 

districts, to hold screenings 

of previous documentaries on 

urban resistance movements 

and newly produced short films 

made in To Kwa Wan.327 

The third offline328 means of dissemination of the documentary productions is the 

previously mentioned SMFFHK. From the 6th edition of the film festival in 2008, v-artivist 

has continuously collaborated with Autonomous 8a to hold the yearly event, which also 

introduces activist documentaries and films in other regions around the world besides 

presenting local works made by individual practitioners and groups. Run on a non-

competitive, reciprocal basis,329 the film festival serves as a platform for broad discussions of 

the role of visual media in recent social movements worldwide and the exchange of 

 
“Jiuqu Jiefang Zizhu Cujin Zu 舊區街坊自主促進組 [Old District Autonomy Advancement Group],” Website of Old 

District Autonomy Advancement Group, accessed May 10, 2020, https://odaaghk.wordpress.com/. 

327 Records of previous screenings in To Kwa Wan district can be found on v-artivist, “Tu Gua Wan Yingyuan 土瓜灣影院 

[To Kwa Wan Movie Theatre],” Website of Community Screening Porjects by v-artivist, accessed May 8, 2020, 

https://vascreenings.wordpress.com/category/社區放映深水埗以外地區/土瓜灣電影院/. 

328 Many of v-artivist’s short interviews, documentary clips of the environment and life in old neighborhoods, scenes of the 

previous social movements, as well as informative and expressive animation works can be found in the following online 

channels: (1) v-artivist’s YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLX8qElk4m21wTTAWbFlMvg (2) 

Website of Urban Renewal TV (an online platform cooperated by citizens who are concerned about the preservation of old 

neighborhood space): https://renewaltv.wordpress.com/list/. 

329 For the film festival has been run on very limited funding from noncommercial sectors, its operation greatly rely on 

voluntary work of the preparatory committee and the volunteers. Meanwhile, to earn the telecast rights of foreign 

productions, v-artivist has been making the Chinese subtitles for the exchange. See Chan, Lee, and V-artivist, Ying Xing Zhe 

影行者 [v-Artivist], 64–65. 

Figure 32 An animation workshop on Pai Ho Street of Sham Shui Po organized 

by v-artivist before Children’s Day, 2017. The workshop shared with the 

participants how to make short animation films telling their own stories with the 

technique of Shadow Puppets (C. 皮影戲). Photo courtesy of v-artivist. 
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experiences among the practitioners who work in different sociopolitical and cultural 

contexts. Meanwhile, while the earlier editions of the festival mainly took universities, Hong 

Kong Arts Center, and Hong Kong Christian Institute as the screening venues, the festival has 

expanded to other experimental community spaces and public spaces in old neighborhoods 

with the proliferation of alternative spaces in Hong Kong the past ten years. 

Overall, v-artivist’s screenings in various formats and scales share a similar 

organizational strategy and rationale. Specifically, it selects the community screening sites 

that fall into the following three categories: locations of previous urban resistance 

movements, regions currently undergoing spatial struggles, and areas of which the residents 

are of the same social group with those featured in the documentaries.330 And, as Lee Wai-

yee points out, the group’s screening projects carry the goal to extend dialogical experience 

beyond the production of documentaries by constantly returning to the sites where dialogical 

interactions can resume and stimulate further communicative and expressive activities. The 

participatory production and dissemination of social documentation thus become a 

circulatory process through which new participants who may place themselves at varied 

positions in v-artivist practices are continuously drawn into the dialogical program, which 

also indicates that when considering the group’s practices as participatory art, we also must 

realize that the participants of these projects encompass not only the affected residents of 

specific urban development controversies or certain underprivileged group but also the 

external audiences of various kinds. Correspondent to this, v-artivist has established the 

 

330 Chan, Lee, and v-artivist, 23–24. 
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“Seed Workshop” (C.種子工作坊),331 a program which opens for other community 

organizations to partner with the group to train the younger generations of the methods and 

theories of engaging with the grassroots communities through participatory documentation 

and dialogical interactions. With the above reading, an understanding of how v-artivist 

actualizes the goal to democratize art and among whom can thereby be established.  

Concluding on v-artivist: mapping the spaces of differentiation and contestation 

As v-artivist continues exploring and expanding its methodologies and practices in the 

past two decades, it is now working on an array of programs concerned with not simply urban 

 

331 A handbook for the trainees of the workshop which states the mission and methods of the program is provided online. 

See v-artivist, “Zhongzi Gongzuofang: Cu Sheng Yuan Shouce 種子工作坊：促生員手冊 [Seed Workshop: Handbook for 

the Cultivator],” website of the Seed Workshop, accessed May 9, 2020, https://seedhandbook.wordpress.com/. 

Figure 33 Community screening of documentary film Walk On! Shun Ning Road at the urban renewal site K22 

of Sham Shui Po during the 9th SMFFHK in 2011. Photo courtesy of v-artivist. 
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redevelopment issues but also many other aspects pertaining to civil rights of popular class 

and grassroots communities which cannot be exhausted by one thematic research. 

Correspondingly, while the group can be examined from other perspectives such as 

alternative media or civil rights movements and accordingly be designated other 

identifications, the current study grasps its goal of democratizing art as the analytical core to 

explore its socio-spatial implications. In this section, I intend to build upon the previous 

analyses to further explore how v-artivist’s artistic strategies potentially inform the 

production of differential spaces from two perspectives. 

Firstly, I propose to consider the process of documentation and itinerary screening as a 

holistic program of spatial mapping which involves two parts. First is the weaving of the 

scattered and tattered Hong Kong urban spaces that have undergone or will be facing 

destructive transformations into an integral landscape, which is composed of the 

representational spaces lived by the grassroots and the contested spaces shaped by local 

spatial resistances in the past two decades. The outcomes of this mapping practices are 

condensed in the discursive contained in v-artivist’s documentaries: in reviewing these 

videos, the viewers would identify the unique temperament of each urban space that has not 

been subsumed into the homogenous cityscape of abstraction– shaped by its dwellers through 

their everyday practices and resistances. Lee Tung Street was a community particularly 

proactive in articulating and defending its cultural-historical particularities and, in 

retrospection, the starting point for bottom-up urban planning attempts in Hong Kong; the 

two piers were public spaces that allowed for the free flow of cultural and artistic agencies 

and which harbored the anticipations of spatial autonomy; Shun Ning Road, where the major 
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evictees were grassroots families and politically disenfranchised people, was down to earth 

and reticent while tolerating and the perseverant; the K20-23 renewal district, where the 

storefront owners were most affected by the eviction, was an intimate space bounded by 

reciprocal community interactions.  

Invoking theorist Nicholas Mirzoeff’s concept of countervisuality as the reversion of 

the hegemonic representation imposed on the masses, local scholar Frank Vigneron points out 

that while the hopes for actually revolutionizing the political construct may have turned slim 

in local pro-democratic social movements predating 2015, the generation of coutnervisuality 

which endows the disenfranchise with certain visibility should be acknowledged as a 

temporal outcome of these endeavors.332 Informed by this reasoning, a reading of the 

implication of v-artivist’s spatial mapping through documentary practices should also surpass 

the calculation of whether certain material spaces have been actually preserved to understand 

what visual rhetoric and discursive are produced as counterproposals that reverse the 

hegemonic representations of space. Meanwhile, this argument does not imply that the 

previous resistances against the authoritative urban planning decisions have not generated 

actual effects – the emergence and proliferation of civil organizations varying from small 

concern groups to larger alliances such as the ODAAG, the amendments of the compensation 

plans and property resumption procedures,333 and the experiences and tools accumulated in 

 

332 Vigneron, “Relational Aesthetic in the Expanded Field,” 305–6. 

333 One example of the improvement made in the compensation and evictions plans is explicated in the interview clips: v-

artivist and Old District Autonomy Advancement Group, Tan Shun Ning Jiu Jiefang Zhi Jinri Lai Zuo Mie? 探順寧舊街坊
之今日來做乜？[Revisiting Kai Fong of Shun Ning Road] (Hong Kong: Urban Renewal TV, 2019), 

https://renewaltv.wordpress.com/2019/09/25/短片探順寧舊街坊之今日來做乜？/. In this video, Sin Yee, a member of v-

artivist, and Mr. Ho Kwok Keung, revisited Ching Po and Chun Fong, a family evicted during the renewal plan of Shun Ning 

Road. They talked about the amendment the government had made about the compensation and relocations policies by 2017: 

at the time of the property resumption on Shun Ning Road in 2009, the tenets were unentitled to monetary compensations or 

assignment of public housings; meanwhile, if they were forced to leave by their landlord before the actual property 

resumption, they were unprotected by the law or the URA authorities. After years of resistance movements which followed 
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the previous battles are all testimonials of the small victories. Yet, these outcomes are not 

achieved by art per se and thus should be discussed in a broader theoretical framework than 

the current one. What can be drawn from the examination of the current cases is, however, 

that the above mapping has filled a blank space in the rhetoric of Hong Kong space that was 

previously dominated by both the top-down representations of the city as an international 

“trading, transportation and logistics center,” a “world-class destination with unique cultural 

experience for the visitors,” and a pathway for the world’s “cross-boundary interaction” with 

the Mainland China334 and the bleak landscape of imminent disappearance envisioned by the 

postcolonial cultural theories. In other words, v-artivist spatial mapping provides a spatial 

narration that counters these spatial representations, which foregrounds the inhabitants' and 

users’ spatial perceptions and records the contemporary history of spatial struggles of the city. 

Adding upon the above acknowledgment, the mapping of the lived spaces through 

social documentation not only provides a countervisuality but also constitutes a crucial part 

of v-artivist’s aesthetic program in totality. As Lee Wai-yee reflects: “while the beauty of the 

old neighborhood is often manifested in its spatial temperament/atmosphere, the material 

transformation of the society is largely reconstructing people’s perceptions of this beauty. 

Therefore, we strive to rediscover the lost beauties of the old districts.”335 Here, it is 

 
the one on Shun Ning Road, the tenants have now acquired some of these rights. A more detailed summarization of the rights 

for property owners, local tenants, rooftop residents, shop owners, and ethnic minorities can be found on the website of 

ODAAG.  

334 Development Bureau and Planning Department of the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, 

“Hong Kong 2030 Planning Vision and Strategy: Final Report” (Hong Kong, 2007), 22–23, 

https://www.pland.gov.hk/pland_en/p_study/comp_s/hk2030/eng/contact/. 

335 Translate by the thesis author from the Chinese original “舊式小社區的美總是呈現於一些小故事，或一種空間的氛

圍中，而整體社會硬件發展的改變，正是大規模地改變著人們對生活的美的感知。因此，我們便努力在舊式的小社

區中，發掘那些被刻意遺忘的美。”Lee and Yeung, “Ying Xing Zhe: Rang Yingxiang Huidao Xianchang 影⾏者：讓影

像回到現場 [v-artivist: Let the Imagery Back to the Site].” 
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appropriate to interpret the “beauty” mentioned by Wai-yee as more than the quality of being 

visually pleasant – it is a cognitive and affective appreciation of what is being perceived by 

the observers. Accordingly, her statement indicates that – as mentioned in chapter three – the 

neoliberalist spatial development not simply affects the livelihood of many but also rewires 

our perceptual coordinates within the surrounding spaces. In other words, the neoliberalist 

spatial programming is also a programing of our aesthetic perceptions towards space, which 

simultaneously means that a counter-programming is required for the preservation and 

restoration of our capacity to make sense of and engage with the surroundings. Based on this 

rationale, I consider v-artivist’s spatial mapping through participatory documentation as one 

possible means of this required counter programing that not only produces spatial 

knowledges but also our mental and bodily relations to the urban space.  

Meanwhile, v-artivist’s spatial mapping is also carried out through its itinerary 

screening programs which connect the public spaces in the old neighborhoods, alternative art 

spaces, and experimental community spaces together. This connection is neither physical nor 

administrational but pertaining to our perceptive and cognitive grasping of a network that 

channels the discursive, affections, and aesthetic experiences produced by the spatial 

practices and resistances of different groups of participants. Similar to the tacit agreement 

upon the usage of the public spaces in the neighborhood, this seemingly unconsolidated 

connection is gradually built by the practice of dialogical exchanges and collaborations 

between the sites which have demonstrated the openness towards the alternative use of space 

for programs of dialogical aesthetics. Thus, the mapping out of this connection, in turn, 

presents us a guide to the spaces where spatial knowledges can be discussed and put into 
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practice in relative freedom. 

Again, the discussion of to what extent this spatial connection has contributed to the 

civil movements against the top-down redevelopment plans and, more broadly, those 

claiming for a democratic urban planning mechanism, in general, entails longitudinal 

research that would far extend the scope of the current one. However, by querying what 

counter proposal it has presented against the neoliberal space of abstraction, we may acquire 

a temporal understanding of its spatial implications. Here, it is useful to reference Yuk Hui’s 

theorization of today’s worldwide spatial crises centered on the concept of disorientation, a 

lasting thesis in the studies of postmodern spatiality336 that have been approached from 

varied analytical perspectives in postmodern philosophy.337 For Hui, disorientation delineates 

the nature of the loss of space we are now experiencing under the neoliberalist system – it is 

the result of a disengagement between the body and its milieu,338 manifested in an 

incapability to orientate oneself through space. More broadly, disorientation designates the 

deprivation of our ability to anticipate a different way of life that would counter the 

hegemonic forces laid upon humanity for, as suggested by Hui, our social relations, as well as 

the very material level of life and work, are always prefixed by spatial-temporal demarcation, 

the division of labor embodied in space, and the repetition of these patterns.339 To orientate 

 

336 Spatiality denotes not the space par se (physical, mental, or social), but the social relations contained in space and the 

intermediated relationships between human and the surrounding (including spatial perception, cognition, and affection). For 

the issue of disorientation discussed here pertains the subjective receptions of space, the term “spatiality” is considered more 

pertinent than “space.” 

337 For example, a major commentator on the concept of disorientation as a defining characteristic of the postmodern time-

space, Fredric Jameson considers disorientation as the experience generated by transnational capitalism as well as the hyper-

sensory postmodernist art and cultural forms. See Russell Daylight, “The Language of Postmodern Space,” Philament, no. 

12 (2008): 1, http://www.philamentjournal.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Daylight_Article_Postmodern.pdf. 

338 Hui Yuk 許煜, “Ruguo Women Haiyou Kongjian 如果我們還有空間 [If We Still Have Space],” 11. 

339 Hui Yuk 許煜, 13. 
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within the urban space thus, in turn, pertains to the ability to navigate ourselves through the 

city terrain and engage with space according to our own agencies and initiatives unstipulated 

by these demarcations. In v-artivist’s documentation of how the residents of old 

neighborhoods interact with their surroundings, it can be observed that the ability of 

orientation is retained by the inhabitants and users of the porous spaces of the old district. 

However, as the urban space becomes increasingly abstract and fragmented, this ability is 

also one of imminent disappearance. In this sense, the connecting of public and alternative 

community spaces through the itinerary screening program is simultaneously a training of 

the participants’ capability to re-orientate, with the construction of a virtual infrastructure 

of routes and paths linking up the spaces open for dialogical aesthetic experiences. In a 

broader sense, to build up this virtual infrastructure for the re-orientation is an underlying 

rationale for all the spatial practices involved in participatory art programs we have seen in 

the current research. 

To conclude on v-artivist, the group has been engaging in the citizens’ resistances 

against destructive urban renewals through participatory documentary making, in the process 

of which it unfolds dialogical interactions among multiple interlocutors to produce situated 

spatial knowledges and cultivate the participants’ s aesthetic sensibility towards the 

surrounding space. These spatial knowledges constitute narrations of the urban space that 

counters the authoritarian representations of Hong Kong. Meanwhile, through itinerary 

screening in collaboration with multiple alternative spaces, the group maps out a network 
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which helps the space attenders to re-orient through the city.  

Figure 34-36 Scenes from the event “Worker’s Halloween” (C.打工仔女萬聖節) organized by v-artivist and coreda (Community 

Reciprocity Development Action, a civil organization established in 2014 by Sham Shui Po residents who have been affected by 

urban renewal plans and volunteer citizens) at Ki Lung Street/Nam Cheong Street Park, 2019. The video installation featured the 

occupation damages experienced by grassroot workers. Photo courtesy of v-artivist. 
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Chapter 5: Further discussions and conclusion 

The previous chapter presents three case studies of participatory art that demonstrate 

variations in geographical-spatial backgrounds, organizations, artistic strategies, and 

methodological underpinnings. Each is considered representing a specific category of local 

participatory art which involves spatial practices. While the case studies are followed by 

within-case analyses that present the findings of the strategies and implications of a particular 

model, this chapter extends these discussions to explicate what the findings imply for the 

understanding of other local participatory art projects that fall into the categories represented 

by the selected cases. 

Meanwhile, another major concern of this chapter is to conduct a cross-case analysis 

that positions “participation” – the overarching strategical constitutions of all the studied 

cases and participatory art in general – as the key to the overall comprehension of the efficacy 

of local arts’ involvement in spatial resistances and production. Specifically, compared with 

the single case analyses which broadly explore the immediate spatial implications of varied 

artistic tactics of participatory art, the cross-case analysis centers on the sustainable role play 

by participation in the continuous process of spatial production. On this basis, it asks how the 

art of participatory nature, as a cultural and social practice differentiated from other artistic or 

political forms, fills a blank in Lefebvre’s envisagement of the possible routes to differential 

spaces. 

The above two sectors, which answer the first question sets proposed in the introduction 

chapter, are followed by a reflection on the last two research questions of the current study. 

Meanwhile, a summarization of the research including suggestions for future studies is 
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provided at the end. 

Spatial practices in participatory art explored through three models 

In the methodology chapter, I explained how the selected cases are bounded by three 

parameters observed in the preliminary survey of existing participatory art projects that 

involve spatial practices. These three elements, namely artistic strategies, organizational 

patterns, and socio-spatial contexts, therefore lays the foundation for the categorization of 

relevant projects into three categories – experimental community spaces, art festivals, and 

guerrilla art co-operative – which are respectively represented by Woofer Ten, Choi Yuen 

Village Woodstock Arts Festival, and v-artivist. In turn, a summarization of the findings of 

the case studies is expected to offer analytical discourses and interpretive methods which 

may help to understand the efficacies of specific practices or the implications of particular 

phenomena that may have occurred in the resembling art projects. 

Based on the above rationale, a summarization of the three models of participatory art, 

concerning their organization form, geographic-spatial precondition, targeted 

attendees/participants, major strategies of spatial practice, potential spatial products, 

overall socio-spatial implications, and local examples, is presented as below. Meanwhile, a 

table listing these findings is provided in Appendix II. 

Experimental community space 

Exemplified by Woofer Ten, the experimental community space denotes the form of 

participatory art program which takes a fixed material space as the foundation of its 
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longitudinal operation. The long term spatially based interactions between the physical art 

space and the surround community environment thereby become the core mission revolving 

around which the program continuously unfolds with an array of community-engaging 

projects that can take form in art exhibitions, communal activities such as cooking, 

screenings, gift exchanging, among others, pedagogical and recreational workshops, and 

artistic interventions in the nearby public spaces. Accordingly, these events often take place 

through the interactions between Kai Fong who live or work in the district in which the 

physical space is located and the initiators of such programs, while community art 

practitioners from other projects and the general citizens may be intermittently involved.  

In analyzing Woofer Ten’s practices, I explored its major spatial strategies that may 

serve as a foundation for the interpretation of the spatial implications of experimental 

community spaces. To begin with, by appropriating the sovereignty over a physical space and 

publicizing it to the participants during various non-profit activities, such programs allow for 

the gradual establishment of a common usership over the space that is not restricted by spatial 

departmentalization based on the social, economic, or cultural functions designated to the 

contemporary urban spaces. This means that such spaces do not easily fall into categories 

such as alternative art spaces, community service centers, or public facilities for they 

essentially challenge such demarcations and accordingly cannot be assessed according to the 

economy of art or the social services. Secondly, through interacting with the surrounding 

community spaces and Kai Fong, such programs often foreground embedded knowledges 

regarding the historical-material legacies of the region, micro-economies, and lived 

experiences of the residents and enliven these knowledges by transforming them into visual 
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or rhetorical forms that can be incorporated into the physical spaces of the programs or 

displayed in exhibition projects. The foregrounding of the representational spaces thereby 

creates an intersubjective space that mobilizes how the space attenders perceive and cognize 

the surrounding urban environment. Among the experimental community spaces listed in 

Appendix I, Woofer Ten and Blue House have most prominently adopted this strategy while 

To House and Mapopo Community Farm have also experimented with similar approaches. 

Lastly, though experimental community spaces are not necessarily founded on existing civil 

movements and seldom directly target at the overturn of top-down urban planning decisions 

or the transformation of the physical urban space, they can perform micro spatial resistances 

by appropriating and encouraging the everyday spatial practices of the residents through 

activities such handicraft workshops, rooftop planting interventions, community gatherings, 

food sharing, among others. 

Overall, the experimental community space can be seen as a spatial program that aims 

at revitalizing its surrounding community space by prioritizing the use value over the 

exchange value of the space and reinforcing the community network in the district through 

participatory and dialogical experiences. This enterprise of revitalization which can 

encompass the preservation of the material spaces, regional economies, and community 

networks thus constitutes a counter-proposal to URA’s cultural preservation strategy which 

solely focuses on the conservation of historical architecture. In this sense, the presence of the 

experimental community spaces increases the visibility of its home district and calls for the 

public’s attention to the value of the old neighborhood. 

Among the projects listed under this category in Appendix I, Tak Cheong Lane (C. 德
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昌里2號3號舖) and Pitt Street 18 (C. 碧街18號) differ with others for they are often not 

considered by their founders and local media as community or participatory art programs. 

Instead, they are more often deemed as anarchist spaces aiming at searching for alternative 

economic and community self-organizing models that counter the neoliberalist ones.340 On 

the other hand, Mapopo Community Farm and Sangwoodgoon are located outside of the city 

center, with particular focus on farming practices while also involving other community 

engaging art events such as community tours, mural paintings, and handicraft workshops. 

Despite these differentiations in contexts and conceptualization of the programs, they are all 

founded on longitudinal, spatially based practices that incorporate the surrounding spaces and 

community as an organic part of its constitution. In this sense, the existence of these 

programs per se is a manifestation of resistance against the spatial homogenization and 

fragmentation.  

Art festival 

Exemplified by the Choi Yuen Village Woodstock Arts Festival, the art festival often 

takes an open space as its locus. By structuring the site into venues for diverse performative 

and exhibitory activities, the art festival rearranges the spatial orders of the place, turning it 

into a condensed space-time of festivity. In the study of Choi Yuen Village Woodstock Arts 

Festival, I describe its space-time as one of exception, in which the previous socio-spatial 

orders were disrupted by land resumptions while the space was temporarily preserved by 

 

340 For example, one of the founders of Tai Cheong Lane, Wong Yinyan, refers the program as a “rehabilitation center” in 

the capitalist society. See Wang yan 王岩, Wong Yinyan 黃衍仁, and Lu Ruiyang 廬睿洋, “Wong Yanren: Women 

Xiangxin Hen Xiao De Shiqing 黃衍仁：我們相信很小的事情 [Wong Hinyan: We Believe in the Small Things],” 

multitude.asia 諸眾之貌, 2014, https://www.multitude.asia/archives/190. 
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former resistances, which allows for the temporary redistribution of spatial orders. The same 

reading of space applies to earlier manifestations of the creation of festival spaces in the “820 

Saving Star Ferry Port Art Action”, “Art Action to Conserve the Star Ferry Clock Tower” (C., 

“Flower in the Ruins: Queen’s Pier Culture”, and “Tens of Thousands of People Against the 

Legislative Council-Anti-XRL Resistance Carnival” that were initiated by local art and 

cultural practitioners during previous local preservation movements and the Anti-XRL 

movements. However, while these previous examples were predominantly charged by an 

activist momentum directed by the goals to elicited actual changes in governmental policies, 

what is observed in the Choi Yuen Village arts festival is an emphasis on the participatory 

process by which the body resumed its engagement with land through performative actions. 

This process allowed for the free engagement of the participants, including local art and 

cultural professionals, the villagers, activists, and attenders from the urban center, in 

spontaneous actions of ritualist performances that engendered interactions between the body 

and the surrounding space. The outcomes of this process were manifested in the codification 

of the socio-cultural values emerged during the previous resistance movements and in-situ 

spatial engagements into collectively made works such as sculptural installations. 

The politics of the festival space lies in that it provides a counter model of the capitalist 

space of leisure that projects the Eros outside of the human body by creating spectacles of 

consumerism which gears our desires toward the optical. In contrast, the arts festival provides 

a channel for the multifaceted bodily engagement with space and an intermediary between 

political agencies and cultural imaginaries. In the past decades, the arts festival as a model of 

spatially based participatory art has proliferated in the suburban areas including both 
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agricultural villages and the natural environment. Among the cases mapped, the two editions 

of “EmptySCape Art Festival” (C. 空城藝術節) initiated by local interdisciplinary art 

collective EmptySCape341 (C. 空城計劃) and Ta Ku Ling/Ping Che Alliance (C. 打鼓嶺坪車

輋保衛家園聯盟), a civil organization established by the residents in Fan Ling district, called 

for the public’s attention to the land resumption for industrial and real estate uses in Ta Ku 

Ling/Ping Che, one of the three areas to be reclaimed by the government for the plan for 

NDAs in NENT.342 Also, “The Third Space I: Sai Wan Winter Camp” (C. 空間叄號 (一): 西

灣冬令營) organized by Asian Art Archive shed lights on early controversies over an 

attempted land resumption in Sai Wan by private developers in 2010. Meanwhile, an array of 

arts festival and “Land Art” camps organized by local art platform Art Together343 (C. 藝術

到家) is more generally devoted to the preservation of local natural environment and 

furtherance of farming and fishing ecologies.  

As these programs develop increasingly independent from the activist contexts that 

once defined the preceding art festivals, they are sometimes associated with a recent 

popularization of Land Art in Hong Kong.344 Instead of limiting the conceptualization of the 

art festivals in rural areas to this reimagination of Land Art – which was originally termed in 

 

341 EmptySCape is an interdisciplinary art group which undertakes the mission to study and intervene the idled spaces in 

Hong, with the hope to retell the stories of these spaces through art and resume the connection between people and places. 

Ultimately, the group aims at searching for new possibilities for the spatial discourse and practices about public space in 

Hong Kong. See EmptySCape, “About EmptySCape,” Website of EmptySCape, accessed May 13, 2020, 

https://emptyscape.wordpress.com/about/. 

342 The development plan for Ta Ku Ling/Ping Che has been suspended by the government since 2013.  

343 Art Together is a non-profit art group and registered charitable organization devoted to the promotion of community art. 

The group has held multiple participatory projects in collaboration with other art groups, organizations, and schools in public 

and outdoor spaces around Hong Kong, with an emphasis on the pedagogical role of art. See Art Together, “About Art 

Together,” Website of Art Together, accessed May 13, 2020, http://www.arttogether.org/about.html. 

344 For example, Art Together considers the resumption of “a close affinity with nature” as the pivot of Land Art, which also 

delineates the underlying rationale behind its projects. See Art Together, “About ‘Breathe in the Nature’ Land Art Camp,” 

Website of "Breathe in the Nature” Land Art Camp, n.d., https://www.sustainablefest.org/campingorgin. 
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a very different art historical context – my intention in this section is to provide an 

interpretation of the phenomenon by associating it with the creation of festival spaces that 

first started with the local spatial resistance movements. From this historical perspective, the 

emphasis of interpretation is placed on, instead of site-specificity, how the art festival creates 

a scenario of participation in which the encounter between the participants and the 

surrounding space incents political and cultural iterations of local spatial complications. 

Meanwhile, while rural and agricultural lifestyle is mostly eliminated from the government’s 

portrait of Hong Kong’s cultural landscape and the envision of the future city space, the 

proliferation of art festival in the rural areas per se is a counter-movement against the 

centralization of cultural capital and spatial resources based on the polarized demarcation of 

the center and the periphery. 

In the recent studies of urban spatial movements in Hong Kong, the art festival as a 

mode of spatial practices has been largely understated and trivialized. Except for the art 

activisms at the two piers, art festivals have rarely been included in the academic literature 

despite their relatively frequent exposure in mass and social media. Even when such cases are 

examined in the studies of urban politics, they are often invoked as a less successful category 

“ambiguously stuck between protest and carnival”345 by which the political radicality is 

sacrificed to a creativity that is speculated to be easily co-opted into the neoliberalist optical 

scheme. Countering these discourses, the above conceptualization of the model of the art 

festival indicates that the creation of festival spaces is essentially an engagement with spatial 

 

345 Chen Yun Chung 陳允中 and Mirana May Szeto, “Reclaiming Public Space Movement in Hong Kong: From Occupy 

Queen’s Pier to the Umbrella Movement,” in City Unsilenced: Urban Resistance and Public Space in the Age of Shrinking 

Democracy, ed. Jeffery Hou and Sabine Knierbein (London: Routledge, 2017), 70, https://doi.org/https://doi-org.lib-

ezproxy.hkbu.edu.hk/10.4324/9781315647241. 
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politics while political radicality does not only reside in confrontational political expressions. 

Guerrilla art co-operative 

Compared to the previous two models, the last model has much fewer exemplifications 

in the local art scene and is mainly based on the study of v-artivist. However, as discussed in 

the previous chapter, for v-artivist’s practices constitute an indispensable part of local spatial 

resistance movements since the early 2000s, I intend to explore here what it has to offer to 

potential art programs in the future as a model of guerilla participatory art co-operative. 

Firstly, v-artivist’s guerilla tactic shows the possibility to connect scattered sites of spatial 

contestations and the affected residents in different areas through continuous dialogical 

interactions mediated by the process of documentary making and itinerary screening. 

Meanwhile, the group’s collaboration with multiple experimental community spaces and 

local civic organizations also helps to map out a network composed of the spaces available 

for alternative spatial and cultural practices. Thirdly, by taking a participatory approach, it 

encourages the inhabitants and users of space to produce situated spatial knowledge through 

dialogical interactions, which not only contrasts the authoritarian representations of space 

produced by the URA and other urban planning authorities but also cultivates the 

participants’ appreciation for the surrounding urban space. 

Overall, v-artivist’s hints on the potential of a participatory art model which takes the 

urban space in totality as its arena. The above three aspects, so far, have together facilitated 

the participants’ re-orientation through the neoliberal urban space in the era of total spatial 

loss. This re-orientation encompasses both a restoration of our cognitive and perceptive 
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sensibility to the surrounding spaces and a gasp of the routes and paths connecting 

alternative spaces embedded in the city. In this sense, the model is associated with an 

aesthetic programming of our relations to the surroundings, which can further influence the 

way we mobilize and interact with the urban space. 

Among the cases identified in the preliminary survey, a curatorial collective, 

“Community Museum Project” (C. 民間博物館計劃) shows certain similarities in 

organization with v-artivist. Also adopting a guerilla tactic, the collective is devoted to the 

preservation of cultural legacies in the old districts including Wan Chai and Sham Shui Po 

through primarily photographic documentation, community tours, and exhibitory practices. 

However, regarding its methodological underpinning, the group is less concerned with spatial 

politics than the creation of a platform for the preservation and display of civil culture that 

served an alternative to the museum system, which differentiated its rationale with that of v-

artivist. This methodological disposition also determined that the collective’s interactions 

with the surrounding communities were mostly carried out in exhibitory contexts and formats 

while the day-to-day aspect of community engagement was less obvious in its projects. 

Meanwhile, for the collective only remained active for a comparably short time from 2002 to 

around 2008, a solid base for the evaluation of its longitudinal socio-spatial implications was 

hardly established. 

Participation towards Autogestion 

Approaching the differential spaces 

A cross-reference between the above analyses and Lefebvre’s anticipation of the 
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differential space as heterogeneous, nonhierarchical, and integral for the human bodies, social 

bodies, as well as human needs346 shows that within each time-space created during specific 

art projects, the envision of the differential space may be actualized based on the premises 

that both a power vacuum protected by art’s sovereignty and an equalitarian participatory 

process are sustained. However, such differential spaces are seldom extended to the broader 

social spheres, either through transforming the materiality of the city space or overturning the 

overruling spatial orders. In other words, despite the small victories achieved through artistic 

and political actions together,347 what is required for the creation and sustainment of 

differential social spaces that can counter the neoliberalist imperatives of abstraction in a 

lasting manner is, as mentioned in various scenes in v-artivist’s documentaries, the 

democratization of urban planning and management.348 

Precisely under this circumstance, local participatory art has played a major role in the 

process of approaching the ultimate goal of democratizing spatial management. With 

reference to the Spatial Triad, participatory art provides a mechanism in which the two kinds 

of actants of the representational space – artists and the inhabitants/users of space – can work 

collectively to foreground the knowledges of spatial histories and alternative spatial practices 

that counter the authoritarian representations of space and challenges the neoliberalist 

economic orders which govern spatial demarcations. These commonly possessed knowledges 

 

346 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 51. 

347 See the concluding part of the case study of v-artivist. 

348 For example, in the documentary about the preservation movements at the Star Ferry Pier and the Queen’s Pier, several 

interviewees including local cultural workers and activists reflected on the nature of the movements. One shared view among 

them was that the movements were less triggered by the desire to preserve the collective memories or the colonial past 

attached to the piers but more about striving for the democratization of the urban planning process which not only pertained 

to the redevelopment of symbolic sites but also that in the old neighborhoods. See Autonomous 8A, v-artivist, and Local 

Action (本土行動), Matou Yu Bian 碼頭與彼岸 [The Pier, the Other Shore] (Hong Kong: v-artivist, 2010). 
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thus offer the agencies, tools, empirical evidence, theoretical foundations, and affective 

adhesions necessary for the advancement of socio-spatial movements. Meanwhile, as many 

of these participatory art programs take physical spaces to experiment with spatial practices, 

they also create the spatial infrastructure which can facilitate local spatial movements. Most 

importantly, I consider participatory art one of the major means of assembling the potential 

producers of differential spaces, which is detailed as follows. 

Naming the inhabitants and users: Kai Fong, villagers, and the grassroots 

One embedded narrative in Lefebvre’s tripartition of the social production of space is 

the hierarchical relationships among the actants of the three modes of spatial production. As 

discussed in chapter three, compared with knowledge experts who dominate spatial 

production in complicity with the state apparatuses, the inhabitants and users are 

simultaneously the anonymous and the muted who produce the representational space in 

forms of memories and daydreams that are too tenuous to be programs of differential spaces. 

Moreover, they cannot be spoken for by singular representatives who would only act in the 

role of experts. This means that the users and inhabitants can only be named through self-

representations. The naming of the anonymous is thus an indexical sign of the beginning of 

bottom-up spatial conception.  

From the case studies, it can be saliently observed how this process of naming is 

actualized through the inclusion of the inhabitants/users as the participants of art. Moreover, 

the multiplicity of the naming also reveals the diversity and heterogeneity of the actants of 

the representational space, who are simultaneously the attenders of participatory art. 
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The first name emerging from the discursive produced in the studied case is Kai Fong. 

Kai Fong connotates individuals in communal forms with an emphasis on their connectedness 

with one another as neighbors who shared the community space. For Kai means street and 

Fong refers to home-run workshops or small stores, Kai Fong is the only one that defines a 

group by not economic-political status but an affinity with the mundane urban space among 

the many possible expressions such as citizens, multitude, public, collective, popular class, 

and proletariat. Kai Fong is, therefore, a linguistic sign that associates the inhabitants and 

users with their surrounding space, and this association is particular to the porous spaces of 

the old neighborhood in Hong Kong. Particularly, Kai Fong appears as the most commonly 

adopted appellation in the communications between the artists and the participants in Woofer 

Ten and v-artivist’s practices. Though the term, as a long-existing popular locution in local 

civil culture, did not originate in artistic contexts, the designation of Kai Fong as the 

producers of spatial knowledges and the legitimate owners of the rights over the use of space 

is actualized through the dialogical practices involved in participatory art. Correspondingly, 

Kai Fong, as the self-conscious inhabitants and users of the urban spaces, become one major 

group of collaborators for experimental community spaces. 

The second name emerging from the existing participatory programs is the villagers. 

Just as the proliferation of art festival in the natural and agricultural areas has affirmed the 

cultural values and socio-ecological awareness embedded in the rural lifestyles, the inclusion 

of the villagers in the production of spatial discursive and alternative spatial programs 

represented by the art festival model also demonstrates a tendency of cultural 

decentralization. In other words, while a parallel between sociopolitical disenfranchisement 
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and cultural peripheralization has placed the villagers in an underprivileged position, 

participatory art strives to overturn this situation.  

Lastly, a specific name frequently appearing in v-artivist’s rhetoric is the grassroots. 

The group’s adoption of the term clearly states that its contention to democratize art among 

the people has been informed by a class-based reading urban spatial politics. This 

acknowledgement brings critical reflections on how we may understand the connotation of 

the relatively neutral term of Kai Fong. In a forum organized by v-artivist among local 

community art practitioners, artist Lo Lok Him (C. 廬樂謙) reflected on the question of who 

is being referred to as Kai Fong when the expression is adopted. For Lo, Kai Fong can be the 

property owners, civil organizations, governmental institutions, politicians, tourists, residents, 

volunteers, each with their anticipations for the community space.349 However, not every 

group among these lacks social visibility and the channels of expression; only those who are 

isolated, muted, shrouded by darkness in spatial production constitute the inhabitants and 

users. And only these groups, and the organizations standing for their needs, have become the 

collaborators in participatory art programs that are oriented towards spatial production. From 

v-artivist’s textual and visual documentation, it can be observed that these groups may 

include the tenants in grassroots districts, residents in rooftop settlements, small business 

owners, villagers whose rights were exploited for they were not indigenous inhabitants of 

their land, and ultimately, each individual with his or her name and face gradually becoming 

recognizable for those who have been attentive to the recent history of bottom-up spatial 

 

349 Fong Wan Chi 方韻芝, Lo Lok Him 廬樂謙, and Michael Leung, “Shequ Yishu/Jiefang Canyu Zhi Zhengfu Ji 社區藝

術/街坊參與之正負極 [The Two Poles — Community Arts and Neighborhood Participation],” Website of the forum “Take 

to the Heather with Art: An Exchange Among Community Arts Workers,” 2018, 

https://comartforum.wordpress.com/2018/01/01/文字紀錄：落草為藝第1回合第2場社區藝術-街坊參/. 
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production in Hong Kong. 

The above summaries position the naming of the inhabitants/users and the identification 

of the collaborators of participatory art as a transactional process. By participating in art 

programs, the inhabitants and users acquire a platform for the articulation of their spatial 

experiences, which constitute spatial knowledges that can be further preserved and circulated 

through the mediation of works of art. Meanwhile, this mechanism also elicits their 

suppressed identities as the stakeholders in local spatial practices and cultural production, 

thus, in Jacque Rancière’s words, bringing their spatial labors out of the night surrounding 

them.350 In turn, participatory art does not presume its attenders but identifies them among 

the mass through this naming process. Overall, the naming of the inhabitants and users 

through participatory art acknowledges the local grassroots as an integral group of potential 

producers of differential spaces. Meanwhile, they are joint by the artists, activists, and 

external spectators of participatory art, which leads to a further conception of how 

participation as an overarching strategy could contribute to the production of differential 

spaces.  

Participation towards autogestion 

In chapter 3, I discussed how the three spatial practices – the everyday utopian 

envisagement, the aesthetic and the political programs – proposed by Lefebvre fail to produce 

differential spaces of rupture and tenacity. Adding up on these, the philosopher has also 

 

350 Rancière’s original text was referring to the status of the proletarian’s labor being excluded from sight and speech. See 

Jacques Rancière, The Politics of Aesthetics: The Distribution of the Sensibl, ed. Gabriel Trans. Rockhill (New York: 

Continuum, 2006), 45. 
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propounded another key concept, namely autogestion,351 as not the means but an ideal 

situation that constitutes the precondition for producing differential spaces. Beginning with 

this concept, we may further conceptualize the long-term implication of participatory art on 

the production of differential spaces.  

In Lefebvre’s theoretical matrix, autogestion denotes a “communal, decentralized 

decision-making process”352 through which the autonomous community units replace the 

higher power apparatuses as the manager of every aspect of their life.353 However, as many 

of the philosopher’s propositions, autogestion remains an ideal model to which the routes are 

unmapped. Accordingly, to understand the possibility harbored by autogestion, it must be 

queried how the decision-making mechanism can be established, how the community units 

can be formed, and who the actants of this mechanism are. Through this research journey, I 

find myself as the researcher gradually exposed to the answers to a part of these questions. 

In scholar Ting Chun Chun’s study of the urban movements in post-colonial Hong 

Kong, she made the following observation in the thesis conclusion: 

Issues such as heritage conservation and tenants’ rights against eviction are generally 

considered too marginal to win widespread public support, which explains the absence 

of political parties in these movements.354 (emphasis added) 

Ting’s concern casts doubt about the possibility of realizing autogestion based on the 

 

351 Autogestion in its original contexts of the liberal politics and the Eurocommunist thinking is both conceptualized and 

practiced as a form of self-organization by the proletariat. See Butler, Henri Lefebvre : Spatial Politics, Everyday Life and 

the Right to the City, 142. Economically, it allows for “networks and means of production, distribution, and consumption 

from below;” culturally, it propounds “a different set of criteria than those privileged by neoliberalism.” See Selma 

Feliciano-Arroyo, “Autogestion: Reconfiguring the Spaces of Cultural Production in Latin America” (The University of 

Pennsylvania, 2011), 27. 

352 Feliciano-Arroyo, “Autogestion: Reconfiguring the Spaces of Cultural Production in Latin America,” 27. 

353 Purcell, “Possible Worlds: Henri Lefebvre and the Right to the City,” 147. 

354 Chun Chun Ting, “Reclaiming the City as Home in Postcolonial Hong Kong: Art and Politics in the Contestation of 

Urban Space (1997-2014)” (The University of Chicago, 2015), 203, http://ddc.elib.com.tw.ezproxy.cityu.edu.hk/cgi-

bin2/Libo.cgi?request=LA_RESOURCE.GET&template=&user=habndhgdeofodhahjaahgdebpgkakodhoilmfhffdcphjehmplp

efjdkjlifgpoi&client_type=openlink&lang=ddc.eng&urlID=1543417149869&app=13&type=path&field=image&doi=67. 
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judgment that the marginalized actants of spatial resistance would remain a small portion of 

the local population. This judgement may be subject to debate if we take into consideration 

how participatory art help to enlarge this marginalized group. 

Particularly, from the case studies, it can be observed that participatory art programs not 

only involve the artists and their collaborators, namely the inhabitants and users of space who 

are affected by urban redevelopment plans, but also external attenders of exhibitions, art 

festivals, and public screenings. This means that the dialogical aesthetics can take effects in 

multiple stages of participatory art programs and influence different participants on varied 

levels. As pointed out by Claire Bishop, the conception of participation varies for different 

artists: while some consider equalitarian participation as the foundation for the renunciation 

of singular authorship and thus the prerequisite of the democratization of art, others reject an 

overemphasis of participation for it implies artistic coercion that resembles social coercion.355 

Particularly, Bishop warns against coercive participation which risks treating participants as 

simply the material for art-making.356 However, if we remain open to the conception of 

participation and accept that it can be actualized on multiple levels regarding the involvement 

of the participants in an aesthetic experience, participatory art is not necessarily coercive. 

Instead, it can serve as a means to assemble the interlocutors who may potentially take the 

role of the actants of autogestion.  

The ethic, conceptual, and strategical openness towards the idea of participation is 

crucial for the understanding of how participatory art creates social connections among 

 

355 Bishop, Artificial Hells: Participatory Art and the Politics of Spectatorship, 79. 

356 Bishop, 127. 
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different groups and communities through operating aesthetic programs. If Ting’s concern 

undertakes the presumption that local urban spatial movements must gain supports from the 

political sector to be enlarged, participatory art provides a different route to the alliance of 

the public through not political consensus but the inclusion of heterogenous social groups 

into the same experience of dialogical aesthetics. Moreover, this experience is not 

necessarily staged at the eruptive moments of political actions – it can be woven into various 

tactics of spatial practice identified in the three models of participatory art that run 

sustainably. Based on this reasoning, a temporary differentiation between participatory art 

and other politically charged art forms, such as art activism, as well as direct political actions 

can be made: while participatory art does lead to the articulation of politically informed 

messages including, in the context of this research, housing right, land justice, the right to use 

and appropriate the urban space, it is primarily concerned with providing a mechanism of 

participation rather than the delivery of these messages. And this mechanism, in effect, is 

one that can actualize the democratization of art and thereby serve as an analogy to the 

democratization of urban planning and management. Thus, by reaching out to the potential 

attendees of participatory art, the examined programs are also allying the actants of 

autogestion. 

Conclusion 

Before responding to the remaining research questions on the assessment methods of 

participatory art, I would like to briefly summarize the strategies and socio-spatial 

implications of local participatory art that have been identified in this research. 
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Relating to the Spatial Triad, we find the participatory art works mainly in the sectors 

of spatial practices and the representational space, namely the modes of spatial production 

suppressed and ruled over by the hegemonic production of the representations of space. 

Specifically, participatory art lends power to the previous two modes by generating three 

elements: the knowledges, mechanism, and infrastructure required for the production of 

differential spaces. 

Firstly, spatial knowledges refer to the materialization of regional histories and 

economies as well as the experiences and methods of alternative spatial practices. While 

these knowledges are embedded in the individual inhabitant/user’s perceptual and cognitive 

terrain, participatory art provides platforms, media, and channels for the articulation, 

preservation, and circulation of them. In other words, participatory art creates the 

intersubjective space for the sharing and transference of these knowledges that are not 

provided by traditional apparatuses of knowledge production. Secondly, mechanism denotes 

an aesthetic programming that re-coordinates our corporeal, perceptive, and cognitive 

relationships to the urban space. Specifically, participatory art, through spatially based, 

performative activities, help to resume our bodily connections to space which are subjected to 

fragmentation in the neoliberal space-time. Meanwhile, by collectively producing 

visualization and discursive of spaces, it introduces the aesthetic aspects into our processing 

of spatial experiences. Also, by establishing small-scale differential spaces through individual 

art projects and connecting them into a network, local participatory art maps out the routes 

for spatial re-orientation, which alters how we perceived, cognize, and mobilize within the 

city space. Lastly, infrastructure encompasses both the material-spatial and the communal 
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foundations for spatial resistances and the potential production of differential spaces in the 

future. The material-spatial infrastructure refers to the previously mentioned spatial network 

composed of experimental community spaces and public spaces in old neighborhoods that 

have been turned into sites of alternative spatial practices. Meanwhile, the communal 

infrastructure is the alliance of different groups of stakeholders in the bottom-up production 

of social spaces assembled through dialogical and participatory activities. 

Overall, though participatory art does not produce differential spaces which would 

ultimately requires the establishment of the democratic mechanism of urban planning and 

management, it offers one means of approaching this goal. Building upon this summarization, 

I intend to offer a temporary answer to the research question of how we should understand 

the socio-spatial efficacy of participatory art beyond the dichotomized discourse that either 

relies on the calculation of direct social effects or the judgement of the moral rectitude. 

To begin with, we need to consider socio-spatial implications as more than the 

transformation or preservation of specific material space and the overturn or modification of 

governmental policies. In other words, we need to explore other possible outcomes of socio-

spatial practices that are irreducible to these terms. To do so, an ontological foundation, 

accompanied by its epistemological tools, is required for the process of thinking. In this 

research, I adopted Lefebvre’s spatial theories which offer rich vocabularies and conceptual 

units that can generate new analytical discourses when applied to the examination of research 

materials. In turn, the findings from the case studies provide contemporary empirical 

evidence which supplement Lefebvre's spatial conception from the perspective of 

participatory art. Secondly, we need to suspend the demarcation between the sociopolitical 
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and the aesthetic which inclines to reduce the virtuosity of art to the representative, 

symbolic, and didactic functionalities. In the context of spatial contestations within which the 

current research is situated, the aesthetic pertains to how we perceive, cognize, interact with, 

and navigate through the urban space, which necessarily determines our spatial narrations, 

practices, and envisagement that will shape the current and future form of social space. 

Meanwhile, to consider the sociopolitical and the aesthetic as transactional also reminds us of 

the fact that the neoliberalist spatial abstraction not only leads to sociopolitical and spatial 

hegemonies but also encroach our aesthetic sensibilities. For this precise reason, art is crucial 

for the resolution of contemporary spatial crises and vice versa. 

The last question remaining for the current research is what criteria can be set for the 

assessment of the socio-spatial implications of participatory art. In reflexive hindsight, I find 

that several assumptions underlying this question need further interrogations. First is the 

issue of where this anticipated assessment leads to. In other words, how would we describe 

the result of this assessment? While political actions can be described as successful and 

unsuccessful, taste can be judged as classy or kitsch, how should we put into words what is 

being evaluated in participatory art? This is where the canonical criticism of participatory art 

falls into the dichotomy of social effect and ethical rectitude. Yet, these criteria are 

insufficient in accrediting the implications identified in the current research. The second 

issue of concern here is that in practices, the socio-spatial implications identified in this 

research are not solely the result of artistic endeavors but the collaborative work of 

participatory art initiatives, the inhabitants and users’ pre-existing spatial practices, and direct 

political actions. Despite that I place the latter two sectors mainly on the background of the 
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case studies, the three are inextricable in the actualization of the potentiality of bottom-up 

space production. This means that though it is possible to offer analytical discourses that help 

to identify the implications of participatory art in local spatial contestations and thus provide 

new conceptual frameworks for relevant research in the future, further evaluations would not 

be possible without differentiating the works of art, everyday practice, and political actions. 

The issue that ensues is would such differentiation be necessary and constructive, for both 

theoretical and practical domains? The third issue pertains to the ethics of participatory art 

research. While the organization and process of participatory art can be equalitarian for all the 

attenders, the criticism of this artistic category is hardly written by the actual stakeholders. As 

an external researcher forever absent from the process of the cases I examined in the research,  

and as an individual commentator whose perspectives are always trapped by her own 

perceptive and cognitive limitations, I may not be the appropriate establisher of the proposed 

assessment scheme. Leading by the above three considerations, I come to the following 

reflections: on one hand, the major findings of this research about the socio-spatial 

implications of participatory art may provide directions for the reading of relevant art projects 

and new discursive strategies for the researchers, critics, and practitioners who work in the 

intersection of participatory art and urban spatial movements; on the other hand, the further 

establishment of assessment criteria for art that falls into this domain should be reserved for 

the participants of art. For different attendees may have varied anticipations for their 

participatory experiences, the evaluation of participatory art programs should ideally be 

carried out through a dialogical process shared by different stakeholders. 

In conclusion, on the case level, the above findings are expected to contribute to the 
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understanding of contexts, spatial outputs, strategies, and implications of the studies cases. 

On the cross-case level, this research presents a thematically organized study of the socio-

spatial implications of Hong Kong participatory art that was unprovided by existing research. 

Methodologically, it applies Lefebvre’s spatial theories in the investigation of the focused 

phenomenon of contemporary art, of which the pertinence and efficacy should be evaluated 

by the succeeding researchers. As the author of this paper, I expect this theoretical approach 

can introduce new interpretive methods for participatory art research and thereby contribute 

to the disciplinary knowledge of the artistic category.  

On this basis, I see the possibility to extend the current investigation to a more 

systematic theorization of the relationships between participatory art and the production of 

social spaces, which may center on other theoretical units in either domain that are not 

covered by the current research. Regarding the research method, I would like to draw 

attention to the primary sources of Hong Kong participatory art: in the process of curating 

the materials, I find that many issues regarding the methodologies and ethics of community-

based and community-engaging art practices have been foregrounded in the discussions 

among the practitioners; as mentioned in the methodology chapter, while many of these 

reflexive thoughts are documented at the time of specific art projects in forms of independent 

publications, visual documentaries, online blogs of art groups and artists, projects websites, 

among others, they have not been examined thoroughly in academic research. Accordingly, 

new theoretical directions or topics of investigation may emerge through the study of these 

materials.  

Meanwhile, this research is limited by its theory-based research approach and the 
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external positions inevitably held by the researcher. For future research on the spatial 

dimension of participatory art and other aspects of this artistic category unexplored by the 

current study, I suggest alternative approaches that can be taken from an insider’s perspective 

to be adopted by interested researchers, especially in the studies of ongoing projects. These 

may include but not limited to action research, narrative research, and ethnographical studies 

that may further bridge the gap between theory and practices. 
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Appendix I: A preliminary mapping of spatially-oriented participatory art 

programs/groups in Hong Kong (2000-2019) 

Model Program/group Socio-spatial background Duration 

Members/Organizer 

(s) (if openly 

announced) 

Physical 

space/location 

Community-

Based 

experimental 

spaces 

Hong Kong 

House of Stories 

(Blue House ) 

香港故事館(藍

屋) 

The Blue House is one of the three tenement 

building blocks (including also the Orange 

House and the Yellow House) that compose 

the Blue House Cluster. In 2006, Hong Kong 

Housing Society proposed together with the 

URA the redevelopment of H05-26 district, 

which planned to renovate the building 

cluster and turn it into a tourist spot. In 2008, 

after two years' public consultation and 

participation in the planning procedure, the 

government announced that while the 

buildings will be preserved as historical 

heritages, the residents can continuously live 

in there. In 2007, the St. James Settlement 

established the Wan Chai Livehood Place, a 

space for the display the history and culture 

of life in Wan Chai, on the ground floor 

space of the Blue House during the bottom-

up planning process. In 2012, the government 

approved the St. James Settlement's proposal 

"Viva Blue House," which suggested to 

transform the cluster into multifunctional 

complex with both residential units and 

community centers. In 2014, the Wan Chai 

livelihood Place was opened after renovation 

as the Hong Kong House of Stories, a 

community-based art and cultural space. 

Founded in 

2007 as 

Wan Chai 

Livelihood 

Place (灣仔

民間生活

館); 

transformed 

to Hong 

Kong 

House of 

Stories in 

2014  

St. James Settlement 

(聖雅各布福群)  

Stone Nullah 

Lane, Wan 

Chai, Hong 

Kong Island 

Woofer Ten 

活化廳 

Established in 2009 as an community art 

platform and registered as a non-profit 

organization by a group of art professionals. 

The program is funded from 2009 to 2013 

under ADC's Shanghai Street Artspace 

Exhibition Hall scheme and take the 

storefront of Shanghai Street 404 delegated 

by the government to ADC as its fixed space. 

2009-2015 

Cheng Yee Man (Ah 

Gum) and Clara 

Cheung of C&G 

Apartment, Luke 

Ching Chin Wai, Lai 

Kin Keung, Jasper Lau 

Kin Wah, Cally Yu 

Yuek Mui, Wen Yau, 

Kwan Sheung Chi and 

Shanghai 

Street 

Artspace 

Exhibition 

Hall Project 

(上海街視藝

空間) in  

Shanghai 

Street 404, 
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Wong Wai Yin, Law 

Man Lok, Lee Chun 

Feng, and Chung Wai 

Ian 

Yau Ma Tei, 

Y 

Sangwoodgoon  

生活館 

Established during anti-Express Rail Link 

movement and demonstration against the 

demolition of old Choi Yuen Village 

Since 2010 

Chow Sze Chung (周

思中)，Li Chun Nei 

(李俊妮)，Lau Kin 

Wah (劉建華)，Lo Lai 

Lai (勞麗麗) 

Yuen Long, 

New Territory, 

NT 

Mapopo 

Community 

Farm 

馬寶寶社區農

場 

Anti-North East New Territories 

Development Plan Movement 

Since 

summer, 

2010 

Farmer-activists in Ma 

Shi Po in collaboration 

with YMCArts 

Ma Shi Po 

Village, Fan 

Ling, NT 

2&3 Tak 

Cheong Lane 

(including So 

Boring) 

德昌里2號3號

鋪 (蘇波榮) 

Established during the Occupy Central 

movement in 2011 as community-based 

autonomous space. 

Since 2011 
/ (Self-funded by the 

core members) 

Tak Chenog 

Lane, Mong 

Kok 

18 Pitt Street 

 碧街18號 

The space was originally established in 2016 

as the second studio space for Zi Wut, a local 

flatform dedicated to the preservation and 

revitalization of letterpress printing 

technique. Meanwhile, the founder also 

intended to turn the space into a community 

center for the nearby neighbors to participate 

in everyday communal activities, screening, 

exhibitions, and other events. Overall, the 

space is a conceptualized as "a rehabilitation 

center for capitalist society." 

2016-2018 
/ (Self-funded by the 

core members) 

Pitt Street, 

Yau Ma Tei 

House of To 

Kwa Wan 

Stories/To 

Home 

土家故事館 

To Kwa Wan is an old district where most 

commonly seen architecture are tenement 

buildings, which provides ground floor 

storefronts for small-scale industries and 

affordable accommodation for popular class 

local citizens and ethnic minorities. In 2014 

and 2016, the government announced a series 

of urban redevelopment plans in the region; 

private developers then began to purchase the 

tenement buildings for the construction of 

high-rise real estates. Meanwhile, the 

Active 

since 2013; 

the physical 

space was 

open to 

public 

officially in 

2014. 

 Community Culture 

Concern Group (社區

文化關注組), Fixing 

Hong Kong (維修香

港), and St. James 

Settlement 

Hung Fook 

Street, To 

Kwa Wan 
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construction of the Shatin-to-Central Link, 

which runs through To Kwa Wan, has also 

affected the environment in the region. As To 

Kwa Wan goes through spatial changes, To 

Home was founded with the aim to cultivated 

a more sustainable community environment. 

The program was founded by the Urban 

Renewal Fund from 2013-2015 and has been 

self-funding after that. By the time the 

Shatin-to-Central Link is put into use, the site 

of To Home will have been bulldozed. 
      

Art festival 

(Activism 

involved) 

820 Saving Star 

Ferry Port Art 

Action 

820拯救天星藝

術行動 

Preservation movement against the 

demolition of Start Ferry Pier and Queen's 

pier 

(Major participating parties: autonomous 8a, 

Hong Kong In-media, the post-‘80s activists, 

art and cultural workers) 

2006.08.20 

張鐵樑  蔡芷筠  莊

楚卿  李俊峰  呂芷

謙  李穎珊  曾德平  

童昭安  黃雅斯  王

偉健  嚴穎嘉 

Anthony 

Old Star Ferry 

Pier and 

Edinburgh 

Place, Central 

Art Action to 

Conserve the 

Star Ferry Clock 

Tower 

保衛鐘樓藝術

行動 

2006.9.10, 

9.17, 9.24, 

10.01 

Old Star Ferry 

Pier, Central 

Flower in the 

Ruins: Queen’s 

Pier Culture 

Festival” 

廢墟之花-皇后

碼頭文化節 

2007.05 
Old Queen's 

Pier 

Tens of 

Thousands of 

People Against 

the Legislative 

Council·Anti-

XRL Resistance 

Carnival 

萬人決戰立法

會：反高鐵抗

爭嘉年華 

Anti-XRL movements 

2010.01.14 

高鐵‧停撥款大聯盟 

Alliance against the 

Express Rail Link 

Chater Garden 

and Statue 

Square, 

Central 

Woodstock in 

Spring·Here 

Comes Choi 

Yuen Village: 

An Arts Festival 

2011.2.5-

2011.2.6 

Initiated by Li Chun 

Nei (C. 李俊妮),  

Vinci, Mok Wing See 

(C. 莫穎詩),Mok Chiu 

Yu (C. 莫昭如), and 

Old Choi 

Yuen Village, 

Yuen Long 
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Among the 

Ruins 

新春糊士托·菜

園滾滾來—大

型廢墟藝術節 

Ducky, Tse Chitak (C. 

謝至德); 

Co-organized and 

participated by more 

than one hundred local 

artists and art groups 
      

Art Festivals 

(No activism 

involved) 

The First 

EmptySCape 

Art Festival: 

Beyond the 

Village School 

第一屆空城藝

術節：坪輋•村

校•展演 

Land Resumption in Ta Ku Ling/Ping Che 

(one of the three areas to be reclaimed by the 

government for the plan for New 

Development Areas in North East New 

Territories, which was announced in 2008.) 

for the industrial and residential uses. In 

2013, right before the first edition of the 

EmptySCape Art Festival, the government 

announced that the development plan for Ta 

Ku Ling/Ping Che area would be temporarily 

suspended. However, the future planning of 

the region remains pending. 

2013.6.1-2; 

8-9 

Organized by 

EmptySCape: an 

interdisciplinary art 

group which undertake 

the mission to study 

and intervene the idled 

spaces in Hong, with 

the hope to retell the 

stories of these spaces 

through art and resume 

the connection between 

people and places. 

Ultimately, the group 

aims at searching for 

new possibilities for 

the spatial discourse 

and practices about 

public space in Hong 

Kong. 

Co-organized by Ta Ku 

Ling/Ping Che Alliance 

(打鼓嶺坪車輋保衛家

園聯盟) 

Former Ping 

Yeung Public 

School, Ping 

Che, NT 

， 

The Second 

EmptySCape 

Art Festival: 

Beyond the 

Village School 

第二屆空城藝

術節：坪輋·村

校·之外 

2016.2.20-

21; 27-28 

Village 

Schools in 

Ping Che, 

N.T. 

The Third Space 

I: Sai Wan 

Winter Cam 

空間叄號 (一): 

西灣冬令營 

The controversy over the use of land in Sai 

Wan, which started in 2010 when a private 

developer plan to use the land for a luxurious 

real estate project. 

2015.11-

2016.1 

Organized by Asian 

Art Archive in 

collaboration with The 

General Education Unit 

of the University of 

Hong Kong, the Visual 

Arts Society of Hong 

Kong Baptist 

University Student's 

Union, Putyourself. In, 

and 18 Pitt Street; led 

by Michael Leung (梁

志剛), Ng Ka Chun (吳

Sai Wan, Sai 

Kung, NT 
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家俊), Fiona Lee (李穎

珊). 

Sustainable Fest 

源野生活節 

The program searched for and promoted 

sustainable way of living by collaborating 

with local small businesses and community 

civic organizations in performative and 

festival art events. 

2016. 1.23-

24 (at Kai 

Tak 

Runway 

Park) 

2016.4.3 (at 

Cattle 

Depot 

Artists 

Village) 

Art Together (藝術到

家): a non-profit art 

group and registered 

charitable organization 

devoted to the 

promotion of 

community art. The 

group has held multiple 

participatory projects 

in collaboration with 

other art groups, 

organizations, and 

schools in public and 

outdoor spaces around 

Hong Kong, with an 

emphasis on the 

pedagogical role of art. 

Kai Tak 

Runway Park, 

Kowloon City; 

Kowloon 

Cattle Depot 

Artists 

Village, To 

Kwa Wan, 

Kowloon 

“Breathe in the 

Nature” Land 

Art Camp 2017 

「源野呼吸」

大地藝術營 

2017 

The program intends to bring urbanites to the 

natural environment through the practice of 

what the organizers designated as "Land 

Art." 

2016.11-12 

Organized by Hong 

Kong Arts 

Development Council 

and Art Together 

Nam Shan 

Campsite, 

Lantau Island, 

NT; 

Sai Wan, Sai 

Kung, NT; 

Pak Lap Wan, 

Sai Kung, NT; 

Lo Kei Wan, 

Lantau Island, 

NT; 

Long Kei 

Tsai, Sai 

Kung, NT 

Fishpond 

Sustainable Arts 

Festival 

魚塘源野藝術

節 

The program takes the advance of the Hong 

Kong Fishpond Conservation Scheme, which 

was initiated by the Hong Kong Bird 

Watching Society in 2012, to introduce to the 

public about the ecology of fishponds in 

North West New Territory 

2018.1.20-

21 

Organized by Hong 

Kong Arts 

Development Council, 

Art Together, and 

Hong Kong Bird 

Watching Society 

Tai Sang Wai, 

San Tin, Yuen 

Long 
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Fishpond 

Diving 

Sustainable Art 

Festival 

落塘源野藝術

節 

Same as above 
2019.1.19-

20 

Organized by Art 

Together & Hong 

Kong Bird Watching 

Society 

“Breathe in the 

Nature” Land 

Art Camp 2019 

「源野呼吸」

大地藝術營 

2019 

Same as "Breathe in the Nature" Land Art 

Camp 
2019.05 

Organized by Hong 

Kong Arts 

Development Council 

and the 11th Arts 

Ambassadors-in-

School Scheme; 

coordinated by Art 

Together 

Shing Mun 

Reservoir, 

Tsuen Wan, 

NT; 

Tai Ou Mun, 

Sai Kung, NT; 

Shueng Sha, 

Lantau Island, 

NT; 

Tai Tam 

Reservoir, 

Hong Kong 

Island; 

Lido Beach, 

Tseun Wan, 

NT; 

Kam Tin, NT 

Fishpond Sweet 

Sustainable Art 

Festival 

食塘源野藝術

節 

Same as Fishpond Sustainable Arts Festival 

On-site 

event: 

2020.2.1-2 

(Cancelled 

due to 

COVID-19 

outbreak) 

Online 

exhibition: 

2020.2.1-13 

Organized by Art 

Together & Hong 

Kong Bird Watching 

Society 

Tai Sang Wai, 

San Tin, Yuen 

Long 

      

Guerrilla 

participatory 

art 

group/projects 

Community 

Museum Project 

民間博物館計

劃 

A guerilla curatorial collective aimed at 

providing alternative platform for the 

collection and display of local visual cultural. 

The group was involved in the urban spatial 

preservation movements in Wan Chai and 

Sham Shui Po . 

Since 2002 

Howard Chan, Siu 

King-chung, Tse Pai 

Chai, Pheobe Wong 

/ 

v-artivist 

影行者 

A guerilla video collective that adopts 

documentary-making as a major strategy in 

its engagement in multiple urban spatial 

resistance movements. 

First 

generation - 

Video 

Power (錄

Former members of 

Video Power 
/ 
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影力量): 

Since 1989 

v-artivist: 

since 2007 
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Appendix II : Summary of the major findings 

Models 
Experimental community 

space 
Art festival Guerrilla art collective 

Representative 

case 
Woofer Ten 

“Woodstock in Spring: An Arts 

Festival Among the Ruins” 

(held at old Choi Yuen Village) 

v-artivist 

Form of 

organization 

Longitudinal operation of 

a physical space, often by 

a collective on equalitarian 

basis 

One-time festivals presented 

with performative and 

exhibitory events, often 

coordinated by a small group 

of collaborators, and take place 

in agricultural areas and natural 

environment. The festival can 

either be part of exiting 

resistance movements against 

land appropriations or an 

apolitical pedagogical program. 

A (curatorial, 

documentary) collective 

which takes the contested 

urban spaces as its arena 

to engaged in existing 

spatial resistances 

Geographic-

spatial 

preconditions 

A fixed physical space 

located in old districts that 

are relatively intact by the 

imperatives of spatial 

abstraction. Ideally, the 

space is located on the 

street level, forming an 

intimate relationship with 

the surrounding 

community space. 

An open space available for 

holding the festival 

The disruption of the 

everyday orders of life 

and production by top-

down urban planning 

decisions allows the 

collective to enter the 

sites of spatial struggles 

and initiate dialogues 

Main 

participants 

Kai Fong in the same or 

nearby neighborhood, 

community art 

practitioners, and general 

citizens 

Villagers, art and cultural 

practitioners, and general 

citizens as festival attenders 

Kai Fong, grassroots 

communities, volunteers, 

community art 

practitioners, and general 

citizens as external 

audiences 

Strategies 

(1) Appropriating 

and publicizing the 

sovereignty over a 

physical space 

(2) Redistribution 

of spatial orders in the 

neighborhood by 

(1) Reterritorialization 

(the re-arrangement of the 

spatial order) of the 

festival site 

(2) Performative and 

ritualistic activities 

through participation 

(1) Involvement in 

multiple spatial 

resistance movements 

in a guerrilla manner 

through dialogical 

interactions mediated 

by participatory 
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blurring the 

boundaries between 

economic production, 

labors and practices of 

everyday life, and art-

making 

(3) Visualizing and 

narrating embedded 

spatial histories and 

practices, 

incorporating these 

visualizations and 

textualization into the 

surface of the physical 

urban spaces 

(4) Small spatial 

interventions such as 

rooftop planning and 

street parade 

(5) Providing 

temporary 

subsitutions for the 

spaces lost in urban 

renewal projects 

(3) Collective making of 

works of art (site-specific 

installations) 

(4) Affective 

engineering of social 

movements 

documentation, 

itinerary screenings, 

post-screening 

discussions, and other 

community-engaging 

activities such as 

painting, drawing, 

handicraft and 

moving image 

workshops 

(2) Collaboration 

with multiple 

community-based 

civic organizations 

and experimental 

community spaces 

Spatial 

elements 

produced 

(1) Common 

usership over the 

physical space shared 

by surrounding 

communities 

(2) The 

foregrounding of 

embedded spatial 

knowledges (spatial 

histories, micro-

economies, and 

alternative spatial 

practices) through 

representations (visual 

and rhetorical) 

(3) The 

construction of 

intersubjective space 

(through visual 

representations and 

(1) The resumption of 

bodily engagement with 

space 

(2) The creation of the 

festive space as the 

antithesis of the space of 

leisure 

(3) Cultural 

codifications of the socio-

cultural discursive and 

values accumulated in 

preceding social 

movements and resistive 

spatial practices 

(1) The 

foregrounding of 

embedded spatial 

knowledges 

(2) A perceptive 

and cognitive 

mapping of the 

spatial network 

consists of materials 

spaces that allow for 

alternative spatial 

practices and the 

channeling of spatial 

discursives, 

conception, and 

aesthetic experiences 
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the modulation of 

urban spatial textures) 

that mobilizes 

people’s perception 

and cognition of the 

surrounding 

neighborhood spaces 

(4) The discovery 

and performances of 

micro-strategies of 

spatial resistances 

Implications 

(1) The 

experimental 

community space 

constitutes a model of 

differential space that 

alters the 

environmental 

affordances of the 

surroundings and thus 

offers new patterns of 

partnering between 

modes of 

doing/making and the 

urban spaces 

(2) Revitalizing the 

surrounding 

neighborhood space 

(helping to preserve 

micro-economies and 

community networks), 

which challenges the 

official urban renewal 

discourses promoted 

by the URA 

(3) Foregrounding 

the representational 

space experienced and 

perceived by the 

inhabitants and users, 

which offers 

knowledge, strategies, 

and experiences for 

the production of 

(1) The festival 

constitutes a resistive 

strategy against the top-

down land and space 

expropriation 

(2) As the antithesis of 

the space of leisure, the 

festival space counters the 

forces of fragmentation of 

the body, the projection of 

Eros outside of the body 

through spectacles, and the 

alienation of desires as 

consumption that 

characterize the latter 

category 

(3) Incorporating rural 

and agricultural lifestyle, 

labors, as well as land and 

spatial practices into the 

cultural landscape and 

spatial bottom-up spatial 

imagination of the city, 

countering the official 

discourses promoted by 

the power that be 

 

(1) Providing tools, 

channel, and 

platforms for the 

inhabitants and users 

of urban spaces to 

produce spatial 

knowledges that 

challenge the official 

representations of 

Hong Kong urban 

spaces  

(2) Coordinating 

the participants’ 

perceptual and 

cognitive reception of 

the space, which 

constitutes a 

counterforce against 

the neoliberalist 

scheme aesthetic 

programming 

(3) Cultivating 

people’s ability to re-

orientate in the urban 

space in the age of 

total spatial loss 

(4) Providing the 

spatial infrastructure 

(the network of 

alternative spaces) for 

such re-orientation, 

incoming spatial 

resistances, and the 
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differential spaces anticipated 

production of 

differential spaces 

Socio-spatial 

implications of 

participatory 

art in general 

Participatory art lends power to the suppressed spatial practices and representational 

space by providing the knowledges, mechanisms, and infrastructures required by 

the production of differential spaces: 

 

A. Knowledges 

(1) The spatial knowledges of regional histories, economies, and the experiences as 

well as methods of alternative spatial practices that offer the agencies, tools, 

empirical evidence, theoretical foundations, and affective adhesions required for 

the advancement of socio-spatial movements and the anticipated production of 

differential spaces 

 

B. Mechanisms 

(2) A mechanism for naming and acknowledging the anonymous inhabitants and 

users as the producers of spatial knowledegs, which helps to construct their 

identity as the empowered users, narrators, and producers of alternative urban 

spaces 

(3) A mechanism through which the two major groups of the actants of the 

representational space, namely the inhabitants/users of space and 

artists/philosophers/spatial envisioners can work collectively to produce spatial 

knowledges and practice spatial resistances that challenge the hegemonic spatial 

representations and regulations 

(4) A mechanism that offers the platforms, medium, and channels for the articulation 

and circulation of the produced spatial knowledges 

(5) A mechanism of aesthetic programming that re-coordinates our conceptive, 

perceptual, and corporeal relationships to the urban spaces 

 

C. Infrastructures 

(6) A material infrastructure of space constructed through creating and connecting 

micro utopian spaces founded on the artistic space of sovereignty, which 

facilitates spatial resistances and the anticipated production of differential spaces  

(7) A communal infrastructure built on the assembly of different groups of 

participants as the potential producers of differential spaces through the shared 

experiences of dialogical aesthetics. Thus, participatory art provides a route to 

autogestion, namely the social foundation for the anticipated production of 

differential spaces. By building a mechanism of equalitarian participation, the 

artistic category advances the democratization of arts that serves as an analogy 

for the democratization of urban planning and spatial management. 
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